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• But still it was more often those who had recovered 
ho had pity for the dying and the sick, because they had learnt 
what it meant and were themselves by this ti~ confident of 
i.Imnunity; for the disease never attacked the sane man a second 
tine, at least not with fatal results. And they wexe not only 
congratulated by everybody else, l:nt themselves, in the excess 
of their joy at the moment, cherished also a fond fancy with 
regard to the rest of their lives that they wculd never be 
carried off by a:ny other disease. 1 
Thucydides: Descri pti. on of the Plague at A thens. 
History of the Pelopomesian War. :Book II. Ll.5 
Translated by c. Fa3ter Smith, Heinemann, London. 
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INTUODUCTION 
Although the developxent of resistance to reinfection 
which follows recov£Iry from, or exposure to,- an epidemic disease, 
bas been observed fro the earliest t~s, the present concept of 
the nature of i.munity is almost entirely the result of investigations 
carried out dllring the past century. In i:articular, a proper under-
standing of immuni tq did not becone possible until the introduction of 
statistical techniques and correctly planned experiments allowed 
meaningful information to be derived from measurements of various 
biological phenomena which influence it. 
The term imnunity, as used in the study of diseases, no 
longer implies complete exemption from morbidity; it can be defined 
as : Some degree of acquired, s~cific, resistance to a pathogen ( toxin, 
virus, bacterium, etc.). On the one mnd, this defini tiotr distinguishes 
imnuniV from non-specific temporary states of increased resistance 
which are induced by chemoprophylactics, or by interfering agents, etc. 
On the other hand, it also distinguishes it from these states of innate, 
or genetic resistance whioh rave been described. e.go Sabin (1952) 
showed that the inherited insusceptibili-cy- of inbred PRI mice to 17D 
yellow fever virus depended on a single i;air of genes which depress the 
level of virus multiplication. 
*Definitions of imnuniv which impart somewhat different meanings 
have been used by others, and it seens necessary to define clearly the 
meaning as used throughout this Thesis. 
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In keeping with this definition, a given procedure my 
be said to be "inmunogenic 11 if it produces sane degree of specific 
resistance to a pathcgen. The word immunogenic ms:s- be applied, in 
the same sense, to the particular biologioaJ. material employed to 
produce imnuni v to a specific disease, with the tacit assumption 
that details of procedure, such as route of injection, have been 
correctly chooen. It is therefore desirable to define an imnunogen 
as a substance which, when introduced by an appropr.i.a te route into 
animals of a susceptible species, will elicit s0100 demonstrable degree 
of specific resistance to subsequent challenge with a pathogen. This 
definition must be qualified in that the immunity so acquired is to be 
distinguished from states of imnuni ty which can be induced passively 
by an tise:ra, or by certain cell suspensions. 
The terns imnun~en and anti gal are, of course, not 
synonymous al though particular antigens (e.go toxoids) n:ay well act 
as imnunogenao The outcoioo of infection does not entirely depend on 
tm presence or absence of circulating antibodies, an:l indeed, the 
development of imnuni ty following vaccination may well be unrelated 
to the simultaneous production of serum antibodies (Raffel, 1960). 
Assessment of the inmunogenic potency of vaccines is dependent on the 
ability to observe that in vaccinated animals death, daJiage to cells, 
comective tissue, etc., or stimulation of such processes as oedema, 
have been prevented, or that the severity of symptoms have been 
mcxiified in a measurable wey. If the pathogen is an infectious agent, 
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multiplication may occur in challenged imnunised anine.ls, but they 
must sho a reduction in symptoioo or lesions when expoeed to infection 
in a manner which in uninmunised anjim) s of the same species ould 
result in a clearly defined disease complex. 
This Thesis examines the present position with regard to 
the study of the iD:munqgenbi ty of Influenza virus vaccines, and 
reports original experirental woxk in this fieldo In Chapter I the 
factors which have been shown to be of importance in immunogenioi ty 
a.re discussed, and a brief' historical outline of the approach to this 
problem in the case of typical living and killed vaccines is given. 
CmpterII reports some findi~·s relative to the measurenent of certain 
cba.ra.cteristica of the virus which are used to indicate immunogen 
content. 
Chapter reports a detailed study of those factors which 
influence the ru tc 100 of experiloontal influenza in the laboratory 
mouse, and ChapterlV is devoted to a similar study of the antibody 
response to vaccination. Chapter y, reports the results of chal l enge 
tests used to investigate the immunogenici -ey- in mice and Chapter VI 
will detail tile results of experimental wo:r.it designed to disclose the 
con-elation between the ou.tcoioo of challenge, and a nwm>er ofvaccine 
characteristics which can be quanti tatede 
General discussions and sta.tement of conclusions are given 
in Chapter V.Uand details of mterials ani methcds are appendedo 
CHAPTER 1 
mmNOGENIC rrY 
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INTRODUCTION 
Tb3 study ar imnunogaiici ty bas largely been inspired by 
the need to ensure, and the desire to improve, the efficacy of 
iJDmunogens far the control of infectious diseases of man and 
animals. It is obvious that from these points of view the effect-
iveness of va.cc ine s or to:xoids will only be meaningful in the light 
of their abili v to increase resistance to natural exposure to 
pathogens. Field trials would therefore appear to be the ideal 
means of studying immuncgenicity and, indeed, rigidly controlled 
field trials, correctly planned and interpreted, remain the final 
a.rbi ters of this effectiveness. Unfortunately, all too often the 
planning is ca.ITied out in retrospect, important factors may not 
rave been considered, ani tre field trial my turn out to be an 
expensive means of obtaining misleading information. 
Whilst proper field trials will always be required to 
reveal the basic type of information which trey alone can give, 
they are unsuitable for experi~ntal studies directed towards 
accurate measurement of i:amunogenici ty o A major difficulty with 
field trials is that it is seldom possible to be sure of exposure 
to infection within the period when observations must be nade; this 
practical consideration applies especially to all diseases of 
epidemic character. Harever, even in the most felicitous circum-
stances imaginable, 'Where the disease is endemic, 8Ild if the members 
of the population at risk who have had previous exposure are known 
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and excluded from tte t:rial, the test subjects will be exposed to 
different doses of pi,thogen, of unknown and perhaps differing 
virulence, at various times a£ter immunization, and under di
fferent 
carrli tions of diet and environment. The results of such tes
ts may only 
be ret?}:trded as qualitative; al though tm information they can reveal 
will be highly significant, and of vital importance to the un
derstanding 
of particular asi;ects of immuni V• 
Most of the problene assoc:iated wi. th "natural" exposure mq be 
avoided by using challenge tests in which known doses of paras
ite are 
eimul taneously used to infect the test species. The virulenc
e of the 
~aeites can be established by preliminary experiments and du
e 
precautions taken to ensure that ea.ch aniJIEJ. on test receive
s the same 
nuni:>er of equally virulent challenge organisms, sus~nded in
 the same 
medium ( See Pittman, 1941). The term virulence is used here, and la.ter 
in this thesis, according to the definition of Miles (1955), and includes 
the sum of many attributes, e.g. invasiveness, necrotizing a
nd cytocidal 
potency, which may vary with different strains of the same pa
rasite, and 
which my be of varying importance w:i. th different members of
 the infected 
species. These components of virulence rray decide the rea~t
ion 0£ an 
itxlividual host, be it inapparent infection (Lwoff, 1957) or a 
recognisable disease process, and the severity of the latter
 if it occu.rs-o 
So far as human diseases are concerned, challenge tests usua
lly 
ca.rm.ct be carried out in the host species in which e a.re in
terested. 
Far economic reasons the same may be true of animal diseases
, althcngh 
here it is alwa.ys possible to use a challenge test to establ
ish the 
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fundaJJJ3nta.l effectiveness of an imnunogen in the species far which we 
require a prophylactic. This methoi had its beginnings with Pasteur 
(1881) who demonstrated the efficacy of his attenuated anthrax vaccines 
in various farm aninals. Althougjl his :results ere only qualitative, 
they were valid. Pasteur also introduced the principle of controlling 
the virulence of the challenge bacteria. 
In moot studies of immunogenici v, the need to assay potency 
or :umnunogens bas led to the use of labora.tory animals which are not 
natural subjects of the diseases concerned. Routes of infection, known 
to differ frcm the custom:u-y routes of infection in the natural host, 
my be obligatory to produce morbid processes . In these cases, and even 
where the same rru te of infection produces disease in both species, the 
pathogeneses of th:! artificial and na tura1 infections are seldom strictly 
comparable. :Burnet (1960) bas pointed out that neny of the cha.ra.cteristics 
or their "imnune response" will have been bred into species in the course 
of evolution. It is unlikely therefore that the mechanisms of na tura1 
resistance, and the responses to imunizing processes, will be identical 
in any two species. 
Nevertheless , a challenge test in anin:els remains the best means 
available for the direct study of imnunogenicity; the equating of serum 
antibocy titres with immunity levels is unjustified without supporting 
field evidence ( Fazekas de St . Groth , 1963) . If care is taken in the 
selection of the laboratory animal, ani if the test system has been shown 
to correspond at least qualitatively with the disease process and 
imnuni ty reactions of the natural hoot, then it is reas enable to assure 
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that esti.rIR tea of immunogenic potency by means of experimental challenge 
tests can be validly applied to the natural host species. 
FACTORS INFLUENCING D ITTJNOGENICITY TESTS 
Far the proper performance of challenge tests the control of 
a nuni>er of factors is of furdamental importance. These ~ be inherent 
characteristics of the host and parasite, or they may be external 
conditions, such as diet or envirormental temperature which influence 
the host• s response or the virulence of the p:3.,rasite. 
With regard to host characteristics, it is a commonplace 
observation that if properly graded chall.enge doses of pathogen are 
fldministered to a group of unim:nunized susceptible aniDJ3ls, the 
imividuals will be found to vary in their reactions to the infectious 
processo ilat these variations will be minim.l at the extremes of 
challenge dose, there is a :range of doses over which it is uaually 
possible to distinguish discrete levels of morbidity in animals which 
have been infected with the same amount of p:tthogen. In certain types 
of fulmimting infections, such as follow the intracereb:ral inoculation 
of French neurotropic yellow fever, an:l some other arboviru.ses, in mice, 
it is often impossible to n:ake observations beyond death or survival in 
groups of animals challenged with the mo.st closely sIB,ced dilutions of 
:p3.thogen. However, even in these oases, it is not unusual to find 
extremely susceptible and insusceptible animals in the population 
subject to challenge. 
The dooe required to produce death in individual animus of 
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random breedil,\g my va:ry by several orders of magnitude. 
This variation 
was an insuperable obstacle to early workers on immunog
enicity because, 
unfortunately, tmy chose tba concept of the minimum leth
al or effective 
dose as the unit for quantitative studies. .Ehrlich (1897) devised th
is 
unit to measure toxicity, and cons idered hl.lnself fortuna
te that he was 
able to achieve a reproducible estimate of the minimum le
thal dose 
(M.L.D.) of diphtheria toxin in guinea pigs. He was aware that the 
reason for his failure to obtain a reproducible estimate
 of the M.L.D. 
in other systems such as tetanus toxin, snake venom, ric
in, in various 
hosts, was due to the much greater variation in the host
 response in 
these systems ( Croonian Lecture, 1900) . As Miles (1954) has pointed 
out, the results that Ehrlich obtained using this unit w
ere valid for 
the study of the chemical combination of diphtheria toxin
 and anti toxin, 
and permitted a nuni:>er of important discoveries. Howeve
r, his success 
appears to have encouraged others to apply the M.L . D. co
ncept to other 
systems, with unfortunate results due to the inaccuracy 
which accompanies 
measurement of this unit where there is variation in th
e host response. 
From a biometric point of view the problems assooiated w
ith 
hret variation in challenge tests were not solved until 
Trevan (1927) 
described the re su1 ts of such tests in terms of dose- resp
onse curves, 
and then proceeded to develop the L. D. 50 as a unit • Thi
s and similar 
units, generalized as the effective dose or E. D O have
 allowed the 
developroont of assay syste~ whooe accuracy may be estim
ated; 
calculations of potency based on such systens can be tes
ted for validity. 
revertheless, the accuracy of all bioass83's is inversely 
proportional to 
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the amount of variation in the host reaction, sinc
e this decides the 
slope of the dose response curve. For this reason
 it is advisable 
to use inbred lines of animus where these have be
en fcund to show 
less variation than random bred lines in their resp
onse to either the 
imnunogen or tm pathogen. Pittman (1941) found tl:at it was 
essential 
to use closely inbred mice in challenge tests with
 meningococci. 
Gowen (1950) developed a series o:f inbred mouse lines which h
ave graded 
but fixed susceptibilities to mouse typhoid; and this 
raises the 
possibility of breeding laboratory animals with res
ponses to infection 
which closely resemble the cor.responding disease i
n humans or other 
aninals. Again, since st:rains of mice have been bred
 which differ in 
their capacity for anti boey production to different a
ntigens (Fink and 
Quirm, 1953), it may be possible to incorporate the most appropriate 
antibody response in the breeding of the test anim
als. Russell (1955) 
briefly revie ed the reasons for using carefully i
nbred lines in 
research involvi1¥5 animals. However, it should be 
mentioned that inbred 
lines of animals are not alweys superior to random
 bred animal. s. With 
currently available lines, there may be reasons fo
r preferring hybrid 
or random bred animals in p:3.rticular bioassays. M
cLaren and Michie 
(1954) have sham that the inbred 057:Bl strain were more var
iable in 
their response to a narcotic drug than either Fi hybrids from 
C57Bli x C3H clt crosses or a random bred albino strain
. 
Variation in the virulence of the challenging organ
ism can 
be minimized by preparing a sufficiently large 
11pool 11 of a pre-tested 
strain, and storing this in a manner which will ma
intain full 
infectivi ty and virulence. The techniques of prep
aration of the 
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challenge ms.teria.l, the cleanliness anl accuracy of the
 apparatus 
used are af such obvious importance to both virulenc
e and dose 
received by the test aninals that they need no more 
than a mention. 
The medium used for suspension of the dose may also 
be a critical 
factor in the stabili iv of virulence and infectivity, as 
was shown 
in the case of typhus rickettsiae (Bovarnick et al. 1950) o 
The choice of the dose level to be used in challeng
ing 
immunized animals is also of critic al importance if
 variation in the 
response is to be minimized. Batson (1950) has convincingly 
demonstrated the wide variation in dose which will a
ctually be received 
by the test animals unless the challenge level is l
arge enough to 
overcozoo the effect of the Poisson distribution of 
organisms in the 
test nR terial. The serial dilution which is custom
arily used in 
adjusting the challenge to the right level will also result in actu
al 
final concentrations which have a Poisson distributi
on. This will 
not have a significant effect provided that the dos
e level is 
reasonably large - 1000 E.n.50. units is desirable but 100
 is usually 
suf.ficient for the accuracy required in most system
s. 
Other factors which ha.ve been frond to influence im
munogen-
icity tests include age, sex, and weight of the tes
t animals, their 
nutritional status and physical environment, and th
e interactions of 
these factors. A general discussion of their impor
tance will be given 
in later chapters in conjure tion with their particular association 
with 
influenza virus studies. 
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PLANNING CF ~NOOENICITY TES'IS 
With regard to the correct planning of imnunogenici
ty 
assays, Jerne and Wood (1949), advised by Finney,. have discussed
 
the assumptions and implications behind biological a
ssays and, 
drawing freely on the published reports of other wo
rkers, have 
propooed rules of coniuct for the design and perform
ance of such 
experiments. In any planned study of immonogenici ty
 it will be 
necessary to comply with these rules if valid conclu
sions are to 
be drawn from the results. The most important requi
rements are t-
(1) Adequate preliminary biological research into the 
particular system to be studied: 
(2) Elimjnation or control of factors, other than the dose 
of inmunogen, which may influence the response being
 measured: 
(3) Selection of the correct doses of immunogen and challenge 
material and accurate measurement of these and also 
of the response: 
(4) Selection of the most appropriate mathematical processes, 
to provide maximum utilization of the available data
: 
(5) The functions relating dose and response measurements 
must have the same form for each of tm substances being
 compared. 
Other matters my be considered in regard to increas
ing the 
accuracy of estim tes of irnrrnmogen.ic potency. Fish
er (1935) directed 
attention to the necessity of designing bioassays in
 suoh a way that 
the interactions of the factors which affect the re
sponse can be 
determined and sepa.rated from the main effects, ther
eby increasing the 
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accuracy of interpretations. He also highlighted the necessity of 
proper randomization - where appropriate - of the test subjects. 
Measurements of the :responses must al a.ya be made without bias, 
conscious ar unconscious, on the p:i.rt of tre opera tor, and it is 
advisable to make them as objective as :possible. In this respect 
experiments shculd be planned so tm t the operator is not aware of 
the identi -cy of the doses he inoculates nor of the dose 1 evel s which 
have been received by the a.ni100J s he examines. Mathematical 
transfonm.ti ons are usually emplo38d to simplify the dose-effect 
:relationship, and permit improved statistical analysis of the 
e.xperinental data, thereby giving more precision to estimates, and 
enabling the determination of limits to these estimates. 
HIS TCRICAL DEVELOPMENT 
It will not be possible to review the histories of 
immunogenicity studies in all vaccines , but the wo:rk of the earliest 
experiloonters in this field wi.11 be examined, and ru.bsequent develop-
ments in the case of a typical "living'' and nkilledu vaccines will be 
described. 
Living Attenuated Vaccines 
The study of immunogenici ty began with the first planned 
development of attenuated living vaccines. Pasteur (1881) prodteed 
Bo anthracis strains of aJ. te:red virulence for small anine.ls by means 
of continued daily sub-culture on artificial media at 42-43 c. To 
achieve a state of immunity in farm animls to subsequent challenge 
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ith fully virulent organisms, he found it necessary to use as a 
pri.na.ry vaccine, a suspension of a strain which 1as still c
apable of 
pro due ing a high mar tali ty in mice and young guinea pigs, 
but which 
would not kill mature guinea pigs. A second vaccination was
 required 
12 days later, with a strain which killed adult guinea pigs
, but had 
only a limited mortality in rabbits. A strain which was so 
attenuated 
that it was no longer lethaJ. for mice, was not imnunogenic.
 
Haffkine (1892) introduced challenge tests in inoculated 
guinea pigs to prove the imnunizing power of his attenuated
 cholera 
vaccines intended far human use, ani TamarnCiheff (1892) employed this 
met.bed to com:p3..re the effectiveness of attenuated and killed
 v. cholerae 
vacc ir.ies . Al thrugh Haffkine (1893) felt that humans would react to 
his vaccines as rodents rad done, and pla.nned his Indian fie
ld trial 
on th.at basis, he st.a ted nevertheless tha. t the final test o
f imnunogen-
ic i ty in hunans would have to be carried out in humans, um.e
r natural 
conditions of exposure. 
Equ.a ti~ of the inf ecti vi ty of the preparation with 
iIImunogenicity was the background to the development of a "s
tandard-
ization test" far smllpox vaccine by Calmette and Guerin in
 1901. 
This qualitative test gauged the amount of vesiculation prod
ooed on 
the shaven skin of a rabbit by 1 ml of vaccine, and assumed 
that an 
arbitrary degree of vesiculation corresponded with a satisfa
ctory level 
of "virulent elements"• Calmette and Guerin reasoned that s
mallpox 
vaccines shru.ld produce lOCYfa tttakestt in children to be satis
factory, 
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and th.at, to do so , they must contain au.ff ic ient "virulent elenen ts". 
Potency testing of smallpox vaccines became quanti ta ti ve 
when Guerin (1905) introduced the idea of testing serial dilutions, 
and was thereby able to nake crude estimates of the relative potenc
ies 
of various preparations. With slight mcdifications, his test surviv
es 
to the present day as one af the recognized means of assessing pote
ncy 
of smallpox: vaccines, since the shaven skin of the rabbit is extrem
ely 
sensitive to vaccinia virus, and no more than a crude estin:ate of 
virus content has been required for standardization purposes. Even
 
if the content of 11virulent elements" is still to be regarded as th
e 
sole criterion for iirmunogenicity of living vaccines, tmn in the 
case 
of smallpox there is good reason to abandon this technique, because
 
the simpler and more accurate infectivi ty tests in tissue culture, 
or 
on the chorioalla.ntoic membranes of embryona ted eggs, may be 
substituted instead. 
With rega,rd to the relationship between infectivi ty and 
inmunogenici ty , it is oovious that sufficient "living" organisms m
ust 
• 
be present to overcore the threshold of :natural resistance to infec
tion. 
After this has been achieved, the level of inmuni ty ultimately reac
hed 
will be a function of , (a) the increase in numbers of the invader with 
concomitant in:-oduction of much greater amounts of potential inmunog
en, 
(b) the extent to which tre inherent characteristics of both the 
invader and the iniividual host will permit the imnunogen to reach 
those 
sites which will be productive of inmunity, (c) the qualities of the 
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immunogen and (d) the resistance of the host to the toxic effects 
of the invader, and its metabolic products. The experi.IOOn
ts of 
Cockburn et al. (1957), who were able to correlate infectivity on 
the chorioallantoic 100mbrane c£ e~s with percentage of tak
es in 
a small group of male hunans, have led to a blanket Hpoten
cy" 
reconmendation of a minimum infectivity of 10
8 P.F.U. per ml . for 
all smallpox vaccines. Too much confidence shruld not be 
placed 
on this specification beca:uae it ignores variation between
 vaccinia 
strains in elementary body - P.F.U. mtios (Joklik, 1962), and in 
tmir infectivities for different animls (Fenner, 1958). It is 
most likely that different strains of this virus will diff
er in their 
inf ectivi ties in humans, and also tb..a t different races of 
men will 
not all have equal sensitivity to infection. 
At the present tine the only test for the development of 
inmunity after smallpox vaccination is by means of revacci
nation, 
and this ha.s been used by Cross et al. (1958) to show that the level 
of infectivity on the chorioallantoic membrane of eggs did
 not 
influence the imnuncgenici ty of the vaccine provided that su
fficient 
virus wa.s present to bring a.bout the formation of a typica
l pock in 
humm subjects. This is in keeping with the observation of Gatti 
(1764) that even if variolation :produced only one pustule, it success-
fully protected against smallpox which ws..s endemic in Euro
pe at that 
ti100. Wha.t relationship, if any, exists between resistance
 to 
revaccination and immuni -cy to small pox is not known. Soloviev and 
Mastyukowa (1959) differentiated the imnunogenicity of several vaccinia 
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strains for rabbits chart enged with neurovaccinia by the intracerebral 
route The relative levels of imnunity produced in rabbits appeared to 
cor.relate with certain aspects of the virulence of the particular 
stmins in humms. Dixon (1962) has proposed that trere should be more 
field and laboratory tests of smallpox vaccines on a larger scale than 
heretofore, so that ihe inmrunogenicity of vaccine strains can be prop-
erly determi ed. In the present state of ignorance, the custonary 
ha.bit of revaccinating wi thrut exception all who rra.y be exposed to 
small pox, is a very wise procedure. 
The assumption tba t there is a direct correla.tion between 
infectivity, measured in son:e arbitrarily chcsen bioassay, and 
imnunogenicity in hUIIBn or aninal heats is still the basis for the 
standardization of meet attenuated vaccines. An exception is Rabies 
vaccine for m ich a challenge test is prescribed (W .H. O. Monograph, 
No. Z3), 8lld it mey be signjficant that this test was developed by 
Habel (1940) following a number of critical investigations of the 
effectiveness of rabies vaccines, {Webster,1939). 
Killed Vaoo ines 
The history of the stuey of imunogenicity of kill ed 
vaccines also had its beginnings with Ha.ff.kine's early attempts to 
prep:tre cholera vaccines, and Tamamcheffts (1892) use of a challenge 
test in guinea pigs to compare t:te effectiveness of living and killed 
vaccines. The problems attached to this stuiy, and the pitfalls 
await~ the unwa.zy experin:enter in this field are well illustrated 
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in the case of typhoid vacc ineso A brief survey of this history 
is 
moat illuminating. ihe success of Haffkine•s anticholera field t:ri
al 
in India, :reported in 1895, inspired Tf.right and Semple (1897) to 
prepare a heat killed vaccine from S tYPhi which as adjusted to 
contain a. standard number of ar~isms, but was only considered 
"potent" if the bacterial suspension from which it was made had a
n 
arbitrarily chooen minimum lethal dose in guinea pigs. In 1900, 
Wright and Leishma.nn used n:axim,l virulence for guinea pigs as a 
sine 
qua non for seed strains to be used in typhoid vaccine preparatio
n, 
-
and potency testing also required the denonstration of definite l
evel 
/, - -
of toxicity of the killed in thooe animals as well as a standard 
content of organisms. The concept that virulence of the vaccine se
ed 
strain determines the immonqgenici ty of a killed vaccine was taken b
y 
analogy from Pasteur's results with attenuated cultures, and is s
till 
the basis for soire theorising on the effectiveness of killed vacc
ines 
(Salk, 1956). Wright and co-wOTkers also used the agglutination test 
(Charrin ani Roger, 1889) (G-n1ber and Durmm,1896) to follow the 
development of antibodies in hunan volunteers. The ty~ of aggluti
nation 
which ould have been assayed was for the H antigen, al though at 
that 
tiloo the subtleties of antigenioi ty had not been discoveredo Dur
ing 
the early years of this century challenge tests in guinea pigs w
ere 
used to indicate imnunity. These culminated in the method of Vin
cent 
(1910) in which 3 to 4 subcutaneous injections were followed after 15 
days by intraperi toneal ohall enge with a virulent oul ture, plus 
a sub-
cutaneous injection of 2 - 4 mls. of 1~ NaCl containing 0.l ml o:f 
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Aniline . Metcmiko.ff and Besredka (1911) in reporting their 
experiioontal erk in chimpanzees spoke of all such tests ith 
derision : " All that is conmon to bunan -cy-phoid fever and intra-
peri toneal typhoid in guinea pigs is the name of the microbe.tt 
Viroent (1911) taking p:i,rt in the discussion following the 
pres ntation of treir paper, maintained that results obtained in 
humans must take precedence over ANY animal experiirents. He pointed 
out that his empirical use of injections of hypertonic saline in the 
test guinea pigs produced a disease synd:t>ome which closely resembled 
hunen typhoid. Subsequent experimental worlc reverted to the use of 
simple experin:entaJ. challenge with living organisms - in guinea pigs, 
and later in mice (Grinnell, 1932) . 
Ace ordir.g to the Bri. tish Amy Council Anti-typhoid Committee 
(Report 1912) the results of their il'.lV'estiga tions showed tm t the 
virulence of the strain of bacterium used for vaccine prepara.tion was 
unimportant . Their c:ri.teria. for the effectiveness of typhoid vaccines 
ere the content of organisms a.rd. the ability of these vaccines to 
elicit the formation of agglutinating (H) antibcxlies following 
parenteral inoculation. 
This fir.ding was challenged by Felix (1924) mainly on the 
grounds that H agglutinins had been found in the sera of human typhoid 
cases which ended fatally, but the somatic O antigen agglutinins were 
always absent. Arkwright (1927) fou:rd that the presence of the H 
antigen in vaccines was of no significance in increasing resistance to 
simple intraperitoneal challenge in guinea pigs, and a similar finding 
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for the 0 antigen was clai~d by Grinnell (1932 1 using mice. The 
isolation of the 0 antigen in relatively pure form and the demonstration 
of its imnuncgenicity in mice by Felton and Wakeman (1937), as judged by 
intraperitoneal challenge with virulent s. typhi suspended in muoin 
(Rake,1935); restored the O antigen to favour as the important imnunog-en. 
It was joined by the Vi antigen of Felix and Pitt (1934) which is only 
found in virulent strains, and was credited with imrmmogenic function 
largely on the basis of its ability to elicit serum antibody with high 
neutralizi?\g' activi ty in passive protection tests, also carried out in 
the mouse peritoneum. 
Ch ihe basis of their work, a new type of vaccine, killed 
with alcohol, was used by the British Al:med forces after 1943 (Felix, 
1951), al though disquietingly severe outbreaks of -cy- phoid occUITed in 
1950 in a Royal ir Force unit at the Suez Canal (Marmion et al o 1953). 
The Yugoslav Typhoid Commission in conjunction with the World Heal th 
Organization, and the U.S.Public Heal th Service, set up a well planned 
field trial which operated from 1954 to 1960 to investigate typhoid 
vaccines in an endemic areao The · results (Edsall et al• 1959, Stand.fast, 
1960, and the Yugoslav Typhoid Comnission, 1962) showed that the usual 
laboratory tests in mice, both active int:raperitoneal challenge, and 
passive neutraJ.ization, as ell as an intracerebml challenge test, 
failed to distinguish a heat killed vaccine, which was highly 
imnunogenic in hwrans, from an ineffective alcohol vaccine prepared from 
the same bacterial suspension. The only correlation was shown by a test 
for anti-II serum antiboey production in rabbits. From this history i t 
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is obvious that any attempts at direct translation of the results 
obtained in studies of disoo.se processes in laboratory animals, which 
do not strictly parallel the con-esponding syndromes in th natUTal 
host, mey well lead to misleadi~ deductions. This is not to say that 
experiioonts designed to measure irmnunogenicity of t,Jphoid vaccines in 
mice and guinea p:igs have so far been unproductive in ' the study of 
i.mmwlity. Very many of the fundamental aspects of bioassay have had 
their practical development in these sys terns, e.g. Batson (1950), and 
the wo:d.c of Felix and his colleagues has greatly advanced our under-
standing of the nature of antigwso Moreover, much is sti l l to be 
gleaned from studies carried out in such systems. Successful inter-
pretation of experimental findings will only be possible if the hypo-
theses on which the experiments mve been planned have factual bases. 
Where these hypotheses also involve assumptions of identity of reaction 
between different biolcgical species, the outcome of the experiments 
must, of necessity, be treated with reserve unless definite proof of 
that identity of reaction is available. 
Unfortunately, in the case of typhoid vaccines, the 
evidence for the importance of the various antigens in human immunity 
was always tenuous, and the tests used since the first warld war were 
really directed to measuring the 'antigenicityn of various preparations. 
UHITY TO INFLUENZA vmus INFECTION 
Active inmunity to the effects of influenza virus infection 
was first demonstrated by Shope (1932) in relation to Swine influenza 
virus in pigs. Animls which had received live virus, either by the 
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intmnasal or the intramuscular rcute, did not suffer the severe, and 
sometimes fatal, illness which follows combined intranasal challenge 
with the virus and Haemophilus in.fluenzae SJ.is. ilson Smith, Andrewes, 
and Laid.la (1933, 1935), and later Fra.nc:is and Magill (1935), 
publisred reports of similar observations using viruses of human origin 
in ferrets and mice. The Conmission on Influenza. (1943) showed that 
imnunity to reinfection, with the same type and strain of virus, might 
follow exposure to infection in hu.mm subjects, regardless of the 
occurrence ar otherwise of clinical disease. This immunity was found 
to wane with time (Francis et al . 1944), and was accompanied by the 
presence of neutralizing antibody in ihe circulation (Henle et al. 
1946). 
Stokes et al o (1937a) found that subcutaneous inoculation 
of live 11hUllE.n 11 virus in a group of human subjects, shortly prior to 
natural exposure, led to a significant reduction in febrile cases, as 
compa.red with similar groups inoculated with 11s ine 0 virus , or left 
untreatedo This imnunity and the presence of neutralizing antibody in 
serum were fown to be associated, but absolute correlation was lacking; 
a similar finding had previously been nade by Wilson Smith et al . (1935) 
working with ht.UIE.n virus in ferrets, and by Shope (1936) with s ine 
influenza in pigs. Sonewba.t better correlation was found in challenge 
tests with hune.n volunteers in later experiments in which the infectious 
dose as properly controlled (Burnet and Foley , 1940; Henle et al . 1943.) 
In 1939, Burnet et al . showed that hun:an nasal washings contained some 
factOl' whieh reduced the infecti vi ty of a variety of viruses, including 
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influenza. Francis (1940), confirming this discovery, found an 
association between the ability of hUIIB.n nasal washings to inactivate 
influenza virus, and the nmtralizing capacity of sera from the same 
individual subjects. The ttvirus ire.ctivating substance0 was shown to 
have some biochemical properties akin to t:00 antibody fraction of 
serum, al though it was peculiarly sensitive to mildly alkaline pH. 
(Francis ,194la, 1941b). It was also greatly increased in washings 
from convalescent influenza patients • Franc is et al.o (1943), finding 
that it was al so increased foll owing parenteral inocu:Ja tion of either 
living or killed vaccines, and that the increase was roughly correlated 
with a similar imrease in serum antibody, concluded "high levels of 
circulating antibodies nay serve to p:revent disease by virtue of the 
enhanced amount of antibody which beco~s available in the nasal 
secretionstt. 
Using immunized mice, Fazekas de St. Groth and Donnelley 
(19503)found a strong positive correlation be.tween resistance to 
specific challenge, and the anti- haemagglutinin titres of bronchial 
washings. The levels of immunity , and of bronchial anti-haemagglutinin, 
were closely correlated with the amount of vaccine injected by 
subcutaneous, intraperitoneal, or intranasal routes, and were specific 
for the type of virus in the vaccine. Subsequently, the same authors 
(1950b)and also in conjunction with Graham (1951) showed that the 
intmnasal instillation of some irritants in inmunized mice produced a 
considerable inorease in the level of anti- heemagglutinin in the bronchi al 
washi!\g's, ani a proportional increase in the level of imnuni ty to 
challenge. These irritants we:re imctive in unimnunized mice, 
and were only effective at levels which caused mild inflammation, 
and a resultant inc :rease in tissue, and sometimes capillary 
permeability. Fazekas de St. Groih (1951) went on to prove that the 
same effect could be produced in immunized mice if dicoumarin was 
added to their diet. From this evidence it appears that mediation of 
the results of challenge in actively immunized mice is effected by 
means of the accumulation of specific antibodies at the site of 
infection, al thoue}l trese anti bodies have probably arisen at sone 
other location (Bu:rmt and Clark,1942; ,Inglot and Davenport,1962), 
and my be at a much higher level in the general circulation (Fazekas 
de st. Groth am Donnelley, 1950 b). 
Although it has not been possible to study in sue h 
detail the mechanism of active irmnunity in hun:an influenza, the 
evidence of Francis and his coworkers, cited above, is usually taken 
to indicate that the situation is the same as that sh011n for miceo 
Presum.bly, antibody acts by combining with virus in a manner which 
prevents or limits infection of susceptible cells and subsequent 
spread to fresh sites in the respiratory tmcto Bun,...et (1960) points 
out that little experimenial wark has been done to study the possible 
influence of antibody on virus already within a cell, and this :remains 
an open question. 
For the same reason it is not possible to state what part 
cellular and other defense mechanisms play in resistance to influenza. 
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Consideration of their significance in inn:nuni ty to influenza is 
therefore largely speculative, al thrugh a reawakening of interest 
in the pathogenesis of influenza, and the role of leukocytes in this 
disease, has resulted from the developmnt of fluorescent antibody 
techniques ( Hers et al . 1962~ Inglot and Davenport, 1962). 
Since the won<: of Stokes et al~ (1937a), refe1Ted to above, 
a great many reports have appeared on the efficacy of influenza 
vaccines in preventing or moo.ifying tl::e natural disease in man. The 
subject bas been well reviewed from tine to time (e.g. Francis, 1953; 
Davenport, 1961) and a detailed discussion here is unnecessaryo From 
a stuiy of those clinical trials hich have been properly plam1ed and 
executed, it has been concluded. that immunity may follow the 
parenteral inooulation of living or appropriately inactivated vaccines, 
provided that certain reqtdreirents relating to potency and specificity 
are ioot (Francis, 1953) ;and that imnuni ty, so produced, tends to wane 
with t:i.Jm (Francis, 1959). It seems likely tr.at multiple injections 
of vaccine 'IW.Y imrease the level of specific imnuni-cy-, and also broaden 
it to incluie imnunity to related strains of virus (Davenport, 1961). 
Development of immunity foll owing intranasal spraying of 
living attenuated influenza virus vaccines bas been studied in hUnBns 
by groups of workers in Australia. (Burnet, 1943), America (Francis,1950), 
England (Isaacs and Roden, 1956), and Russia (Zhdanov and Solovi v,1962.) 
The published results are very cont:radictory, but apparently it is 
difficul t to establish infection with attenuated strains where there 
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are detectable levels of pre-existing antibody ( 1eiklejohn, 1961). 
IMMUNOOENICIT Y OF INFLUENZA VIRUS V AC CINIB 
s in the case of killed anti-typhoid vaccines, two main 
lines of approach have been adopted in the f:tudy of the inununogenicity 
of influenza virus vaccines . Stokes et al. (1937 b) used an 
inf ecti vi ty test in mice to check the pot ency of tre 1 ive vaco ine 
mich they used for parenteral injection in humans. From the 
discussion in th is paper it app ea.rs that the i.r intention was to 
maximize the antigenic content of tre vaccine so that a high level 
of netu.ralizing antibody would be developed in the volunteerso At 
that time it was not known if immuncgenici ty would be lost if the 
virus was inac ti va.ted, and an inf ec ti vi ty test was al so regarded as 
a mes.ns of checking this aspect. 
With the adoption of inacti va.ted vaccines in the interests 
of safety, titration of haemagglutinin became the means of measu..-ri.ng 
antigen, and has remained one of too two cuITently used methods . 
Equatirg of hae~lutinin antigenicity with immunogenicity has been 
justified for influenza vaccines because of the general association 
bet een serum antibcxiy levels and imnunity as mentioned above, and 
· ich is illustrated in the studies of Francis et al. (1945) and Salle 
et al. (1945). Unfortuna. tely, tmre is sare evidence that 
haemagglutinin and imnunogenici ty are not strictly correlated 
(Pearson,1944; Henle and Henle,1947), but from a practical basis the 
ha.emagglutinin content is an approxiroo tion of the 1 evel of the 
protective antigen in i?L.f'l uenza vaccine so 
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Several different bi olcgical systems have been used to 
assess the antigmicity of influenza vaccines, and the potency of 
conmercial products is usually controlled by neutralization tests 
in mice or eggs. The Biolcgics Control Laboratory of the U.S.A. 
requires producers of vaccines in that crunt:cy to use an intranasal 
neutralization test in mice, based on the work of Eddy (1947) which 
has rightly been criticised by Hanle and Henle (1948) because it 
employs the titration of :pools of mouse sera. Where arithlmtic mean 
values are obtained, as must apply in this case, the results are often 
misleading because an exceptionally good response in one or two animals 
may create a false :picture of hjgh potency. The alternative test 
proposed by the Henles, which is based on protection of mice challenged 
intravenously, suffers from a. marked variation in "toxicityu of 
influenza viruses by this route. Elaskovic and Sal. k (1947) 
developed a test using chick embryos wi a-procedure neutralization 
( ack, 1938), which is therefore lacking in precision. All these 
tests measure antigenicity of influenza virus in mice, and a.lthough 
this is a valuable study in itself, its direct relevance to the 
determination of effectiveness of vaccines for human use has not been 
demonstratedo 
Immunogenicity of influenza. virus vaccines in mice has also 
been investigated by means of challe:nge tests, designed to assess the 
potency of vaccines which were intended for human prophylaxiso By 
far the greatest development of this study took place in the U.S.A. 
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in the period before the Eddy test came into being. The outcoioo 
of intranasal challenge in mice has been assessed by mortality 
(Francis 1939), extent of lung damage (Bcdily et aJ.. 1943), a 
conhina tion of mortality and extent of 1 ung consolidation in 
survivors (Horsfall 1939) and a refineroont of the latter which also 
ire orp orates survival tine (Stone 1948). Lauffer and Mill er ( 1944) 
showed by siatistical analysis that the combination end-point 
sometimes refe:cred to as the M.S 0 ar L.S.ro was superior far PR8 
virus to either simple LDro; · or a similar unit for extent of 1 esions. 
A number of workers, Francis (1945), Stanley (1945), Salk et alo 
(1940) used the 1~0 end point to mea.sure the response of mice to 
graded doses of vaccine in multiple schedules of inoculation; 
mortality was recorded ten days after challenge. Bodily et al.(1943) 
used graded sing]. e doses of vaccines and appear to have used the 
lesion endpoint; and Friedewald (194.4) adopted ihe composi:te end 
point of HorsfaJ.l in testing the immunc~;enicity of adjuvant influenza 
vaccines. ith the latter as an exception, all wol'kers used the 
intraperitoneal route far injection of the vaccines. 
Fazekas de St. Groth and coworkers (1950,1951) in their 
investiga ti.on of tre immune mechanism in mice, referred to above, 
used the refinement of the composite methcd described by Stone (1948). 
Tl1e ari tlllie tic means of the estimated "percenta ge11 damage in grouP3 of 
mice at each dose level were transformed to probitso By this means 
they ere able to calculate and comproe levels of 11 protectiont• which 
resulted from different treatments in the mice. Since their p:i,pers 
appeared in 1951 the systematic study of the immunogenicity of 
influenza vaccines in mice bas net been pursued, al thrugh some 
workers (Eoudreault and Pavil Dis •• 1961) used active challenge 
tests in these ani.msls in work on individual vaccine preparations. 
Examira tion of earlier wolk on immunogenici -cy of influenza 
virus vacc in.es showed tba t there ere many aspects of this subject 
which had not yet been thoraue,ily studied. The one reported in this 
Thesis as planned to re-eXRroi ne and expand existing informa. tion, 
using modern inmunological techniques . 
CHAPTER 2 
ASSAY OF VIRUS IN INFLUENZA VACCINES 
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In the process of vaccine preparation it is customary to 
regulate the content of imxromogen by estimation of the concentration 
of organisms. Although assessment of the number of bacteria or 
viruses which are present does not necessarily provide a measure of 
imrrn1nogenic potency, it is a pre-requisite for valid comparisons of 
the imnunogenicity of different strains of organism, or different 
methcds of preparation of vaccines. In the case of influenza virus 
vaccines, si.me infectivity titrations can only be used in special 
circumstances, estimation of the virus content is, in practice, 
based on assay of the ha.el!Rgglutinin, al though the relationship 
between ha.emagglutinin titre am particle counts made by electron 
·crosoopy has been shown to depend on the strain of virus and the 
individual erythrocyte suspension (Isaacs, 1957). However, since 
the proportion of filamantous to spherical forms varies with different 
stmins, and even passage lines of virus, and the relative content 
of imnun.Qs·en in the two forms is unknown, there is no valid reason 
for preferring particle counts to haemagglutinin titres as approximate 
measures of potential imnunogen contento 
Assay of Haemagglutinin 
A numb er of me thod.s have been adopted for the assay of 
haemagglutinin content, and these use ei the:r a "photometric" or a 
"pattern" type testo 
Photometric titration ~thods measure the ability of virus 
preparations to increase the sedimentation rate of chicken 
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erythrocyte suspensions as a result of agglutination. The 
reactants, suitably diluted, are mixed in a standard diameter 
tube, and the cells are allowed to sediment through a fluid column 
of standard height during a period of 75 or more minutes. t the 
end of this settling time, the 1 ight scattering effect of the cells 
remaining in the middle portion of the tube is measured in a photo-
electric densitometer, thus providing an objective estimate of the 
haemaggl ut inin content. 
In the case of 1B tt ern tests, serial dilutions of the 
virus containing n:aterial are made in small volumes in tubes or the 
depressions in plastic trays . A standard quantity of chicken 
erythrocytes is added to each dilution, and agglutination of the 
cells results in the formation of characteristic patterns on the 
bottom of the tubes or plastic containers. These patterns are 
usually "read11 after the lap.3e of 30 to 45 minutes, and titration 
end.points are estim ted on the basis of interpretation of the 
patterns of partial agglutination (Hirst, 1942) 
Both types of test have been found to give results which 
are seriously influemed by factars other than virus concentration. 
Miller and Stanley (1944) have investiga1Ed the standard photo-
metric titration (Hirst and Pickels, 1942) which has been 
designated the CCA (chicken cell agglutination) testo They found 
that age, concentration, and source of erythrocytes, ambient 
temperature, ani to a lesser extent pH of the diluent, could have a 
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fumamental bearing an the titration :result. Tb! effects were so 
great that it was necessary to establish a stamard vaccine 
preparation to be used as a control with all assays. Patters. tests 
have also been shown to be sensitive to changes in the ambient 
temperature (Salk, 1944), and titres var:, with erythrocytes from 
di£ferent fowls (Anderson et al. 1946). It is common experience 
that t•in vitro" age of cells my influence pattern baemagglutinin 
titres, and ma:it wolkers in this field do not use cell suspensions 
beyoni 48 hours after they have been taken from fowls. Reading of 
pattern en~oints is subjective, and m1zy vary with different wo:rkers. 
A combination of these factors is probably :responsible far the 5-fold 
difference between tm titration results obi:ained by Finter at the 
University of Pennsylvania and Isaacs at Mill Hill in Ellglandt using 
the same vims preparations (Isaacs, 1957). 
Assay of Enzyme Activi:t;Y 
As a result of the devel opnent of tre Warren (1959) and 
Aminoff (1959) tests for free sialic acid, another method is 
available for estimting the concentration of myxovirus suspensions. 
This is cased on the ability of these viruses to enzymaticaJ.ly 
release sialic acid from a variety of substrates as divergent as 
sialyl - lactose and urinaiy mu.coprotein. Jacobs and Wal.op (1961) 
and Warburton (1961) reported that Enzyne activity as measured by 
chromophore prodootion in the Warren test, is proportional to virus 
concentration. Using sialyl-lactose, the method of estimating virus 
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concentration by means of enzyme 'lllli ts was frund to be accurate 
and reproducible, provided that the virus preparation had bee:n 
purified by at least one cycle of adsorption on and elution from 
chicken erythrocytes. Harever, enzyme activity is extremely strain 
dependent (Howe et al. 1960), and enzym methcds for ass eying 
virus content are only of use in compa.rillg preparations of the same 
stra.ino 
pa.rt from this limitation, enz~ methods have the 
advantage of employ~ stable substrates 'Which nay be prepared in 
a relatively pure form, hereas haemagglutination tests are 
extremely susceptible to the variability of t:e erythrocyte 
suspensions. 
The work to be described in the following chapters 
required tba use c£ an in vitro test for approximation of imnunogen 
comentration. It seemed advisable therefore to compare the 
effectiveness of the available methcxls, and a number of experiments 
were carried out to examine their precision, reproducibility, and 
correlation with virus content. 
ethcds and terials 
Pattern haemagglutination tit:rations ere performed 
according to the method of Fazekas de St. G.roth and Graham (1955). 
VolUJOOs of 0.25 ml. of physiological saline ere delivered into all 
depressions of transparent plastic trays, except for the first 
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column which contained 0.6 ml. of the primary dilutions Serial 
twofold dilutions were then nade by the aid of a 0.25 ml. s piral 
loop (Takatsy, 1950). A standard drop containi~ • 025ml. of 5% fowl 
erythrocytes was added from a cal rated dropping pipette; the 
treys were gently shaken and left to sta.ni a.t room temperature for 
30 minutes. The cell patterns were then read, and end-points 
estilm. ted according to an arbitrarily selected degree of partial 
haema.gglutination. 
Photometric titrations were carried out using the Miller 
and Stanley (1944) moo.ific~tion of the Hirst and Pickels (1942) CCA 
test, and a PR8 virus preparation, supplied by 1he Division of 
Biologies Standards, N.I . H., :M.axylam, U.S.A., was used as the 
"standard" virus. Serial twofold dilutions of virus were made in 
1.0 ml. volUI!l:3s in 7 x o.a cm. tu.bes, carefully selected for lack of 
imperfections, using 0.85% sodium chloride buffered with O. OlM 
phosphate as the diluent• One ml o of a loffo fowl erythrocyte 
suspension was added to each tube with thorough mixing, and after 
standing for 75 minutes the optical density of the cell column in 
the middle axea of the tube was measu:red. Interpolation of the 
results to a point which corresponded to a figure ob ta.ined with the 
standard virus preparation, titre.ted at the same tine, provided the 
CCA titre of the test virus suspension. 
For the enzym test, sialyl- lactos e was prepu:-ed according 
to the methcx:l of French arxl Ada (1959), except that the fiml ma te:rial 
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was dissolved in 30 volumes of distilled water, and brought to pH 
7.2 by the careful addition of O. lM potassium hydroxide. ~ 
solution of the potassium sialyl-lactate was stored in the frozen 
state at -20°c, an:l 0.14 % solutions in calcium saline (see Appendix 
1) were prepared as required from this material. 
Virus suspensions were prepared by the inoculation of 
approxiIIB tely 103 rn50 of virus into tm allantoic cavity of 11- day 
old chick embryoo, and im uba ti on for 2 days except in the case of 
B/Lee which was grom,, for 3 days. The allantoic fluid was then 
harvested and concentrated 10-fold qy- one cycle of adsorption to and 
elution from ~ human erythrocytes. Differential centrifugation was 
used to achieve 2 further purifications, and the virus was finally 
?esuspended in calcium rragnesium saline (see Appendix 1) to which 
o.~ sodium azide was added as a p:reservati ve. 
Enzyme tests were carried out in the foll owing way: 
0.25 mlo aliquots of 0.14% sialyl- lactose in calcium saline were 
delivered into 5 x ·~• test tubes by means of calibrated dropping 
pipettes, and the tubes were transfened to a water bath adjusted to 
37 0 0. 2 c. Then 0.25 ml . of virus, suitably diluted in calcium 
saline, and pre-warmed, was added at intervals or at least 10 seconds, 
with shaking to achieve rapid and complete mixing wj_th the substrate. 
Ten minutes after the addition of virus, Oo25 ml . of the periodate 
reagent of Aminoff (1961) was mixed in rapidly, using the same time 
interval between tubes, and free N- acetylneuraminic acid was 
subsequently estimated accordir\g to the method developed by that 
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author. The alternative methcxl of Warr~ (1960) my be used, but 
was not preferred because it employs cyclohexa.none which can be 
toxic for humans. 
Duplicate control tubes with sialyl-lactcse and extra 
diluent were incorporated in the test to all (JI[ for the estina tion 
of the 1:ackgrou.nd colour. 130th ihe Amin.off and Warren methods show 
apprecialbe dhromophore in blank determinations, apparently due to 
the slow release of N-acetylneuraminic acid from sialyl-lactose 
during the preliminary perioda te oxidation step. Since a considerable 
excess of ur.cbanged substrate was al weys present in each tube, there 
was no problem of variation in the ba.ckgrouni due to enzyme action. 
Controls with the highest concentration of virus and extra diluent 
ere included in all tests, but were universally without colru:r 
formation. The mnge of vir.is concentrations was al weys selected 
to provide readings between .200 and .800 in the Eecknan Spectro-
photometer, and the meam of dupl:icate readings, from which the blank 
dings had been subtracted, were multiplied by 100 to give virus 
enzyme units . The tmits we:re, of course, distinctive to each virus 
strain. 
COMPP.R ISON OF PRECISION AND REPRODUCIBILITY 
In the paper by Mill er and Stanley (1944), detailed results 
are given or 30 iJXli vidual CCA tests. Tre figures supplied a:re tre 
ean end-points or duplicate titrations of two vaccines, and it was 
therefore not necessary to carry out a further large series of tests 
to obtain an estimate of the standard eITor of this methoo.. After 
TABLE II- 1 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF PATTERN TEST 
Reciprocal titres of replicate ti trat:i.ons of a. B/Lee virus 
suspension. Tests performed as duplicate titrations with 3 
primary concentrations of vims . 
PRIMA.RY DILUTION RESULTS OF MEAN OF 
INDIVIDUAL RESULTS OF 
TITBATIONS DUPLICATE 
TITRATIONS 
109.5 113.5 
117.5 
11705 11705 
Undiluted 11705 
12509 12509 
125.9 
117.5 11705 
ll7 . 5 
125.9 12509 
125.9 
125.9 12509 
1/4 12509 
125.,9 121.6 
11705 
125.9 121.6 
11705 
125. 9 12509 
125.9 
125.9 125.9 
1/16 125.9 
117.5 121.6 
125.9 
134.7 130.3 
125.9 
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adjustment for the different concentrations of virus hich were 
used, the stamard error for mean duplicate titrations was found to 
be 4 . 1~. 
Fazekas de St. Groth and Graham (1955) state that the 
error of a single titmtion by their pattern nethod is about fY'/, 
No detailed results are given, hCfllever, and this test was therefore 
investigated to obtain an estimate of the error which might then be 
used for comparison with the other roothcxi.s o Twelve duplicate 
titra. tions were performed using a B/Lee virus preparation. Primary 
dilutions of J/4and 1/16 were used for ea.ch of 4 of the duplicate 
titrations, and the ramining 4 were carried cut with undiluted 
material . TableTI-lshavs the results expressed as reciprocals of 
individual titres and also the mean reciprocal titres of the 
duplicate tests . The titres ob-mined with the J/4and 1/16 dilutions 
were adjusted to be comp,..rahle with the results obtained with the 
uniiluted material . Tm staniard errar , of the mean duplicate 
titrations was found to be 3. 89%, which is canparable with the 
figure for the error of the CCA photoxootric test. 
The enzyme test was also examined in duplicate titra.tians 
to obtain a measure of the accuracy of this method. Ten tests we:re 
performed using the same B/Lee virus prer,ara ti.on which had been used 
far the investigation of tre pattern haema.gglutinin test, and a 
primary dilution of 1/2 in calcium saline as us ed for half the 
titra tions . The results shown in TableIT.-:2 are the means of 2 readings 
TABLE II - 2 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF ENZYME TEST 
EnzynB ttunits" of a B/Lee virus suspension. Tests performed 
as duplicate ti trations with 2 primary concentrations of 
virus. 
UNDILUTED 1/2 DILUTION 
rNDIVIDUAL MEANS OF INDIVIDUAL MEANS OF /; rITRATIONS DUPLICATE TITRATIONS DUPLICATE 
TITRATIONS TITRATIONS 
270 271 140 280 
272 140 
280 282 133 266 
284 130 
273 275. 5 134 268 
278 134 
276 276 134 278 
276 144 
272 275 131 272 
278 141 
Multiplied by 2 
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made on imividual samples in the spectrophotomter, and from 
which the ~an readings for the blanks have been subtracted. 
All corrected optical densities were th en multiplied by 100 to 
convert them to enzyme units, and the units for the diluted viru.s 
were multiplied by 2 for comparison of the means of duplicate 
titrations. The standard el.Tor of the mean of duplicate tit:rations 
was 1. eE5%, which compared favourably with the standard errors of 
COMPARISON OF TIT TION MEIBODS WITH DIFH!RENT VACCINES 
Since 3 simple methods for the approxina tion of the viral 
content of influenza vaccines were shown to be reasonably accurate 
and reproducible, the relationship between the titres obtained with 
different types of test wa.s investigated to discover if the methods 
might be used interchangeably with all virus strains and va.ccine 
prei:ara ti ons . 
For this experiment virus suspensions o'f 3 different 
strains were prei:ared as described uni.er ethods and Materials, and 
treated with physical or chemical agents which are known to 
inactivate infectivi -cy- of the virus for mouse lungs and the allantois 
of chicle embryos. Details of the methods of inactivation my be 
fcuni in Appendix 1 . The B/Lee virus suspension, which had been 
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stored at 4 C for 3 months, was found to be completely non-infectious 
in either of the test systems, prior to treatment with inactivating 
agents . Virus suspensions of A/Swine and A2/Si.ngapo-re/1/57 still 
TABLE II - 3 
COMPARISON CF CCA, PA'ITERN, AND ENZYME TESTS 
Titres or vaccine preparations measured by the CCA test of Miller and 
Stanley (1944), a pattern haemagglutination test (Fazekas de St. Groth 
and Gmham,1955), and a. test based on the measurement of sialidase 
activity (see text) . 
VIRUS VACCINE VIETHCID CF TITRATION RATIO 
STRAIN PREPARATION OOY.ME UNITS CCA UNITS PATTERN CCA/PATTERN RECIPROCAL TITBE 
TITRE 
Untreated 265 1764 53700 lt30 
-U1 tra-violet 
· Irradiation 273 1782 46770 1:26 
Sulphur 
B/Lee Mustard 250 1646 46770 1:28 
Formaldehyde 270 2024 46770 1:23 
Heat 42 1002 38020 1:35 
Mercurial 86 1871 38020 1:20 
Untreated 137 1444 17780 1:12 
Ultra-violet 
Irradia. ti on 122 1336 15140 1:11 
~/Swine 
Sulphur 
Mustard 118 1482 17780 1:12 
Formaldehyde 106 N.D. 17780 N.D. 
Heat 40 994 17780 1:18 
Mercurial 70 405 10230 1:25 
Untreated 405 N.D. 7943 N.D. 
Ultra-violet 
Irradiation 406 N.D. 7413 N.D. 
Sulphur 
~Sill€ .Mustard 315 N.D. 7943 N.D. 57:M 
-Formalde:b..yde 396 460 7943 1•14 
-Heat 127 390 6370 1:16 
Mercurial 388 542 6457 1:12 
All results are the means of duplicate titrations . The standard errors of CCA, pattern, and enz~e test.s were esti:rra ted at 4 . 12, 3.89, and 1 .86% of the mean, respectively. Enzyne uni ts were adjusted to each strain. Inter-strain comparisons of enzyme activity axe not valid" 
N. D. Not done. 
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retained considerable infectivi ty despi t e storage, and el imjnation 
of this activity by the various treatn:ents was demonstrated before 
proceeding with the experiment. 
All vaccines were then titrated by the enzyme and by the 
CCA and pattern haemagglutimtion tests. For each strain all the 
experiments ere performed on the same day, and ea.ch ti tra.tion was 
car.ried rut in duplicate; the results are shawn in Table In- s as 
to be expected, abolition of infecti vity by heat treatment also 
destroyed most of tre enzyme act ivity, but imctivation with a 
mercurial only affected the enzyme activity of t~ B/Lee and 
/Swine vaccines. Other methcxis of inactivation appear to have 
infl. ue need the enzyne tit re to varying degrees with different 
strains. 
The enzyme assays were performed on different primary 
dilutiom with each strain, and inter-strain cozrq:s risons would not 
be valid . In any case, the enzyme methcxl was precluded from further 
use as an assay system because it was pro pcs ed to use heat and 
mercurial inactivated vaccines in the imnunogenicity studies. In 
some cases the treatnents have had drastic effects on the 
ha.emagglutinin titres, more especial.ly with the CCA test. There is 
overall evidence of a :m:tked difference between the B/Lee and 
A/Swm strains in CCA/pattern test ratios. This indicates that 
these methods do not measure the smoo viral characteristics, an:l 
selection of the more suitable test far imnunogenicity sindies 
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would depend on demonstration of a cl.<:Ger relationship between 
test titre and imnunogen content with one or other of the methods. 
DISCUSSION 
The three methcxis of assay which were examined were found 
to be reasonably accurate arrl reproducible, but the measurem:?nts 
arrivaiat in each case did not show corresponience when studied with 
different virus strains and different methcxis of inactivation of 
va.ccines . Proble100 associated with inter-labom to:ry variation, not 
studied here, have been observed with mch of tm methods, and have 
led to investigations by a nmxi>er of wo:rkers. os t recently, photo-
metric titra.tions have been the subject of a critical examination by 
Drescher (1957), who showed t hat variability of fowl erythrocytes 
as the major factor limiting the accuracy of the absolute titres 
with these rarticular methods. ])reacher (1959) developed a highly 
accurate methcxl for the photonetric titration of haemagglutinating 
viruses, which Drescher et al . (1962) proposed as the test to be 
adopted for use on an internat ionaJ. basis as a standard measurement 
of haem.agglutinin. Tmir evidence shaved that there was remarkable 
agreement between the :results obtained by a number of different 
laboratories, usi~ this Haem.agglutination Concentration Unit (HCU) 
methcxi of titration. However, an experiment in m:ic h they compared 
HCU and pattern test titres showed an even greater variation in the 
ratios of the t o tests with different strains than was faun in the 
wo:rk reported in 1:his chapter of the thesiso 
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The explanation for these varying ra tics is to be found 
in the different avidities of the viruses for fowl erythrocytes 
(McLean,1961), which result in easily observable differences in 
size of ihe cell aeg:regates in photometric titrations (Warburton, 
1961) • Where the cl umps of cells fonned a.re small, the 
sedimentation ~oceas rray be too slow to permit estims.tion, or even 
detection, of virus. Levine et al. (1953) endeavoured to overcome 
this difficulty by using lav concentrations of virus to ensure that 
only dimers of red cells wera fo:rmad. Their photonetric method and 
the simiJar methcxl of Horsfall (1954), as a consequence, required 
over two hours settling, during which period fl uc tu.a tions in am.bi ent 
temperatu:re might well introduce another large sou:rce of variation. 
Isaacs (1957) has provided an e:xplana tion far the insensitivity of 
these methcxis, and pointed rut the difficulties which would axise if 
they were used for the assay of suspensions containing virus 
filaments. 
Photonetric tests in general have been found to be les s 
sensitive to the presence of virus than pattern tests; the latter 
are therefore to be preferred as a means of approximating virus 
content of vaccines. More importantly, McLean (1961) observed that 
in the course of adaptation of humn influenza viruses to eggs in 1957, 
pattern test titres rose more rapidly than CCA titres, and antigenicity 
of suspensions of trese viruses corresponded to the pattern test 
titres. He also observed that certain so-called "high lines" of 
PR8 virus gave much increased <XA titres, but were less antigenic in 
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both mice and imn on a unit basis than other passage lines of the 
sane strain with average CCA capacity. It ould appear therefore 
that pattern test ti tree are more satisfactory as rough measures 
of imnunogen content, and the ioothod of Fazekas de St. Groth and 
Graham (1955), described above, was used in the work to be 
described in succeeding chapters. 
SUMMARY 
1) Three ioothcds for approxim.tion of the virus content 
of influenza. vaccines were found to be reasonably precise and 
reproducible. 
2) Virus enzyioo was inactivated to varying degrees by 
different agents which were used far the destruction of infectivity 
in the preparation of vaccineso This precluded the use of enzyme 
teats as assays or vaccine for inmunogenicity studies. 
3) The CCA photormtric and a pattern haem.agglutinin test 
were shown to measure different viral chara.cteristi cs. Pattern 
tests ere prefen-ed for studies in succeeding chapters because 
other workers have shown that they are mo~ smsitive assay systems, 
and give a. more direct measure of antigen content. 
CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL INFLUENZA IN THE LABORATORY MOUSE 
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INTRODUCTION 
T~ work reported in tc.is thesis was planned with the 
intention of studying the jmmnncgenicity of influenza virus vaccines 
in a mcxi el system. In this way it was hoped that fund.amen tal 
principles might be disclosed vlhich would subsequently be found to 
have general application to immunity in influenzao The choice of 
subjects for this model system could not be the natural hos ts - ~n -
since the almoot universal experience of humans with this disease 
renders them unsuitable for studies with familiar strains, and there 
would be danger in using viruses such as human adapted fo 1 plague 
(Pereira, 1960). It was, therefore, necessary to select a species of 
laboratory animal which could be used for these studies. 
In selecting an experiloontal animal, two criteria had to be 
kept in mind. Firstly, the anin:el would have to show symptoms typical 
of influenza following infection by the respiratory route, and 
secondly, be available in sufficient nuni:>ers to permit large scale 
investigations. 
Consideration of the animals available for experimental 
work in .Australia shavs that mice, f e:rrets, and cynomolgus monkeys 
all satisfy the first criterion, but only mice can be obtained in 
large nuni>ers. Andrewes et al. (1934) observed that influenza 
viruses my produce a characteristic fom. of consolidation in the 
mouse lung which has subsequently been the subject of extensive 
eXJ)erinental ork. Hers et al. (1962) have studied the histopathology 
and cytopatholcgy of influenza virus pneumonia by means of fluorescent 
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antibody stain~o Their work shows that the experimental virus 
pneumonia in mice is basically tre same process as that seen in 
htnmns (Hers and Mulder, 1961). Strains of influenza virus can be 
adapted more or less readily to growth in mouse lungs, and the proc-
ess may be facilitated by the use of cold enviroruoon ts (Briody et 
al. 1953) or certain intranasal adjuvants (Jones, 1950). The strain 
A/Swine/1574 of Sho:?= (1935), which he found did not require 
adaptat · on,was used in ireny of the experirents which will be reported 
bel C1ff • 
Another point in favour of the use of mice in suah 
studies is that there are well developed teclmiques available both 
for challenge and for assess100nt of the outcome of inf action. The 
standard intramsal method of inoculation was chosen for challenges 
of the mice. In the hands of an experienced operator, using careful 
anaesthesia, with a mixture of ether and cB.orof orm, this method has 
been shown to re ault in delivery into the lungs of a Yalu.me of 
inoculum which varies within very narrow · 1 i.I!li ts (Fazekas de St. Groth, 
1948)0 Assessment of tr~ results at autopsy was based on a 
mcdification of the Horsfall (1939) method, in which observations of 
the ti.roo of specific death, ani al so degrees of pulmona:cy consolidat-
ion in mice surviving for seven days, are allotted numerical values 
( ouse Scores) ranging from s.o for death on the 3rd or 4th day, down 
to 0.1 for mininru. evidence of 1 ung conso lidationo Quantitative 
interprets.ti Cll of :responses by means of such indices provides assay 
sys t ems which rre.y be referred to as "semi-quantal" (Finney, 1952). 
In the region of ioodian responses trese y:a.d much more precise estimates 
of the 
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correlation bet~ en <i.ose and response than can be obtained with 
quantal assays. The 5Wo end-points for influenza virus infection 
in mice correspond to mouse scores of 2.5, a.IXl Lauffer and il l er 
(1944), using a large number of mice, demonstrated that ~ l culations 
of such end-points were also more reproducible than L.D.50 estimat-
ions based on a quantal assay involving death ar survival on the loth 
day. In the work to be described below, tbe numerical value applied 
to day of death or extent of lung lesions will be designated the 
"mouse score" or .s. Details of the intranasal technique used, and 
method of ,interpretation of results, are given in ppendix 1. 
It is a fundamental principle of biological. assay that 
factors,other than dose, which might affect the response, should be 
eliminated as far as possible, and that those which cannot be 
eliminated must be kept constant for all the test subjects ( Jerne 
and Wood, 1949). 
Tm work to be described in this chapter was designed to 
discover, or to re-examine, those factors which influence the dose 
response curve in ihe cha.11 enge test with which it was proposed to 
measure imnuni -cy levels in mice . So far as intranasal challenge 
with influenza virus is concerned, some of these factors have 
already been studied by others, and it will merely be necessary to 
outline the results which they have obtained, and the methods 
adopted to eliminate their influenceo Some will be examined as 
individual problems, and others, such as age, weight, and sex, where 
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there may be interactions, will be considered in conjunction with 
one another. 
FACTORS INFLUENCING TEE ClJTCOME CF INFLUENZA IN MICE 
Factors that may influence the outcome of influenze in 
mice can be grouped tmder 3 broad headings, metabolic factors, host 
factors, and environIIBntal factors. Metabolic factors include 
nutritional status, water supply, and o~gen tension; host factors 
that may influence the outcom of influenza in mice are strain, age, 
sex, and weight of t~ animus; and enviroruoontal factors that must 
be considered in studies of this type include ambient temperature, 
humidity, and barometric pressu:reo 
A. Metabolic Factors 
1) Nutritional Status:- Saslaw et al (1946) reported that monkeys 
(Macaca mulatta) became mu.ch more susceptible to intranasally 
administered influenza when they were maintained on deficient dietso 
Sprunt (1948) found that mice held on a low protein diet showed a 
greatly increased martali-cy- from intranasal influenza virus if given 
injections of nethionine . Althrugh Kalter (1949) could not confinn 
this result, Spru.nt and Flanigan (1956) further investigated the 
effect of maintenance on a protein deficient diet in mice on the 
martali -cy- from a sta.nlard dose of influenza virus. Two weeks on a 
le. protein diet appeared to resu.l t in an increased mortality; but 
if mice were kept on the deficient diet for a longer period they 
becane less susceptible to the disease. After eight weeks deficiency 
the test mice appeared to be more affected by the virus once more, 
TABIE 
- 1. 
ADEQUACY CF DIET 
Mean Weights (g.) of 286 fenele W.E.H. mice at stated ages, showing 
the weekly increase in weigh ts. 
Age in weeks 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Weight 32085 33. 27 33.78 340-28 34066 35.01 
Increase 
-
0.42 Oo.51 o.so 0.3a 0.35 
Age in weeks 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Weight 35.31 35.56 35081 36012 36033 36.54 
Increase 0 30 Oo25 0.25 Oo31 0.21 0.21 
Age in weeks 20 21 22 23 24 
Weight 36074 360-92 37.00 37.12 37.21 
I ncrease 0.20 0.1a o.oa 0.12 0.09 
- --
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and the experimn t was not carried beyond that point. The published. 
data indicate that the 815 control mice showed a slight drop in mean 
weight over the period of test , indicati11.g that the standard diet 
was less than adequate. However, the 794 mice under test lost an 
average 3.375 g. as a :r,esul t of the "restric tedtt diet, and the 
authors I conclusions that the ultimate outcome of influenza virus 
infection in protein deficient mice varies with the extent of the 
protein depletion, may be correct. 
In this present study, the probable effect af diet on the 
dose respon~e curve was minimized by providing an excess of food at 
all timeso The protein and fat content of the cube and pellet tiJpe 
food used were respectively 21 7% and 5 ol%• The level of foo~d in the 
tins was checked twice a day, and to test the fundamental adequacy of 
this diet 286 Hall Instiillte (W.E.H.) random bred fermle mice were 
weighed weekly f:rom the age of eight weeks until they were used in a 
challenge test at the age of 24 weeks. The results are shown in 
Table III - 1. At each weekly weighing there was an increase in mean 
weight, as wruld be p:redioted in the case of an adequate diet . 
2) Water : - No previous experimental worlc could be found which had 
been carried out to ascertain the effect of dehydration on experimental 
influenza infection in mice, but it was a reasonable assumption tmt 
availabili~r of water could be a factor to consider. As yet there 
does not appear to lE ve been a basic study of the role of water in 
experinental laborato:cy infections. McLaren (1961) found that 
restriction of the water supply affected the intenial temperature of 
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mice, and Chew and.Hinegardner (1957) studied the effect of chronic 
insufficiency of drinking water on food intake and body weight of 
adult mice. Even mcderate restriction resulted in a reduction of 
food consumption, and 1'0dy weight was barely mintained. 
Two special cages were available in which it was possible to 
restrict the supply of water to :oice. These were used in an experiment 
decigned to discover the effect of malerate dehydration on the growth 
rate and on the anti body response to infl mnza vaccines of W . E.H. 
mice. Subsequently the resistance of these immunized mice to 
challenge was al so tested. The results of these experiments indicate 
that :restriction of the water supply had a greater effect on the 
susceptibility of mice to infection than on the antibody responseo 
The experiment is therefore reported here, rather than in the chapter 
devoted to the study of the antibody response of mice to vaccination. 
Effect of restricted water supply on !eight, anti body production, 
and resistance to challenge of irmnunized mice 
Twelve male W.E.H. mice we:re weighed, and transferred to tins 
ith restricted access to water so that the animals drank approximately 
50fo of the intake of controls given unlimited access . At the same 
time, from a large numb er of nal e mice of the same age, twelve 
animals were selected whooe iniividual weights corresponded exactly to 
those of the first group These were placed in two cages with an 
unrestricted water supply, and all mice were allowed free access to 
food. After seven days for "stabilization", 
TABLE l I I - 2 
Effect of dehydration on the weight gain1 antibcdy :response, and resistance
 to 
challenge af W.E.H. mice 
Individual body weights, serum anti-haemagglutinin titres and responses to 
challenge ( .) of twelve mice of corresponding initial weights, alll.owed restricted 
and free access to water respectively. 
Initial Final weights (g.) Serum anti-haemagglutinin Outcome of 
Weights 12 week-old mice Titres log.10 
Challenge (MS. ) 
(g.) :!ccess to water Access to water Access to 
8 week-
old mice Restricted Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restric
ted 
34 36 42 2. 04 1.66 0.3
 
34 34 40 1.42 1.30 4.5 
32 30 36 1.75 2.15 2.0 
32 35 40 2.15 1.60 
2.5 
30 31 36 1 45 1.30 
5.0 
30 32 34 1.36 1.45 
4.5 
28 27 38 2.24 1.96 
1.s 
28 31 39 1.36 2.21 
4.5 
~ 27 33 1.54 2.18 
1.0 
26 29 31 1.63 1.27 4
.0 
24 24 30 1.45 1.90 
4.5 
24 26 32 1.00 1.84 
5.0 
Means 29.00 30.17 35.92 1.610 1
.735 3.30 
Death from influenza infection on or before the 7th day post-inoculation. 
Water 
Unrestricted 
1 . 5 
2. 8 
008 
2. 5 
3 3 
4 5 
1 . 5 
1 .3 
o.s 
4 5 
4.0 
o.a 
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all mice were inoculated intraperitoneally with 0.25 mlo of an 
A/Swine vaccine, inactivated with O. 2!:fc£armalin, which contained 
440 pattern haema.gglutinin units per ml. 
Nineteen days after imnunization, all mice were bled by 
the retro-orbital technique of Halpern and.Pacaud (1951). Th sera 
were separated and titrated far anti-haemagglutinin content, after 
treatn:ent with Receptor Destroying Enzyme and duplicate absorptions 
with fowl cells to remove the mtural antibodies to these cells 
which mouse sera possess in a marked degree (see bapter iv) . 
Details of serum treatment and the method of anti-hae~lutinin 
testi.I:\g are in Appendix 1. Two days later the "restricted" mice were 
allowed unlimited access to water for frur hours, and then both 
groups of aninsls were weighed. They were challenged int:mnasally 
with a dose of A/Swine virus shown by previous titration to contain 
100 .s. 2.5 and then :returned to the appropriate cages. The 
experiment was termimted 7 days later, when all surviving mice were 
autopsied 
Results are given in Table Jil-2.and the severe effect of 
dehydration on body weight gain is clearly demonst:ra ted. Al though 
there is no evidence of a reduction in the antibody response, there 
is however an indication of increased severity in the reaction to 
challe~ in that there was a greater mortality in the restricted 
miceo The overall difference between the groups is not statistically 
significant, but the trend is sufficiently large to indicate the 
importance of maintain~ test mice in circumstances hich allow them 
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free access to water. 
This factor was also controlled by the twice daily check of 
all animals. Water bottles were e:xami ned not only to see that excess 
was al ays available, but that the mice were drinking a sufficient 
quantity each day. It was noted that on one occasion when mice in 
o tin becam3 ill and had to be rejected, the first indication of 
sickness was an untouched water bottle. 
3) Oxygen Tension:- :Berry et al. (1955) found that loaering the 
atmospheric pressure reduced the mortality and extent of lung 
consolid.E:ttion in PR8 infected mice. Kalter et al. (1955) found that 
this was associa tad with a reduced rate of virus growth in the lungs, 
al thrugh the titres finally attained in these organs were the same as 
those from the lungs of infected mice held in a normal atmosphere. 
From these two reports it is not possible to decide whether the 
effects observed were due to hypoxia resulting directly from lowered 
o-x;rgm tension, ar to the overall effect of reduction in atmospheric 
pressure. 
The better controlled study of Sawicki et al (1961) showed 
that a raised oxygen tension increased the mortality, and lowered the 
survival time, of mice infected with either type A or type :B virus.-
From their wo:rlc it is olear that the level of o:xygen in the atmosphere 
my affect i:he outcon:e of influenza infections in mice. To control 
this factor mice were al ways held in well aired rooms in reasonably 
open containerso 
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In sunmary it can be stated that food supply and the level 
of oxygen tens ion have a furn.amen tal bearing on the outcome of 
influenza infection in mice. In the light of its influence on overall 
food intake , and the evidence presented here, ater supply must also 
be assumed to be of importance. The effects of these three factors ware 
1herefcre kept constant far all test aniimls by providing u.nrestric t ed 
access to fresh ater and an adequate diet, and by proper design of 
accomnoda tion for the miceo 
:B. Host Factors 
In the past a variety of host factors have been shown to 
influence the outcome of infections in amnalian species. In the 
present work , variations in strain, age, sex and body-weight were 
selec ted for study as factors which might affect the response of mice 
to intranasal challenge with influenza virus . 
1) Strain of Mice a- de Gara and Furth (1945) observed that agouti 
( C3H) inbred mice su.ff ered a higher morbidity and mortality than 
several Swiss inbred lines when exposed to type B influenza virusQ 
Briody et al o (1953) first highlighted the variable facility with 
which dif erent lines of mice "adapt" human influenza viruses. 
Recently Lindenmann (1962), in a preliminary report, has described 
the complete insusceptibili\y of ¾G mice to nassive intracerebral 
challenge with N •• s. virus, and reduced damage to the lun of this 
l ine co pa.red with random bred albino mice, when intra.nasal challenge 
with the i:arent non-neurotropic WS virus was us ed. 
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From the variety of ouse strains which were available, the 
random bred Hall Institute (W .E .H.) am the inb:red 057.Bl were chosen 
for use in the proposed studies on jmnninogenicity of influenza virus 
vaccines. The farmer we:re used by Fazekas de st. Groth and coworkers 
in a lengthy investigation of irounmity to influenza in mice (1950, 
1951, 1954), and the latter were used in exper~nts on antibody 
production (Fink and Quinn, 1953; Ipsen, 1954), and in a study of the 
mechanism of resistance to ectroimlia virus (Schell, 1960) • Consider-
ation of the genetic background of these strains indicated that their 
responses to influenza infection might be different. Accordingly an 
experiment was set up to compare the rutcone of infection in the two 
strains, using a range of cha.llenge doses of viruso 
Response of C57Bl and .E.H. mice to influenza virus 
infection 
Female C57Bl and W. E.H. mice, 16 and 19 week> old animals of 
each strain, which had been segregated since weaning, ere allocated 
to cages, accordiz\g to ages, in groups of 5, using a table of random 
numbers (Fisher and Yates, 1957). In this and subsequent experilIBnts 
using mice a nuni>er as allotted to each animal, and for purposes of 
identif"ication the mice we:re aub jected to ear lobe cutting, each cut 
being regarded as having a value of a power of 2. The process of 
identification was intended as a precaution against accidental mixing 
of anil!Bl s on test, and to permit experiments designed to test 
correlations of antibody am challenge responses with body-weights of 
animals. 
Results of Analysis of Variance of 
Age and Strain of Mice 
Source of Variation 
Dose 
,Age 
Strain 
Dose-Age 
Dose-Strain 
Age-Strain 
Levels of significaroe are denoted: * 5% level 
** 1% level, and 
tt* 0.1% level 
N. S. Not significant 
----
Significance 
~ 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
* 
N .,S. 
TABLE m - 3 
Responses of C57Bl and W.EoH. mice to Influenza Virus Infection 
Average M.S. of group of five female mice challenged with stock 
A/Swine virus ./J 
W.E.H.Strain C57Bl Strain 
Dilution Age Ovarall Age Overall 
of in Mee.rs in Means 
Challenge Weeks for Weeks for 
Virus 16 19 Strain 16 19 Strain 
10-2 .. 3.90 ... 4.125 .. 
10-3 2.30 2.40 2 35 3. 80 2o90 3.35 
-A. 10 - 2066 2.06 2.36 1.32 2o52 l o92 
10-5 o.s2 lo22 1.02 0088* o.4s o. Gs 
10-6 1.00 o.s2 0.91 0o82 a.so o.e1 
10-7 o.44 o. 7 rJ4. Oo57 16 0.32 0.24 
-/J Undiluted stock /Swine virus contained 106 OS 1D50 per o. 05 ml . in 
allantois-on-srell (Fazekas de st •. Groth and Vhite,1958) . 
* One missing observation, mean M.S. of four mice. 
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A small sample of blood was obtained from each mouse, 
using the retro- orbital technique, and absence of anti- ha.eM.IUof:!iolutinin 
antiboqy to A/Swine virus fr a.11 sera was demonstrated by the 
technique described in the ppendix. ill sera ere treated with 
Receptor Destroying EnzYD13 to remove non-specific inhibitors, and 
ere twice absorbed with p:i.cked fo.vl cellso 
The mice were challenged int:ranasally with graded doses of 
stcxx A/Swine challenge virus suspended in standard medium, 5 mice 
to each dose level , and infectivity tests in surviving allantois on 
shell (Fazekas de St. Groth and V/hite, 1958) were carried out en the 
lOlfest dilution of challenge virus (lo-2) both prior to and at the 
ooncl usi on of this ehall enge test in mic9i a.nd in all subsequent 
challenge tests .reported in ttlis chapter. Specific deaths and extent 
of lung lesions at autopsy, were used to esti.mte Mouse Scores, 
{ .s.) as before • The means for each dose level and age are 
presented in Table III - 3 , which also shows the overall means for . 
each strain.. The data for imividu.al mice may be found in ppendix 
2 , Table A, and analyses of variance compari~ dose, age and strain 
for the five highP,r dilutions in both age grouP3, and dose and strain 
far 19 weeks old anilJIUs onlyt are given in detail in Table B of the 
same ppend.ix. Insufficient 16 weeks old mice were available to 
allow analysis of both ages at all dose levels. 
Tl:e analyses i?rlicate that there was no significant 
difference in the overall responses of the two strains, at either age 
level ar with the combined ages. Inspection of the mean .s. shown 
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in Table III • 3 SlJ€gests that the slope of the response of C57Bl 
mic was steeper tm.n that of W.E.H. mice, and there is some 
confirm ti.on for ihis in tba analysis of the higher dilutions in 
both ages. Here the dose-a train interaction is shown to be just 
significant at the ~ l evelo With a difference in slopes of minor 
d gree however, there was no recessi ty to abandon the use of the 
more plentiful and far more robust random bred .E.H. strain in 
favour of C57Bl m:ioe• 
2) Age of Mice a - Tbe influence of age an susceptibility to 
infections has often been reported; Sigel (1952) has reviewed the 
literature relating to virus diseases, with i;articular reference to 
laboratory animl s. Kalter (1949) studied the outcome of infection 
with /PR8 virus in Swiss mice at seven ages ranging from 3 to 30 
weeks . With iroreasing age, these mice required increasing amounts 
of inoculum to produce a specified artality, or degree of lung 
dam.gee Decreasi.rg leval s of susceptibility were even observed in 
the clearly adult ages between 13 and 21 weeks; but al though the 
LD50 for 30 weeks old was at least 1000-fold greater than for 3 
weeks old mice, too:re appeared to be no significant difference 
between the amounts of virus in the lungs of both groups at 48 hours, 
with each of two widely spaced challenge doses. The older mice had 
a l~er "eclipset1 phase than the younger, and also a lower rate of 
viru proliferation. 
In the experiment reported earlier in this chapter which 
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investigated the influence of strain of mice on the response to 
A/Swine infection, challenge was carried out at two age levels. 
Table III - 3 shOW's no evidence of an age ef feet, and the analysis 
of variance of the results ( ppendix 2, Table B) indicated nearly 
identical overall responses at the two age levels in both strains of 
mice Since this was not in accord with the earlier worlc of Kalter 
it was necessary to conduct a further investigation into age of mice 
as a. possible factor influencing the rutcome of influenza in miceo 
Age was combined with sex and weight of a.njmal in a factorial 
experimant which will be reported below. 
3) Sex of icet - Sex has also long been recognised as a. factor 
which inf1 uences the outcome of infections, and early worlc was 
reviewed by Perla and lla.nnorston (1941) • Recently, Hurst et al. 
(1960) have reported finding a greater mortality in male mice as a 
result of intra.muscular inoculation of equine encepbalomyelitis virus, 
and this was apparently due to the developnent of lower levels of 
viraemia in the blood and brain of the female. 
In the experimantal wo:rlc described in this Thesis, only 
semlally mature mice (at least 6 to 7 weeks old) were used, since 
Xal ter (1951) fourd that castmtion diminished, and the administration 
of testosterone imreased, the rate of /PR8 virus multiplication 
in Swiss mice. 
4) ei@lt of mice 1 - In experi n tation designed to study the 
relationship between dooe of some test material and response in 
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animals, it is custonary to use only subjects with identical bcxiy 
weights • This precaution :is often tak E!l without any evidence of a. 
real connection between body-weight and host response in the particular 
test system. WIS re a correlation has been shown to exist, as in the 
case of meningococcal infection of mice, (Pittmann, 1941), equal 
precision rray often be gained by using mice of less uniform weight, 
and eliminating effects due to this factor by means of analysis of 
covariance (Fisher, 1948) . More importantly, however, boiy-weigbt 
varies wi 1h both age and sex af mice, and it is essential to eliminate 
its influence before dmwil\S' conclusions as to the significance of 
these other factors . It was therefore decided to s tmy age and sex 
of mice in a factorial experimnt with weight as a covariate of both. 
Influence of age, sex and weight of mice on the outcom of influenza 
virus infection in mice 
Groups of 60 W. E.H. mice, approximately equal nU1m> era of 
each sex, were obtained at intervals of 3 weeks, until 5 ages had 
been accumulated. The mice were segregated immediately after 
weani~, and were constantly checked until the yOUDgest group were 
1 0 weeks old. Each animal was then nuni:>ered and identified, and 
eighing was carried out as quickly as possible, using the technique 
described in Appendix 1 . There is, however, a large diurnal variation 
in the weights of i.Diividual mice, and the animals used in this 
experiloont were founi to have a variation of 3 to 8 % of their mean 
bod.y- wei@lt over a period of nine (daylight) hours. Consequently, 
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although weighi~s ere always ca:r:ried rut to "the nearest gmm, 
the operation of weighing 300 mice took some hours and mice were 
therefore regarded as bel~ng to 5 wei~t "classes" , to which 
arbitrary nuni>ers were aseigmd for the purposes of statistical 
analysis .- of the results of the experiJOOnto Selection of the range 
of eights for each class was based on the observation that 
histograms of the weigh ts of W .E.H. mice were, with only minor 
discrepar:cies, always clearly normal distributions. T:te overall 
distribution of weights of mice to be used in this particular 
experilrent had a mean of 35.9 g . and a standard deviation of 5.34 g. 
Accordil'.\g'ly, mice with wei~ts less than 31 g. (approximately l 
standard deviation below the mea.n) were allotted to class 1, these 
above 42 go to class 5, and thooe within one standard deviation of 
the mean, above and below, were allotted to classes 2, 3 and 4, 
according to increasing weight. There were approximately equal 
nUJii> er s in ea ch cl ass o 
Pl.'eliminary blood sampling and testing for anti-
haemagglutinin was carried out on all aniJrals, and anti body to 
A/Swine virus could not be detected. Two deys after bleeding , 
mice of each a.ge and sex were allocated to 6 groups of 5 anin:flls, 
and propar :randomization was again performed ith the aid of random 
numbers. challaige test was then carried out, using tenfold 
dilutions of the stock /Swine virus in standard medium for the 
intranasal inoculation of the mice, and animus of each age of both 
sexes were tested with the full range of challenge doses. ouse 
T.A.BLE m - 4 
Variation in response with Sex and Age of W.E.H. ?\.lice 
Average mouse scores (M.S.) of groups of five mice challenged 
with stock A/Swme virus at stated dose levels. 
Dilution Femal.es 1 Ma es 
of Afre in Weeks Af!e in Weeks Challenge 
Virus 10 13 16 19 10 13 16 19 22 
10-3 2. ao 3. 04 2 . 30 2 . 40 2.46 2.66 2.06 2.20 2. 44 
104 2. 86 2. 00 2. 66 2 . 06 1.72 1 .64 lo38 lo36 1.28 
-
I, 
Io- " o. 96 0066 Oe82 1.22 1.20 1 . 26 1.26 o.ga o.ss 
--6-10 o. 66 0. 12 1 . 00 o.s2 o. 56 o.55 Oo90 O.B6 Oo62 
- -7 J 10 Oo30 0. 24 0. 44 0 70 0. 38 0.23 0.1a 0.54 0.14 
I, I> I, 
10-8 OoOO 0.06 0 02 * 0 02 o. oo o.oo Ool2 0.02 /) 
)flfis sing bl ook 
/; One missing observation, mean M.S . of four mice. 
Challenge with A/Swme Virus performed by means of the technique 
described under intranasal challenge in lppendix l e 
•• •• 
Results of Analysis of Covariance - Age and Sex with Weight 
as Cofactor 
Source of Variation 
Sex 
Age 
Dc:se 
Age - Sex 
Sex - Dose 
Age - Dose 
Significance 
* 
N.S . 
N.S. 
N.S. 
* 
---
Levels of significance a.x,e denoted as in Table III - 3 
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scores were estimated after s ven days, and the means for each dose 
level are shown in Table III - 4. No data are presented for 22 
weeks old femles, because of a large nuni,er of accidental deaths in 
these mice. The irrli vidual :results along with the weight class of 
each mouse are given in Table C of Appendix 2. 
Tre imi vidu.al mouse scares were su.bmi tted to analysis 
of covariance, with weight class treated as cofactor. The analysis 
followed a nethcd employed by Yates (1934) which is outlined by 
Quenouille (1952), in which the interaction component of each 
variant with the cofactor is subtracted before the variance is 
estimated. In th.is type of analysis the sum of squares corresponding 
to each source must be combined with the :residual sum of squares 
before the effects of the cofactor are eliminated. 
Missi~ observations were replaced by the mean for the 
four remaining observations, and the data appropriate to the highest 
dilution (10-8 ) were mot used, so tte t the missing block at that 
level did not have to be considered. Data for 22 weeks old males, 
of coo.rse, al so had to be omitted, and only f01r age levels of mioe 
ere included in the analysis• 
Details of tra analysis are shO'Wll in Appendix 2, Table 
D, and it is obvious that weight or age of the hoot did not 
influence the result of the challenge test with A/Swine virus in 
.E.H. mice. This as an unexpected result in vie of the extre100 
''a e" effect foun:l by Kal. ter (1949) with A/PR8 virus challenge in a 
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commercial line of Swiss mice. However, inspection of the results 
for the 5 8€8 levels of male mice, sham in Table III - 4 provides 
confi:nm tion tba t age of mouse was not a factor hich influenced 
the outcoioo of /Swine virus infection in these aninals 
The analysis indicates that sex might be a factor which 
could influence the re sul. ts of cha.11 enge, and the. t the slope of the 
dose-response curve might be different with nw.e and female mice. 
The variaroe ratios for sex and sex-dose interaction are a.t the 
,... 
borderline of 8fo levels of significance, however, and no definite 
stateioonts my be mde on this evidenceo 
Sex was therefore examined in other experillen ts designed 
to study the possible effect of this factor in more detail. 
Inf1 uence of sex on tl:e cutcoire of influenza virus infection 
in mice 
A series of experinents were carried oo..t to examine the 
effect of sex of mice on the response to challenge with gxaded doses 
of variety of strains of influenza virus. In -the first experiioont, 
a further investigation was made of the influence of sex on 
challenge with A/Swine virus, using an increased number of male and 
feaele mice at each dose level• 
A large group of 8 weeks old .E.H. mice of both sexes 
were wei d, and feIIBle ranging in weight fro 21 to 28 g. and males 
fro 23 to 30 g. were selected. These were then dis t:ributed, 
ace ording to sex, in cages in 1 ots of five, so tm t the ean eights 
TABLE III - 5 
Investigation of sex as a factor which might influence intra-
nasal challenge with A/Swine vi:ro.s . 
Average M.S. of 15 male and 15 female W.E . H. :cice, challenged 
with graded doses of A/Swine virus • 8 weeks old mice c 
Dilutions 
of 
Challenge 
Virus 
10-2 
103 
10-4 
10- 5 
10-6 
I 
Sex of Mice 
Male Female 
4. 41 4. 76 
3. 71 3. 73 
2. 76 2 77 
1 76 1 . 77 
--
o. 95 0. 59 
• '~ 
TABLE III - 6 
Enhanced effect of B/Lee virus in male W . E .H. 
mice 
Average M.S. of 15 male and 15 female W.E oE• mice, challenged 
with graded doses of stock E/Lee virus , 8 weeks old mice .* 
Dilutions 
of Sex of Mice 
Challenge 
Virus Male Female 
10 - 2 3 . 01 2o3l 
10 - 3 2. 11 
1 . 37 
10 -4 1 . 01 o. 66 
10 - 5 0 89 o. 44 
10 - 5 0. 1s 0ol7 
* Undiluted stock B/Lee virus contained 106• 2 1n50 ~r Oo05 ml o 
in allantois-on- shell. 
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of mic in all cages were approximately 25 go for females, and 
27 g o for ll'El.es. Suitable 10-fold dilutions of stock A/Swine 
virus ere prepared in standard medium, and ere inoculated 
intra.nasally into 15 mice - three cages - of each sex, at each dose 
level. Specific deaths and the extent of lung lesions at autopsy 
ere used to estimate the mouse scores, and the means for 15 mice 
at each dose level are presented in Table III - s. The results 
clearly show that sex of mice did not influence the outcome of 
challenge with A/Swine viruso 
Consideration was then given to the possibility tba t 
the sex of the host might influence the outcome of infection with 
other types and strains of influenza virus. The previous 
experin:ent was therefore repeated again using 8 weeks old mice with 
the same range of weights, but Employing stock B/Lee as the challenge 
virus. Dilutions were again prepared in standard medium and 
inoculated intra.nasally into 15 male ani fen:ale mice at each dose 
level. The mean M.S. of the two sexes at each dose level are 
co pa.red in Table III - 6, and a large difference in response 
between the sexes is · ediately apparent. Confirmation of the 
increased severity of reaction to challenge withB/Jlaee virus in male 
mice was obtained with the same range of doses in smll numbers of 
28 eeks old W. E.H. mice Again there was a large difference between 
the response of the sexes at each dose level. However, the challenge 
doses for both experiments were ne.de up in standard medium which 
contains cbloromycetin, and it was possible that this antibiotic had 
inn uenced the results . Hurst et alo (1960) reported that me acrine 
T.'illLE III - 7 
Variation in :responses with Sex in C57Bl mice . Challenge 
with BJLee virus 
Average M. S. at each dose level in 2 experiments using 
equal numbers of mle ani female mice. 
Dilution of stock challenge virus 
10- 2 10- 3 10_, 10-5 10-6 
Male 4 . 63 1 . 23 o.7s 0.25 
Experiment 
No. 1 /, 
Female l o63 0o80 0. 10 0. 20 
Experiment Male s. oo 4 o20 2. 60 1 .. 06 
No. 2 * 
Female 3 o83 2 . 30 1 . 40 Oo98 
/, 5 mice, 12 weeks old, of each sex at each dose level . :-
-
* 8 mice, 16 weeks old, of each sex at each dose level o 
-
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enhanced the variation in susceptibilicy- of the sexes to infection 
with equine encephalomyelitis virus in mice, and the interaction of 
anti- etabolite drugs with the host may influeme the outcome of all 
experiments of this type. Further experiments were therefore 
perfonned to study the outco:ue of challenge with B/Lee virus in both 
sexes of mice, using a simple salt solution, calcium magnesium saline 
(see Appendix ), as a suspension medium far the challenge doses. 
Tbe C57Bl strain of mice were used in these experiments to investigate 
the additional possibility that the differential response of the sexes 
might have been peculie.r to the W.E.H. strain. 
Investigation of the enhanced effect of B/Lee virus 
in male mice 
Limited numbers of C57Bl mice of two ages were available, 
and were employed in e:xperiIOOnts to study the effects of B/Lee virus 
in male and female aninnlso In the first experiment five male and 
five female 12 weeks old mice and in the second, eight male and eight 
female 16 weeks old mice were challenged at each dose level. No 
pu-tioul ar sys te as required in the distribution of these inbred 
mice, because all the imles weighed approximately 25 go and all the 
females approximately 22 g. Tm challenge dose levels chosen 
covered the same range as in the previous experiments, except that 
there ere insufficient ice to include all doses in each experiment. 
All dilutions were made in calcium magnesium saline, and the outcome 
of intranasal challenge as followed, as previously, for 7 days. Mean 
.s. were calculated for each dose level and sex in both experiments 
8l'.ld the results a.re shown in Table III - 7. A considerable difference 
TABLE III - 8 
/J 
Responses of male and female mice to B/Tas/27/53M challenge 
Average M. s. of W .E.H. mice at each dose level in 2 experiments 
using equal nuni)ers of male and female mice,. 
Experiment 
No. 
per 
Sex dose 
Male 8 
-
Dilutions of challenge virus 
3.42 3.22 lo75 No.l ______________ 2 _______ 1____ 1 
Femtl e 8 - 3o80 • 60 1.64 .16 0.2 
Experiment Male 7 4o50 2.38 1.62 - -
No02 F __ em_a_l_e--7--4-.-l-8--3-.-8-0--2-.-4-5--l-.5-5 ________ _ 
f., Undiluted B/Tas/27 /53M challenge virus contained J.D0• 5 ID50 
per Oo05 ml o in all antois-on-ahell 
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between the effects of B/Lee influenza virus infections in le and 
femle mice is apparent. 
Table III - 8 shows the results of two experiments 
designed to investigate the possibility that the enhanced effect of 
cballenge in male mice was common to -cy-pe B influenza. virus strains. 
In these experiments 8 eeks old . E. H. mice ere allocated to cages 
so that each dose level contained mice of the same average weight for 
each sex. Female mice had a mean weight of 27 g . w:i th mallima. and 
mjnim~ of 23 and 29 go 
eight from 25 to 33 g o 
Male mice, with a mean of 30 g . ranged in 
Challenge was carri d out with a type 13 
virus isolated in 1953 in embryonated eggs, and subsequently adapted 
to growth in the mouse 1 ung. Dilutions of the virus were made in 
calcium mgnesium saline, and challenge with graded dos es was carried 
o .I.; as before o The results were approximately the same for males and 
females , indicating that differentiation of tl:e outcome of infection 
according to sex was not comrr-0n to all type B strains. 
A s imla.r experiment was performd using challenge with 
/Bel influenza viru.s , a strain which grOfis to high ti t:re in the 
alla.ntoic cavity of embryonated eggs , but which causes only minimal 
lesions in the moose lung , unless administered in an overwhelming 
dose. Thie test was planned to discover the effect of sex of mice on 
the rutcon:e of challenge with virus of low virulenceo Chl.y a small 
nuni>er of 8 weeks old mice were tested at each dose level, and these 
were distributed as in the previous experinents. At the sane tine, 
duplicate challenge experiments of the same type were carried out 
TABIE III - 9 
Responses of male and female mice to challenge with A./Be"t influenza 
virus . 
Average M. So of mice at each dose level o 
Number Dilutions of challenge virus 
per 
10-1 102 10-3 Sex dose Undiluted 
Male 6 4o75 3.40 2e02 0.23 
Female 6 4 . 25 3.83 1 .45 0o78 
*Undiluted A/Bel challenge virus contained 108006 ID50 per 0.05 mlo in 
allantois-on-shell. 
TABLE III -9a 
Responses of male and female mice to challepge with A2/Singapore/l/ 
;7M f> 
Experiment 
No.l 
Experiment 
No. 2 
C57Bl mice 
Average M. S 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Number 
-oer Close 
6 
6 
5 
5 
of mice at each dose level 
Dilutions of challenge virus 
10-1 10-2 10-3 10-4 
4 62 
4o35 
s.oo 
5o00 
3.00 
2 84 
lo26 
1.30 
o.ea 
0.-42 
-
-
-
Oo25 
0.20 
/J Undiluted A2/Singapore/l/57M challenge virus contained 
105. 78 rn50 per 0. 05 ml o in allantois-on-shell o 
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using a mouse line of A2/Si.nga:pore/l/57, which still shows a large 
proportion of filamentous fo:nns when stain d by the technique of 
Linderurarm (1957) . This strain of virus was tested in both 8 weeks 
old W. E. H. and 10 eeks old C57J31 mice; the former ere again 
distributed evenly to each dose level on a. body- weight basis, whilst 
the latter mice ere of even weight and were distributed randomly. 
Male W .E . H. mice were, on the average, approximately 4 g . heavier than 
females, and C57Bl males were approximately 3 g o heavier than females. 
In all three tests the viruses were diluted in calcium 
negnesium saline, and the challenge tests were performed according to 
the usual techniqueso Mean M. S . for each 1 ot of mice we:re calculated 
and are shown in Table III - 9 an.d Table III - 9ao There was no 
indication that sex of tte mice had any influence on the outcome of 
infection. 
In the stuiies of Hurst et al (1960) , referred to above, 
it was noteworthy that the increased susceptibility of male mice to 
equine encephalomyelitis virus as accompanied by a 100 - fold gTeater 
level of viraemia in male than in female animals . A.ccordingly, it was 
decided to investigate the growth of J3/Lee viru.s in the l~s of male 
and female mice, to determine if the increased consolidation produced 
in the lungs of the male animals over a wide range of doses was due to 
an increased :rate of virus proliferation, or to the final attainment 
of a higher level of virus in male mio 
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Inveatiga tion of the growth of B/Lee influenza virus 
in male and female mice 
A stuiy of the growth of this virus in mouse lungs was 
made, using the allantois-on-shell infectivity test of Fazekas de St. 
Groth and ~mite (1958) , to com~re the production of infectious virus 
in the mle and female mice. Fourteen W.E . H. mice, 10 weeks old, o£ 
each sex, and aoolimatiaed at 15°c, were challenged with a 1cr05 
dilution of stock B/Lee virus . At 16, 34 and 67 hours after 
inoculation, three mice of each sex were sacrificed, the lunge removed, 
and quickly frozen individually in sterile porcelain mortars at -60°C . 
Five mice of each sex were kept as controls and all the male control 
mice had died by the 7th day post-inoculation. Che control female 
mouse died on the 7th day, and the remaining anjmals were then killed 
am autopsiedo Male control mice had a mean M. S . 4 . 20 and the 
corres pondi:r'.\'s figure for femtl. es was 2 066 . 
The lungs which were collected at 16. 3, 34 and 67 hours 
poo t - inocula tion, were held in the porcelain mortars in an 
electrically operated storage cabinet until it was convenient to 
inveatiga. te their virus content . To carry out this investigation, 
two mlso of s tarrlard medium were added to each mortar, and the lungs 
were ground up in the frozen stateo The resulting tissue suspensions 
were spun clear, and the supernatant titrated for infective viruso 
Figure 1 shows that sampling at the times stated gave no indication of 
j or differences in the growth rates of the virus in the two sexes. 
There was also no evidence that the final titre of virus achieved in 
the lungs of the f male mice was less than that in the male mice. 
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barely detectable level of haemagglutinin was found in all the 
suspensions fro mice sacrificed at 67 hours, and there as therefore 
no indication of the formation of exeess non-infectious virus in the 
ml e mice . The dif.ference between the sexes appears to be due to the 
increased severiv of the host reaction in male mice, rather than to 
any increase in virus proliferation. 
Sunmarising the evidence of the influence of host factors, 
it is nON evident that these will vary with different strains of 
challenge y :iru.s • 
Mouse lines have been shown by others to have different 
reactions to influenza viruses, and the striking effect of age on the 
outcome of infection observed by Kalter with A/PBB virus in Swiss 
mice, was not paralleled with A/Swine virus in the work just 
reportedo Sex has been found to be important ith only one strain of 
virus , al though this factor had a like effect in two widely different 
lines of mice. 
Thia phenomenon of sex differentiation has, so far, only 
been demonstrated with one line of the B/Lee strain. It is possible 
that other lines of this vi:rus, most of which have undergone many egg 
and mouse passages since the viru.s as first isolated by Francis 
(1940) , may not :produce different martali ties and levels or lung 
consolidation in male and feJIBle miceo Weight was not implicated as 
a factor influencing the rut come of inf'ection. 
To control or eliminate host factors in influenza challenge 
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tests it is necessary to study each virus strain separately in the 
ouse lines available for testing. It may be possible to increase 
the sensitivity of the assay system by discovering the most sensitive 
mice, the more reactive sex, or by carefully choosing a suitable age 
for the mice. eight may yet be found to be important, and the best 
way to uncOY'er the optimal system for assay purposes is by means of a 
factorial experiment. Unfortunately, these are expensive, time 
consuming, and some imes nu.llifyi~ accidents my occur which even 
the most careful experimenter camot always prevent. 
c. Environmental Factors 
1) Temperature and Humidity: - The effect of temperature on the 
outcome of infectious disease bas been studied since the beginnings 
of microbiology. Domestic fowls do not nonnally suffer serious ill 
effects from injection with B. anthracis. A transitory pyrexia of no 
more than a few hours, and no trace can be found of the injected 
organisms al thaigh quite large doses nay have been employed. Pasteur, 
Joubert and Chamberland (1878) reported that by immersing the birds• 
legs in water at 25°c subsequent to inoculation, a typical septicaemia 
and death resulted. Wagner (1890) frund that B.anthracis does 
mu1 tiply readily in normal fo ls, but that there is a rapid rise in 
the nuni>er of phagocytic cells at the site of inoculation which 
continues until all the bacteria are engulfed - coinciding with the 
end of pyrexia. In chilled birds the phagocyte response is very much 
:reduced, and the bacteria continue to mu1 tiply freely, producing a 
fatal septicaemia. 
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Sitce trese pioneer observations, a large number of 
papers have appeared dealii:g with the influence of environmental 
:temperature on the outcome of experimental infections, and Sulkin 
(1945) has pointed out that sometimes conflicting reports have 
appeared with the same agent and the same anim.1 species. The 
subject bas been critically reviewed recently by Bennett and Nicastri 
(1960), and it is merely necessary to draw attention, as they do, to 
the lack of real evidence for many of the plausible theories 
ad.vane ed to explain the effect of environmental temperature. Since 
that review was written, Marshall (1959) has repeated and greatly 
extended the ooservations of earlier writers which showed tmt the 
outco:roo of my:xoma infections in rabbits was largely dependent on the 
ambient temperature at which they were held. Mortality rates and 
severity of symptoms due to a slightly attenuated strain of myxoma. 
virus were both marlcedly influenced, am environmental temperature 
bad a sparing effect which was ace ompmied by a lessening of the 
m.ximwn titre and du rat ion of viraemia. 
In the particular case of influenza, it is a commonplace 
d:>servation that epidemics of human influenza. tend to occur during 
the winter onths. Andrewes (1959) discusses the implications of 
this "winter effect" ani he :regards temperature per se as likely to 
be unimportant because severe epidemics occur in tropical countries. 
Shope (1955) found tm.t swine infested with lung worms infected with 
influenza vi:ms could often be provoked into clinical influenza by 
exposure to adverse weather conditions. Eyde (1942) found that 
influenza virus grows in the rabbit lu.I:\'5 following intranasal 
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inoculation, and he car.ried the virus through twelve :passages without 
loss, but with only "ina.pp:!.rent" infection. Pa.nthier et al. (1947) 
subsequently shewed tha.t clinical symptoms appear when rabbits are 
kept at a lcw environ.nental temperature. Saslaw et alo (1946) 
recorded an increased severi:cy of symptoms in monkeys (Macaca 
mulattaJ kept at 4° - 6°c, foll owing intratracheal inoculation with 
influenza viruso other reported experimental work has been carried 
out using mice, bu.t it was of limited extent, and conflicting results 
were obtained. Sarracino and Soula (1941) found that following intra-
nasal challenge with PR8 virus, there was no detectable difference in 
the outcome of influenza infection if the mice were transferred for 
various times to hot (37°c with lOOfo Relative Humidity' or cold 
(soaked in water and then 5°c) environments. 
Sulkin (1945) used a high level of challenge with the 
same strain of virus (A/PR8), and denonstrated a highly signif ioant 
difference between the mean extent of lung consolidation in mice 5-6 
days after chall enge,if they were held intermittently at 35°0 and at 
15.6°c (Relative Humidity 7~ in each case). The pulmonary involve-
ment of mice held a.t 21.0 .. 25.5°c as intermediate in extent and 
probably significantly different from those held at 35°c. Other 
group:; of mice e:re used to estimate the mortality by the 10th day; and 
here tm results, althrugh less significant, showed a similar tr.end 
viz:- a lower envir ruiental temperature resulted in a higher 
percentage mortality, and reduction of the mean survival timeo Re-
exam:iration of this wo:rlt indicates that the s:ignificance of these 
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differences ould be increased if mice which died on the third and 
fourth days were included in the results. Apparently no attempt was 
im.de to autopsy these mice to ascertain the cause of death, which wa.s 
oat likely to be due to influenza consolidation. Bri.ody et al (1953 ) 
found tb:l t adaptation of an influenza Al strain to one heterogenetic 
line of albine mice (N.I.H.) was greatly accelerated by holding the 
mice at 5°c. With an inbred strain of mice there was only slight 
enbanceioont of tbe adaptation :process at 5°c as compared with room 
temperatureo They- founi that the titre (Egg I.D. 50) reached by the 
unadapted virus in the lungs of the N.I.H. strain mice four days 
after inoculation was 100-fold greater in the animals held at 5°C 
than in those at ro cm tempera. tureo 
Detailed examjnation of the effect of the ambient 
temperature on the course of influenza virus infection in mice became 
necessary when it was observed in a preliminary challenge experiment, 
that the level of virus requ.i:red to produce a given degree of lung 
consolidation :rose more than 10-fold during a heat wave which raised 
0 0 
the temperature mnge of the animll room from 21 - 24 C to 29-31 C. 
Since the other variahl.es had all been oaxefully controlled, and the 
infectivity of the virus strain did not chcrnge during the challenge 
procedure, and the mice were homogeneous as to strain, weight, sex 
and age, it as likely that the cause of the change was related to 
alteration in the physical envirorment in the animal room, particularly 
the ambient temperature. 
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Investigations of the Effect of Variation in the environment 
on in.fl uenza. in mice 
These experiments were carried out in insulated cold and 
hot rooms adjusted to the maximum and minimum tempera tu.res stated in 
each test. For interDEdiate temperatures, an a:ir-conditioned room in 
the animal house was adjusted to 22 - Z3°C. Continuous records of 
the temperature and rela t ive humidity (hair hygrometer) were 
maintained prior to and during the challenge experi.Irents. Temperature 
and humidity data, which showed that the environment remined stable 
during the . test period, related to the circulating air of the room 
in which the mice were held; and it was not possible to examjne the 
micro-climate of each tin. The effective humidity may have been 
higher in tins because of unoont:rollabl e £actors related to the 
constant soiling of the sawdust bedding by the miceo It was assumed 
that this effect (if any) was of no significance. A number of fans 
were a.J:Tal'\g'ed in each room so that there was a constant movement of 
air around and into the tins, which could be checked by observing the 
ruffling of the fur of the miceo This had a two-fold purpose (a) 
minimising the possibili -cy- of variation in the micro-climate ( temper-
ature and bu.midi ty) in each tin by constant air circulation, and 
(b) ensuring that mice were not distressed at low temperatures by 
providing that they were held in constantly moving air as recommended 
by Briody et al. (1953) • nUillber of strains were tested and in each 
case the viruses ere inccula ted over a large dose range. In one case 
- Strain Bj.Lee - the effect of temperature on the outcome of infection 
also tested in old mice of which there were only a limited number 
TABLE III - 10 
Effect of environn:ent on B/Lee infection in mice 
Average M.S. of 10 mice at each dose level for each tem
perature. 
8 weeks old mice, 4 females and 6 mtles per dose., 
Environmen =e i'il u tions of cha.11 en ge virus 
Relative 
Tenperatu.:re HU$idity 10· 1 10-2 ""'3 10-4 10·
5 10-6 
. 10 
1) 9-10°C 64% 4 25 3 35 1.86 1 . 01 o.74 0.52 
2)22-23°C 40'fo 2 95 2.10 1.78 o. 67 o. s9 0. 20 
3) 30°c 3Sfo 2 05 1.44 o.46 0.24 0. 03 o.04 
Average M.S. for each sex wl th 10-
2 to 10 .. 4 dilutions of challenge 
virus 
Dilutions of challenge viru.s 
10-2 10-3 10- 4 10-
5 
Environment M F M F M F M F 
l ;j 83 2 ,63 2. 10 1.50 1.15 0.95 1
.00 0. 35 
2 2 . 20 2.00 2. 13 1 .25 o.a7 0.3a 0. 1a 0. 55 
5 1.77 0.95 0. 52 0. 37 0.25 0. 25 o.CX3 o. oo 
. 
• 
TABLE III - 1 Ca. 
Effect of environnent on B/Lee infection in older mic . 
Average :M:.S. of 6 mice at each dose level. 6 - 7 months old 
mice, 3 IOOJ.es and 3 females per dose~ 
ENVIR OID£NT Dilutions of Challenge 
Virus 
Rela.tive 
~cr2 10- 3 10 ... 4 105 10 .. 6 Temperature Humidity 
9 .. 10°0 64?~ 3GOO 1.63 1 . 20 0088 0.50 
30°0 3S'fa 1 . 92 o.4o o. 33 0.12 0.10 
--
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availa.ble. 
Large numbers of mice of the heterogenous W.E.H. strain 
were acclimatized at three different temperat7.lre levels wring a 
period of one week p:rior to challenge, alli were then weighed. Two 
age levels 1ere available, 6 - 7 months old mice, which were 
distributed in groups of 3 ma.le or 3 female mice per cage, because 
of their size ( 39 - 52 go ] , and 8 eeks old mice which were in 
groups af 4 females or 6 males per cage (22 - 30 g0 ) because more 
males than females of this age we.re available. The 8 weeks old mice 
were allocated accordir.g to sex so that there were approx:urately 
equal numbers of the sane weigit in each cage of males and in each 
cage of £anal es o There were too few o.r the older mice to allow an 
even distribution acc~ding to body-weight; these were allocated so 
that the average weight of the mice in each t:in was the same for 
each sex. 
Challenge with graded doses of virus diluted in standard 
medium was carried rut as before, and mouse scores were estimated 
from specific deaths and the lung lesions of the mice which survived 
for 7 days after inoculation. 
In the first experiment B/Lee influenza virus was used to 
challenge mice of both ageso Table III - 10 gives details of the 
environ.:roonts, and shows the mean M.S. for each dose level in 8 eeks 
old mice, and also presents the means for each sex with four of the 
challenge virus suspensions. Table III - 10a. shows the mean .s. for 
Based on data. 
Resu.l ts of analysis of variance -
Ambient Temperature with two 
strains of virus. 
Source of Variation Significance 
for B/Lee (Table TII-10) Strain 
*** 
~ an for A/ Swine 
(Table III-11). 
Dose 
Temperature 
Strain-Dose 
Temperature-Dose 
Strain-Temperature 
~ 
~ 
N.S. 
N.S. 
Levels of significance are 
denoted as in Table III - 3. 
11 
I 
I 
' 
TA:BIE III - 11 
Effect ct: environroont with A/SW'llle virus in aj.ce 
Average M.S of 10 mice at each dose l~vel for each temperature 
All 8 weeks old, 4 females, 6 males per dose/temperature o 
Environment Dilutions of challenge virus 
Temperature Relative 
Humidity 10-2 10-3 10-4 10-5 10-6 10-
7 
s-10°0 64% 4.95 4.75 3.38 2.46 0.67 0.95 
22-23°C 4(% 4.45 3.61 2~58 lo70 1.09 Oo54 
30°0 35% 4.35 2.a1 2 33 lal4 Oo54 OolO 
TABLE III ... 12 
Effect af ,environIIBnt with Strain A/PR8 
, Average M.S . of 7 mice at each dose level for each temperature. 
10 weeks old male W. E.H. mice 
lmviro~t Dilutions of challenge virus 
Tan per a ture Relative _2 10-3 10-4 10-5 Humidity 10 
15°C 5&fo 5.oo 4o43 4.01 3o35 
----
30°C 3fffo · 4.25 3.0'2 2.83 1.47 
/ 
7.45 1D 
Undiluted A PR8 challenge virus contained 10 50 per 
0.05 ml allantois-on-shell • 
• 
• ~ , • ' f l ' • ~ I O t ' , , •" • o ,' I I' ,:: I , , 1 ~ , • : , I • 
I 
- . 
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six older mice at each dose level in two different enviro~nts. 
These results clea.rly demonstrate the influence of environment, with 
an enhanced effect of B/Lee infection in the cooler, mo:re humid rooms. 
The effect s sh own to occur regardless of the age or sex of the 
mice, al though females were less affected at each dose level than 
males, in each environ.n:ent. 
A seconl experiment, in the same range of environments, 
was carried out at the same t:i.ne, using /swme virus for challmge 
of 8 weeks old mice. The average M.S. for the 10 mice at each dose 
level are presented in Table III - 11,, and these results provide 
furiher proof that the enviromrent has a considerable effect on the 
rutooioo of influenza vi:rus infection in r.E.H. mice. 
From these experiments it is impossible to completely 
separate the effects of temperature and humidi tyo However, 
challenges with bot B/Lee and A/Sw'ine viruses in 8 weEi<:s old mice 
at the o a:rmer temperatures were carried out in :relative 
bumidi ties which differed by only :f~ in the range of moderate 
humiditie • It is unlikely that this difference was large enrugh to 
have produced significantly different effects on the animtls. 
Accordingly, analysis of variance was perforned on the combined 
results of the challenges · th JJ/Lee and /Swine viruses at 22 - 23° 
and 30°c in 8 eeks old mice . Details of the individual results are 
given in Appendix 2, Table E, and details of the analysis are in 
Table F of the same Appendix. Tre re is a highly significant 
difference bet een the results obtained. at the two temperatures, and 
TABLE III - 13 
Effect of environment usioo Influenza Virus Strain A2/Singapore/ 
1/57M in C57:Bl mice 
Average M.S . of 5 mice at each dooe level for each temperature . 
All males'tl2 eeks old,. 
' 
Environment Dilutions of challenge virus 
Relative 
10-1 10-2 10-3 10-4 10-5 Temperature Humidity 
12°c 5~ 5o00 4.19 2.00 Oo54 o.04 
30°c 35% 2o50 0008 0. 02 OoOO o.oo 
---
•• •. 1 4 ~, • f • I · • '• I • 1 • ' • : • •,. I , ' ' I' I • • , 
1 
: , • • : • 1 • 
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it would appear that en.viro.nJOOntal temperature per se is a factor 
which may in.fl. uenc e the cutcome of influenza virus infection in mice o 
The effect of enviroruoont was also tested using the A/PR8 
strain for challenge in 10 weeks old na.le W. E .H. miceo Seven mice 
were used for challenge at each dose level in two environments which 
differed by 15°c and 2~ relative humidity . Constant air 
circulation was maintained as befare, and the mice were acclimatized 
at the respective temperatures for one week before intranasal 
inoculation. Calcium mgnesium saline was used as diluent for 
preparation of the virus suspensions. The data. for the two 
environments and the results of the challenge, calculated a-S the 
mean M. s. for ea ch dose level , are shown in Table III - 12. The 
e f f ect of tli..e environment is just as evident with A/PR8 virus as 
with the B/Lee am A/Swine strains. 
Effect of environment on influenza virus infection 
in C57Bl mice 
C57Bl mice ere used in an experiment to test the effect 
of environmant on influenza virus challenge in a strain of mice 
other than the .H. lin Male mice, 12 weeks old, were 
di s tributed at random in groups of five and equal numbers were 
accl imatized at 12° and 30°c for one week . They were then 
challenged with graded doses of 2/Sj:ngapore/l/57M, which is a mouse 
adapted line of a standard 'Asian" virus . The virus dilutions were 
made in calcium magnesium saline. The results, bich are presented 
in Table III - 13 , show a large difference in the response of these 
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mice at the two temperatures. Tm difference is far greater than 
was observed with .E.H. mice, al thcngh the A2/Singapore/l/57M. 
strain s not tested in these random bred animals, am. valid 
comparisons are not possible. During the course of these 
experilrents it as ooserved that male C57Bl mice, if less than 9 
weeks old, were liable to die within three hours of transfer from 
an environnent ri 1h an ambient tempera tu.re of eo0c to one with an 
ambient temperature of 12 °c. There fore it seems likely that the 
extrem sensitivity to cold of the line of C57Bl mice which were 
used n:ay have been i:he cause of the DE.I.ked differences in response 
ith the two envi:ronnents. 
Jnvestigation of spa ing effect of increased 
environDEntal temperature 
ihe effects of the environment on experimental influenza 
in mice were further investigated to obtain a better understanding 
of ttle ioochanism involved. Influenza. viruses produce greater yields 
wmn cultivated in eggs at 35 - 36°c than at higher temperature, 
(:Miller, 1944, McLean et al 1944). It was therefore possible that 
the reason for the lowered severity in mice at the higher 
temperature was the failure of the virus to reach a maximal ti treo 
This as made to appear mare 1 ikely because mice have a less 
effective heat control mechanism than many otrer animals (Mills, 
1939). Numerous papers give details of the extreme variability of 
rectal temperature in mice with environmental temperature and 
humidity. ea.der and Marshall (1938a and 1938b), Goldfeder (1940), 
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McLaren (1961) and others have studied this phenomenon. In this 
present ork the variability as confirmed for large numbers of the 
stock W.E.H. mice in connection with the problem of environment on 
antibody production reported in Chapter iv. 
A.gains t the hypothesis that virus growth was being 
limited by the temperature of the mice, was the rk of Ginsberg and 
Horsfall (1952) relating multi.plication of PR8 virus and extent of 
pneumonia in the mouse lung. The range of doses showing temperature 
variation in the experinents of Tables 10 tol3 went well beyond the 
level which those authors fow:d to produce meximaJ virus growth in 
mice. To investigate this question 21 feim.le, 8 weeks old mice were 
accl' ·tized for 10 days at each of three temperatures t 15 - 16°0; 
22 - 23°0; and 29 - 30° c, and then challenged with a dooe of A/Swine 
virus calculated to show maximal variation in the mice over this 
range of mvironnent. Examination of the detailed results of the 
previous experiment with this virus (Table III - 11) showed that with 
a 10-3 dilution of stock challenge virus the percentage mortalities 7 
days af'ter inooulation were 100,40 am 30 in order of increasing 
temperature o 
At 5, 10, 20, 40, and 80 hours after challenge, 3 mice at 
each temperature were sacrificed, after their rectal temperatures had 
been recorded. At 160 hours post-inooulation, all mice held in the 
15°C enviroruoont were dead, but 2 survivors at 22 - 23°c and 3 at 3o0c 
were also sacrificed and tested. The lungs of each moue e were quick 
frozen in a porcelain mortar pre-chilled to -6o0c, grounl with 2 mls 
PIGURE III .... 2.. Growth of influenza virus in the lungs of r..::ce held in three different environments 
- Development of hypothermia in the course of inf ecticn 
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Eagle's basal medium (1955) and spun clear in a refrigerated 
centrifuge. T~ supernatant fluids were thai individually 
titrated for virus content. The virus infectivity titrations were 
carried out in allantoi -on-shell (Fazekas de Sto Groth and, ite, 
1958), and a preliminary survey using 10-fold dilution steps was foll-
owed by a more accurate titration using doubling dilutions. Since 
the allantois-on-shell titration allows eight replicates per dilution, 
the reaul ts were au.ff icien tly accurate to show that there was no 
significant difference in the rate of virus multiplication nor in the 
final titre obtained in the lungs of mice held at the 3 temperatures 0 
( See Fig. 2 . ) . It can also be seen that the progress of infection was · 
accom:p3nied by a much greater drop in :aean rec"bµ temperature in the 
mice kept in the cooler envi:roruoonts. 
There was no significant difference in the levels of 
haemagglutinin detectable in the lu:ng13 of the mice held at the 
different temperatures and sacrificed at 40 and 80 hours . 
Interferon levels in the lung suspensions were also 
tested, using a mcxlification of the methcd of Isaacs and Hitchcock, 
(1960) • The centrifuged lung suspensions were, however, not dialysed 
against buffer at pH2e O, but suff'icient 0.lN HCl~ was added with rapid 
miring, to le.er the pH to 4.0 which is suff ic:n.ent to inactivate 
influenza virus (Stock and Francis, 1944). After standing overnight, 
the samples were readjusted to 7.4 and tested for Interferon using 
C vi:rus in mouse embryo fibroblast tissue culture. Mo evid nee of 
a reductio in the number of plaques was found at the lOl'lest dilution 
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TABLE III - 14 
Effect of transfer from 15° to 30°c. environment after intranasal 
challengeo 
10 weeks old female W.E oH. mice~ 
Post inoculation time 
of transfer to 30°Room 
Hours 
Control mice (not 
transferred from 
15° Room) 
56 
24 
0 
Control mice acclimat-
ized and held in 30° 
Room 
Average M.s. Day of Death 
5 00 3,4,4,4,4,4. 
4. 78 3,4,4,5,5,6. 
4.40 4,4,5,5,5,So 
3. 22 s,s,7,s,s,s,s,s. 
2. 64 5,7,s,s,s,s. 
All challenged with 10-2•6 dilution of stock A/Swine virus. 
---
1 ~ • ' f • t • • t J ~ t • • : • •,. •J • • f I• • I • • I• ., • • • : ' I • 
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tested (1 5), in any sample, and no comparison of interferon levels 
in the 1 ungs of the mice at the three temperatures was possible. 
Effect of change of enviromoont on influenza 
virus infection in mice 
An experiment was carried out to discover the effect of 
changing the ambient temperature on. the outcome of influenza virus 
infection in .E.H. mice. .At various ti.mes after infection mice were 
transferred to alternative environments ~ the course of the disease 
was foll owed until seven days had elapsed. The experiment was then 
terminated with autopsy of the surviving mice and estimation of the 
extent of 1 ung cons olidationo 
A dose level of A/Swine virus was again selected which 
ould produce a maxirrs] difference in response to the two environments, 
15°c, with a relative humidity of 55%; and -30 °c, with a relative 
himmidi ty of 3E/foo Sufficient ram.om bred W .E .H. mice were 
acclimatized in each environment and were then challenged with 10206 
and 1030 O dilutions of the stock .A/Swme virus; the higher dilution 
being used for thoo e animals wi:tich were acclimatized to the higher 
tem erature . At selected times after challenge, groups of the 
animals were transferred to the alternative environment, and the 
outco e of infection was recorded as in previous experiments. 
-2.6 Table III - 14, which refers to mice challenged at the 10 level, 
shows that mice were Spired if they were transferred from a cold 
environment immed.ia tely after inoculation, and there were no deaths in 
this group until after all the control mice in the 15° room diedo 
TABLE III - 15 
Effect of transfer from 30° to 15°Co environment after intranasal 
challenge 
10 weeks old female W. E. H. mice~ 
Post- inoculation time 
0 
of transfer to 15 Room 
Hours 
Control mice (not 
transferred from 30 
Room) 
120 
90 
56 
24 
0 
o· 
Control mice acclimat-
ized and held in 15° 
Room 
Average M • 
2 o47 
4. 50 
4 o67 
4 o50 
4.75 
Day of Death 
6,6,s,s,s,s. 
6,6,6,6,6,6, 
4, 4,5,5,6,7. 
5, 5, 6,6,6,6. 
4,4, 4,5,5,6. 
3 ,3,4,4, 5,5. 
_3,4,~5,6,7 . 
- ------
-3 ,,. / All challenged with 10 dilution of stock ~ Swine vimis. 
• •• ,' • f ' : I• l •- ' • I J ' t ' : • . ,. : ,' • I ' • • • • ' • ~ ' • 
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Transfer to 30° at 24 hours also delayed the time of death, and one 
mouse survived until the termimtion of the experiment, al thrugh the 
extent of lung damage at autopsy was considerable ( [.S. 3.0). The 
spa.ri effect as not apparent in mice transferred after 56 hours, 
except that th.ere was an indication that time of death was delayedo 
Mice acclimatized at 30° and transferred to 15° 
irrmediately after inooulation, witha.10-3 dilution of virus were 
visibly more af.f ected 48 hours later than controls which were 
naintained at 15° prior to and during the experimen Table III -15 
shows that "chillirg" at the time of infection reduced the mean 
survival tim from 5 to 4 days. Transfer from the warm environment 
at later times resulted ineviably in death of the mice, but there was 
a progressive increase in survival time with increasing delay of the 
transfer. No experiments were car.ried out to discover whether 
"chilling" produced a sudden increase in virus or merely precipitated 
a violent host reaction to the already existing infection. 
It is filli te apparent that for quantitative studies of 
influenza virus infection in mice, a stable environment must be 
provided for the animals on test, and there is also a need for 
acclimatization to the test environnent before comnencing experiments 
of this na tu.re o 
Cross Infection 
Eaton (1940) made the first observation of cross infection 
by influenza virus strains with subsequent demonstration of lung 
lesions and occasional d~ ths in contact mice. His woik was carried 
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out using comnercial Swiss mice, presumably not inbred, and he found 
a variation in tba "infectivi ty11 of different virus strains. 
Kilbourne (1960) reparted that he had often successfully repeated 
tffi se exp erinen ts , but Andrew es stated in the same discussion that 
he had been unable to repeat this wolk al though he had made repeated 
attempts usil\g E ton's strains of virus and mice. 
The followi~ experiment was designed to disclose the 
effects of variations in strains of mice, and of environmental 
temperature, on the possibiliti.r of cross infection in experimental 
influenza in miceo Female mice were distributed in tins so that for 
each strain there were equal nuni)ers of tha same weight, six mice per 
tin. After 4 dey-s a.cclimatization, female mice of the same breed, 
similarly acclimatized, were infected with A/Swine virus, the least 
infective strain in Eaton' a (1940) work, and these were added 2 hours 
later, 2 to each tin. Dose levels were chosen so that the lower 
dilution should cause lOo(o deaths within 7 days in the "inoculated11 
mice, regardless of environnent, in each strain of animal. In the 
actual experiment, all the "addedtt mice died within the period of 
test except for one W.E.H. mouse which was in the warmer environment, 
and which shaved 7ff/o lung consolidation at autopsy On the 8th day 
after introduction of the infected mice, all the test mice were 
sacrif ic-e9-, the extent of 1 ung lesions as estimated, and the lungs 
were frozen in porcelain mortars at -6o0c and ground up with 2QO ml. 
of standard me di umo fte:r cent rifuga ti on of these 1 ung suspensions, 
the supernatant f1 uids were examined for the presence of virus by 
inoculation into the allantoic cavity of 11 days old embryonated eggs, 
Tlu3LE III - 16 
Cross Infection in Experimental Influenza 
Outcome of introducing 2 infected mice into tins of 6 mice of 
the same strain<, 
Enviroruren:t Test Mice 
Lung 
2 mice inoculated with lesions 
ALSwine virus at 7 Virus 
Mouse Relative Challenge days in 
Str ain Temperature Humidity Dilution Mortality lungs 
15°C 65% 10 ... 3 2/2 3 . 0, 6/6 
1 . 0, 
C57Bl 1 . 0, 
0. 2, 
o.o, 
OoO 
30°C 3fffo 10-3 2/2 All -ve 1/6 
15°c 6ffp 10-2 2p. All -ve 0/6 
W.E.H. 15°c 65% 10~ 2/2 ill -ve o/s 
- -
30°c 35'fa 10-3 1/2 - 1111 -ve o/s 
•• I _. ' , • f • J ' , '~ f i t' ' • : ' •,. : / , ' ; I' • I , • 1 t ~ , • : • I , 
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and subsequent testing of the allantoic fluid for haemagglutinin 
after 48 hours incuba ti.on. Results are presented in Table III -16, 
and it is obvious tba t challenged C57Bl mice may experience cross 
infection if trey are held in aoool environmento Virus was also 
found in the lUDgS of one of these mice which had been kept at 30°c • 
• E .H. mice showed no evidence of cross infection, and the genetic 
backgrourd of the mice appears to be an important factor in determin-
ing the occurrence of this phenomenon~ 
The possibili-cy- of cross infection, with its implication 
of mul. tiple challenge, must be considered and prevented, othe rwi.se 
the use of susceptible strains of mice for experiments to assay 
inmnmogenici ty af vaccines is precl udedo As a med el subject for use 
in the practical study of overall effectiveness of vaccines, bOV'lever, 
susceptible mice may well be preferable, since it is reasonable to 
assume that the population of humane at risk in any epidanic, is 
subjected to, am is susceptible to, multiple exposu.reso 
2) Barometric Pressure, - The possibility of "atmoopheric pressure" 
influencing the outco100 of infection has been referred to in the 
discuss ion of the effect of varying oxygen tension. The subject is 
worthy of investigation, but could not be attempted in this study 
because of time limitations It may be assuned that the precaution of 
housing all animus under test in the sane room will prevent any 
possible barometric pressure effect from introducing bias to assay 
results. 
In sunmary, envirorurental temperature bas been shown to 
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be a major factor in decidi the outcome of influenza virus 
infection in the laboratory mouse. The sparing effect of increased 
temperature was ot ace omp:1nied by a reduction in the rate or extent 
of virus proliferation, and was not demonstrable if the test animals 
were tmnsfened from a cold environment after maximum virus growth 
had been achieved. After infection in a arm environment, transfer 
to a cool temperature at any time up to 5 days post-inooulation, 
produ::ed a rapid imrease in the severity of -the diseaseo In a cool 
environment, s0100 strains of mice may be liable to multiple infection, 
which, unless prevented, would pre cl u:le their use in assay studies, 
althrugh this characteristic may be of value in other directionso 
The results obtained in these experimnts lead to the 
important conclusion that any assey- system for influenza virus, and 
therefore for influenza vaccine ' immunogenicity in mice, must be 
carried oo.t under carefully controlled conditions of environmental 
temperature, and probably humidity• In this present study it was not 
possible to analyse the effect of the latter, but it }w,s been shown 
that it is possible to vary the :rectal temperatures of mice by 
raising the humidity (Marshall and Meader,1938b), and it may be 
inferred tha. t the outcone of influenza virus infection in mice would 
be correspondingly affected. The ultimte proof awaits further 
experimental wol:k. For all challenge tests described in this thesis 
the factor of humidity a.s carefully controlled. 
Baronetric pressure has not been investigated as a factor 
which might affect the :result of influenza infection in mice~ 
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D, Other Fae tars 
Other factors which have been studied in influenza virus 
infections in mice e.g. fatigue,by Sar.racine and Soule (1941), were 
not considered since theze is no reason to suppose tha. t they will be 
of importance in a properly conducted study. A similar obse:rvati on 
can be made about unhealthy or pregnant animals which must be 
rejected if they appear amongst test mice. Indeed, if unhealthy mice 
appear in the stock of mice for test, it is probably wiser to obtain 
a fresh supply of aninals, than to attempt to use survivors. 
DISCUSSICN 
The most important conclusion to be drawn from this work 
is that the factors influencing the response of mice to influenza 
infection may vary with different strains of the virus, and with the 
genetic background of th:) mouse line which is used. In the design of 
a test far immunogenicity, this introduces a difficulty which is not 
overcoim by simply using equal numbers of mice of both sexes, or of 
different ages, or of corresponding weights, at each dose level, for 
all virus strains. This would merely increase the variance and tend 
to "flatten" t response curve, reducing the sensitivity of the 
test. For a maximum sensitivity it is necessary to examine each host 
factor in detail for each stmin of vi:rus and mouse, prefembly 
using a factorial experiment which will disclose interactionso Table 
III - 8 sho;vs tm t the slope of the dose response curve to B/Lee 
virus in female C57Bl mice is much flatter than for male miceo This 
indicat s that only male mice should be used, if C57Bl mice are the 
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ava ilable test animal for this virus. Table III - 7, however, would 
indicate that there are roughly p:3.rallel slopes for both sexes in 
W E.H. mice, and the use of either but not both sexes of this strain 
would be permissible. 
The demonstration that variation of the environment has a 
major effect :m the outcome of influenza infection, indicates that 
an animl room with a:reas of uneven temperature or humidity is 
unsatisfactory for accurat.e assayso It does not suffice to distribute 
mouse containers in such a way that equal numbers at each dose level 
d.11 be in the same i:art of the room. All mice must be subjected to 
the same external conditions, and this can only be achieved by using 
an efficient air circulation system and maintaining a constant 
temperature and humidityo A factor of equal importance is the proper 
design of the containers for the animus; these must permit ready air 
circulation, and the food hoppers and water bottles should allow the 
animals ready ace ess to food and drink at all ti~s. 
Tre finding that age of mice did not influence the outcome 
of influenza. virus infection was at variance with the observations of 
Kalter (1949) who studied challenge of commercially bred Swiss mice 
with J.jPR8 virus o In the present investigation, A/Swine virus wa.s 
test d in a mndom b:red lire of mice, and evidence was also presented 
that B/Lee virus produced comparable mortalities and levels of lu.ng 
consolidation in two widiy sp:3.ced age groups of the same animals 
(Tables III - 10 and 10a). Similar ooservations were also made with 
S ine and B/Lre viruses m smal 1 gToups of C57Bl mice ranging in 
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age from 10 to 25 weeks It is most probable that the variation in 
response according to age v.hich was found by Kalter was a 
characteristic of the strain of mice which he used. 
Two interesting, and at present unexplainable phenomena 
have been disclosed during these investigations. These are the 
different levels of severity of reaction between male and female 
mice to infection with a p:3.rticular stmin of influenza virus, and 
the sparing effect of warm envirorments despite maximal growth of 
the virus in the lungs of the mice. The increased severity of the 
outcome of B/Lee infection in male mice may be merely characteristic 
of the particular pass age line which was used. The virus was 
originally isolated by Franc is (1940) from a mild epidemic of 
infl. uenza in a hospitEtl for children with rheumatic conditions 
(Reyersbach et al, 1941). The incidence cf infection in this closed 
comm.univ was higher in girls tmn in boys although the difference 
is not particularly significant. There was also no indication of 
increased severity in boys. 
An unexpected f:inding was that the severity of the 
outcome of infection was not related to the level of virus 
multiplication in the mouse lungs. This does not cont:radict the 
findings of Ginsberg and Horsfall (1952), since the level of virus 
challenge employed was above the range which they studied It is 
also possible that an investigation using smaller doses of challenge 
virus would disclose di.fferences in the rate of virus proliferation 
due to enviro~n tal factors, or, in the case of the B/Lee virus 
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used here, to the sex of the mice 
In an experiment designed to study the possible causes 
of the sparing effect of a warm environment no interferon ccnld be 
detected in the lungs of influenza virus infected mice. There was 
insufficient mst erial to test for · terferon at the level used by 
Isaacs and Hitchcock (1.2); and tre higher dilution may have 
prevented its detection. Altermtively, since the processes of 
acidification and neutralization both :resulted in heavy precipitates 
which ere spun down and discarded, it is conceivable that any inter-
feron present may have adsorbed to one or other of these 
precipitates, and been 1 osto HOK ever, the infecti vity of the virus 
u ed. far mruse challenge in this experiment was much higher than 
that used by Isaacs and Hitchcock, and it seems likely that this 
provides the explanation for inabili -cy- to detect interferon. The 
size of the challenge dose in the mice was such that it may have 
overwhelmed the cells to wch an extent that the mechanisms 
involved in the production of interferon were not able to function o 
In FJD.Y case it is unlikely trat interferon as such is concerned in 
the particular envirorurental phenoirenon described in this section; 
this is clear fran the failure of iooreased temperature to influence 
virus multiplication, al. thcugh its sP3-ring effect on virus 
pathogenesis is highly significant. The ans er rill have to await 
further experilrentation, but it is noteworthy that Baron and Isaacs 
(1962) ere unable to detect interferon in the lungs of fatal human 
cases, here, presunably, maximum virus proliferation ould also 
have oocun-e 
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Another finding of interest in the study of 
environmental effects on influenza virus infected mice was that 
during the course of the di sesse there was a greater drop in rectal 
te perature in animals which ere held at lower temperatureso 
Since the outcome of infection was also more severe in these mice, 
this observation was in keepi~ with that of Yang and Evans (1961), 
ho showed the t the time of occurrence and 1 evel of hypothermia 
hich followed intranasal A/PR8 inooulation in mice kept at 24 -
27°0 was related to the maximum extent of pulmonary lesions rather 
tmn the ma.ximum virus tit:re in the lungs. 
T:00 increased severity noted when mice were transferred 
from a warm to a cold environment rray indicate that the nwinter 
factor" of Andrewes (1959) is in fact a "chilling factor", which is 
far more likely to be of importaroe in winter than summer months. 
arburton and Duxbury (1959) reported on an outbreak of influenza 
due to A2 virus in an isolated cormnunity in Northern Territory of 
Australia in which a "chilling factor" appeared to be present. 
Tie population of sligjltly more than 300 persons, which had not been 
affected by the 1957 epidemic of A2 virus influenza, experienced a 
sharp and ndespread rut break of clinical influenza following a 
sudde drop in the environ.IIBntaa:J_ temperature. There was clear 
evidence that the virus had been 'seededn into the community 2 to 
3 eeks previously, but no cases of influenza occured until there 
was a change in the ea ther • 
ith regard to the demonstm tion of an increase in 
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cross infections with C57 .Bl mice if they were held in a pirticular 
enYironment, this my well have been as much conditioned by the 
effect of the relative humidity on the virus as by the effect of 
the enviroruoont on the animals. Lester (1948) showed that tm 
infectivi ty for young white mice of atmospheres containing atomised 
/PRB influenza virus was a function of the relative humidity of the 
atmosphere when the mice were held in a 22 - 24 °c environment 
His results show a definite minimum infectivity at a relative 
humidity of 48'fa, with peaks at the extrenes of dryness and 
saturation. It is possible that other 1:esults might have been 
found with other ambient temperatures, but relative humidity 
appears to be an important factor influencing virus cormnunicability 
in mice. 
SUMMlRY 
1) .Bcxly-weight, sex and age of mice, from 10 to 22 
weeks old, did not influence the outcome of infection with A/Swme 
virus in a random bred line of miceo 
2) Mal~ mice, of both random bred and inbred lines of 
mice, ere found to be more susceptible than females to intranasal 
infection with a mouse adapted line of B/Lee influenza virus. The 
increased susceptibility was not accompanied by an increase in the 
extent of virus proliferation in the lungs of the mice. 
3) Environmental temperature had a major effect on the 
response of both random bred and inbred lines of mice to infection 
with a number of strains of influenza virus. 
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4) Thia e.ff ect was not due to a reduction in the rate, 
or the extent, of virus proliferation in the lungs. 
5) .After infection with a large inoculum, transfer from 
a arm to a cold environment precipitated a fatal reaction in mice. 
6) Transfer from a cold to a warm environment had a 
sparing effect only during the early stages of the infection. 
7) Croos - infection occured with an inbred line of mice 
when these animals were maintained in a cold environmento 
CRAP.rER 
THE ANr IBODY BESJ?OR3E OF :MI CE TO INFLUENZA. VIRUS VACCINES 
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Fazekas de st. Groth, Donnelley, and Graham (1950, 1951, 
1954) elucidated the role which specific antibody plays in inmunity 
to influenza virus infection in mice. The protective function of 
antibody was shown to be effected only by 1ha t fraction which is 
present on the surface of the reopiratory tract, and which 
presumably neutralizes virus before it can initiate infection. 
Individual variation in the distribution of antibody between the 
circulation and the respirator.y tract was implicated as one of the 
reasons for the lack of exact correlation between antibody level in 
serum and immunity as assessed by direct challenge. The level of 
antibody which appeared in the serum as a :r.esul t of vaccination was, 
however, shown to have a major influence on the amount which was 
present in the bronchi (Fazekas de St. Groth and Donnelley, 1951a). 
Consequently, before proceeding to a study of direct challenge tests 
in vaccinated mice, some of the factors which might influence the 
serum antiboey response, apart from dose, were examined. 
ethcxis of Titration 
For the ork reported in this chapter, 2 methods of 
antibody titration were employedo Neutralization of infectivity was 
estimated b allantois~on-shell ( azekas ~a St. Groth et alo 958) , 
and ant· aemagglutinin levels were measured by a method which is also 
described in that paper, after the sera had been treated i th 
Receptor Destroying Enzyme to destroy non-specific inhibitors. The 
erythrocytes used in the anti-haemagglutinin tests ere taken from 
o birds which had been selected from approximately 400 fowls; 
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agglutination of their red. cells by B/Lee virus, previously heated 
to 55°c for 30 minutes, was shown to be insensitive to non-specific 
inhibition by normal mouse or rabbit serum which had been diluted 
to 1/50 in calcium saline and boiled for ten minutes. This 
treat~nt of serum does not destroy Francis inhibitor, but actually 
increases it 10-fold, (McCrea, 1948). Bath methcds of titrating 
influenza virus antibodies are described in ppendi.x 1. 
A dif.ficul ty arose with the titration of mouse sera for 
anti-haema-gglutinin in that sera from both C57Bl and v.E .H. mice 
were found to have high levels of natural antibody against the 
erythrocytes of fo ls. The same result was follll.d with 25 white 
leghorn ani crossbred birds although the titres varied slightly 
with individual fowlso Ti100 did not pe:rmit a lengthy investigation, 
and there is no knowledge of the application of this phenomenon to 
other mouse lines or to all varieties of Gallus domesticus. 
Within one group of a hundred aninals including both 
C57Bl am W.E.H. strains, the titres of natural antibodies ranged 
from 1/20 to 1/200 with a mean of 1/67. Therefore, for all 
serological worlc in which fowls' cells were to be used, at least 2 
absorotions ere performed on the lowest serum dilution, using 
volumes of packed fowl cells eqt~ to the amount of serum present . 
This eliminated the problem of the natural antibodies, and titres as 
low as 1/10 could be measured 
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These serological techniques were then employed to study 
the factors hich might possibly influence the antibody response of 
mice to intraperitoneal inoculation with graded doses of influenza 
virus vaccine se 
Factors influencing the antibody response to influenza virus 
vaccines in mice 
Although the scope of this investigation was very limited, 
it will be convenient to adopt the classification used in Chapter III 
for its presentation. 
A. Metabolic Factors 
1) Nutritional Status• - Cannon et alo (1943) found that dietary 
deficiency in rabbits led to a decreased capacity to produce 
agglutinins. Wissler et al. (1946) showed that a similarly induced 
lowering of the antibody response in rats was reversible on 
restoration to a diet containing high quali'llf protein. From this 
and later observations of a similar nature, it must be considered 
that nutritional status may affect antibody production in any system, 
including influenza virus vaccines in mice, unless the contrary is 
clearly demonstrated. The effect of dietary deficiency was not 
investigated in -the present study, rut a constant check was made to 
ensure that excess food was always available to the mice, both prior 
to and during inmunization. 
2) ater: - An experiment to demonst:ra te the effect of dehydration 
on the gro th and antibody response of W.E.H. mice has already been 
described in Chapter III, and -the results, shown in Table 2 of that 
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chapter, indicated that malerate deeydration for a limited ti~ did 
not reduce the anti - haemagglutinin antibody response of ,.E .H. mice. 
Nevertheless, in view of the considerable influence of this factor 
on food consumption in mice, it is possible that prolonged 
restriction of the water supply might result in a lC1Hering of 
antibody titres, and frequent checking of the free availability of 
water should be taken as a precautionary measure. 
B. Host Factors 
. The anti body f onning capacity of animals has been shown 
to be influenced by their genetic background, their age and sex 
(Boyd, 1956)0 So far as age is concerned, the evidence indicates 
that very young and ver-y old animals are deficient in antibody 
fanning power, and should be avoided in experimental woik on anti-
body production. Only sexually mature animals , at least 6 weeks old, 
and no animals o]d er than 7 months, were used in the studies 
reported in this thesis. It as essential , however, to investigate 
the adequacy af the nti body :responses to influenza virus vaccines 
in the at.rains of mice which were to be used, and to compare the 
antibody responses of the sexes in mice of tl.ie same age. 
Strain of Mouse 1 !ale C57Bl mice ere obtained after weaning, 4 
weeks after birth, and were held until they ere 12 weeks of age. 
An equal number of male W.E . H. were similarly obtained so that they 
reached the age of 6 weeks a.t the same time as the C57Bl mice were 
12 eeks oldo In tl1is ey it as possible to comIE,re the 2 strains 
Strain 
or 
Mouse 
C57Bl 
W .H. 
TABLE ff - 1 
Average neutralizipg antibody responses in groups of 
five mice 
Geometric mean recipzocal titres eaq>ressed in logo10 unitso 
B/Lee Vaooine 
Tested Dose of B/Lee Vaccine Overall 
at log.10 Haemagglutinin units Means (days) 1.0 lo5 2o0 2. 5 3.0 
17 2ol8 2o36 2.68 2.98 3.00 2.66 
29 2o24 2o42 2. 48 3 008 3 o28 2o70 
17 2.22 2. 32 2.46 3 .08 3.20 2066 
29 2.38 3ol4 3.22 
Results _2,f analysis of varian~e :- Strain of mouse and 
time of serum sampling . B/Lee va.ccine 
Source of Variation Significance 
Strain N.S . 
Time N.S. 
Dose *tt 
Strain-Time 
Strain-Tiooe 
Time-Dose 
N 0 
N.S. 
N.S • 
- ~-
Levels of significance denoted as in Table III - 3 
' •, • 't I i' t' ' 7 •' •,. •J ,• ; J' • • • '• : • • : • ' 
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in animals of essentially the Sam3 eight. Groups of five animals 
of each strain were injected intraperi toneally with doses of non-
inactivated B/Lee vaccines ranging from 1.0 to 1000 haemagglutinin 
units in 3 . 16- fold irorementso Dilutions were ma.de in calcium 
magnesium saline, and the dose of vaccine was contained in o. 25 ml. 
, 
which was the volume injected into each mous~ liter completion of 
the mouse inoculations, each dilution of vaccine was titrated to 
ensure that there had been no loss of haemaggl.utinin titre during 
the injection operations. Twelve days later a further series were 
injected with the same schedule of doses, and all mice were bled 17 
days after the latter injection. The individual sera were inactivat-
ed, and titrated for neutralizing antibody using the egg bit method. 
Table lV - 1 shows the geomtric means of the responses 
of both strains of mice at each dose level, tested 17 days and 29 
days after inooula tion. The individual results and an analysis of 
variance are presented in Table G of _tppendix 2 . 1'his analysis 
indicated that there was no significant difference between the 
responses of the mouse strainso 
A further s eries of mice were inoculated with non-
inactivated A/Swine vaccine with doses ranging from 1 to 100 
haemagglutinin units , with the sruoo increments (3.16-fold). Ten 
male and ten female animals of each strain were injected intraperit-
oneally with each dose, and bleeding schedules were arranged so that 
individual sera were collected from 5 mtle and 5 female mice on each 
/., 
h~ 
: ' 
. ' ., 
t • 
.. ' 
~ :'. 
:·, . 
I I 
, .. 
'' 
' \ i ,. ' 
/ {,: 
Strain 
of 
Mouse 
C57Bl 
W.E.H. 
TABLE IV - 2 
Average neutralizing antibody responses in groups of 
ten mice 
Geometric mean reciprocal titres expressed in log.
10 
units. 
Tested 
at 
(days) 
17 
29 
17 
29 
A/Swine Vaccine 
Dose of A/Swine vaccine Overall 
log . 10 Haemagglut inin uni ts Means 
OoO 0. 5 loO 1.5 2o0 
l ol2 1.47 1 . 68 lo83 2.29 1.68 
1.39 1.75 2. 14 2 o2 0 2.43 lo98 
1.14 1.35 lo73 lo97 2.30 1.10 
lo44 1.65 2.rfl 2.20 2o55 lo96 
Results of analysis of variance: - Strain of mouse and 
time of serum sampling. A/Swine vaccine 
Source of Vari.a tion Signi f'icanc e 
Strain N. S. 
Time *,folr 
Dose ~ ~--
Strain-Time N.S. 
Strain-Dose N.S. 
Ti:rre-Dos e N.S . 
Levels of significance denoted as in Table III - 3 
• f •, • • '- J i t' I • 
0 
: • • • "'. : • ; J' L I o I I • - , • : • 1 • 
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dose on the 17th and 29th days after irmrunization. Neutralizing 
antibody titrations ere again carried out, and the results 
expressed as geomtric means of the reciprocal titres at each dose 
level are shown in Table lV - 2o The individual data for all mice, 
and analysis of variance of the results are given in Tables H and I 
of Appendix 2 . No attempt has been made to analyse differences due 
to sex, because some of the female C57Bl mice had produced litters, 
whilst others were still virgin, and these mice could not be 
r garded as a homogeneous groupo However there were no significant 
differences in the overall responses of male and femtle mice of each 
strain. 
This experi en t gave no indication of different antibody 
re ponnes of tm two breeds of mice with A/Swine vaccine, and it ,as 
concluded that antibody response would not be a factor influencing 
the outcome of challenge tests in which both strains of mice might 
be usedo On the other hand, there was a highly si.gni.f icant differ-
ence between the antiboo.y levels in both lines at the 17th and 29th 
days after inoculation, tb9 17t being sifnifi antly lower than the 
29th. Accordingly, in all subsequent tests, the blood sampli )€; and 
challenge operations ere each al ays completed within 20 hours, and, 
where possible, these were performed on the 19th and 21st days post-
inocula tion, respectively 
Sex of Mouse • - The anti-haemagglutinin anti ody responses of males 
and ferml es to influenza virus vaccine were inve tiga ted using 22 
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weeks old C57Bl mic ,, . A suspension of A2/Singapore/l/57h virus was 
prepared and inactivated by means of' linillBl irradiation with ultra-
violct light (see ppendix 1). Two dilutions of the vaccine, 
containing 400 and 800 haemagglutinin units, were made in calcium 
magnesium saline, and were each injected intraperi toneally into a 
group of 20 males weighing between 23 and 26 g . and a group of 20 
femles weie,ning between 19 and 21 g . On the 19th day post-
inoculation all mice were bled, and anti-haemagglutinin titrations 
ere carried out after the sera had been absorbed twice with fowl 
erythrocytes, and treated with Receptor De~troying' Enzyme to destroy 
no -specific inhibitors . Data for individual sera, and analysis of 
variance, are given in Table J of Appendix 2 . The overall mean anti-
body responses, expressed as lcg.10 :reciprocal anti-haemagglutinin 
titres, were 2o0'7 for :uales, and 2 o01 for fen:ales . The difference 
b tween the anti - haemagglutinin responses of the sexes to intraper-
itoneal inoculation with A2/Sw.gapore/l/57M vaccine was clearly 
ins ignif ic ant . 
The nnti-haemagglutinin anti body responses of 20 male and 
female C57Bl mice to a single dose level, 200 haemagglutinin units, 
of a B/Lee vaccine , inactivated by ultra-violet irradiation, were also 
measured at 19 days post- inoculation. The means of the reciprocal 
anti - haemagglutinin titres, expressed as log. 10 units, were 1.59 for 
nales and 1.51 for females , which were not significantly different. 
tespite th small number of animals tested, failure to demonstrate a 
significant diff e e ce bet een the anti- haemagglutinin responses of 
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the sexes indicated that sex would not be a major f actor influencing 
th host antibody response to B/Lee vaccines 
c. Environmental Factors 
Tenperature and Humidity : - Ipsen (1952) investigated the immune 
response to tetanus toxoid of mice held at 6°, 25°, and 35°c. To 
m asure protection he used direct challenge ith toxin, after al] 
mice had been transferred to 25°c. He found a positive correlation 
between environmental temperature and development of resistance to 
challenge. Kopeloff and Stanton (1942) showed that the haemolysin 
response in rats to single intravenous injections of sheep red cells 
was reduced if the internal temperature of the animals was 
artificially lowered by 4° to 5°C,,9.m36 hours after restomtion to 
normal temperature the memolysin titres were found to have risen to 
the sama level as in rats which bad not been chilledo More recently 
Chaffee and Martin (1962) could detect no significant difference in 
the levels of 6oliphage inactivating- antibodies produced at 6 or 
10 days in cold acclimatized (4°c) S iss mice, and others held at 
r oom tanperature Their animals were acclimatized for long periods, 
8 - 12 weeks, bef o:re inooula ti onQ 
The effect of environment on the antibody response of 
mice to an influenza virus vaccine was examined in the following 
experiment -Forty ale and 10 female ~. E.H. mice were acclimatized 
for o~ 0 eek at 10 C, and equal nun:hers of identical weight and 
sex were held at 30°C o The animals were segTagated into lots of 
TABLE lV - 3 
Antibody responses to B/Lee virus at 10°c and 30°c in 10 weeks olci 
nal e and female W .E .H. mice 
Geometric mean reciprocal anti- meuagglutinin titres of 5 mice with 
identical weights 
Environment 
Weight 34% 65% 
Relative Relative (go) Sex 30°c, Humidity 10°c: Humidity 
35 17. 4 13.9 
33 24. 2 22.0 
33 24+9 16o2 
32 34.2 2lo4 
31 Male 25. 2 23.9 
31 25.9 26.3 
23 - 24 21 . 1 16.4 
21 - 22 22 . 9 24.2 
30 - 31 Female 22.9 16o9 
20 - 21 3lo9 23.2 
. 
-
Overal 1 Means 25.06 I 20044 
- -- .......-
t • 2.26, and is significant at the 8fo level with 18 degrees 
of freedomc 
• f •, • • ,_ ' I i t' I • ~ • • •,. • ~ • • I J • • I • • ' • - • • : • ' • 
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five of the same weight, and ere all inoculated with 0.25 mlo of 
B/Lee vaccine containing 50 haemagglutinin itso Fourteen days 
later 0. 5 ml. blood was taken from each mouse, and the serum titrated 
for an ti-haem8€7slutinin. Table IV - 3 shows the geometric mean titre 
of each correspondir.g group of five mice, and also the overall means 
for each environment. 
It nay be seen that there is a small but definite trend 
towards higher levels of antibody in mice held in the warmer 
e virorunent, the difference being statistically significant at the 
fJ% level o 
Discussion 
The previous finding that anti-ha.emagglutinin antibody 
production as not impaired, during a period of limited access to 
water , was not unexpected. The most noteworthy effect of chronic 
dehydration is a concomitant reduction in the intake of food, and 
this , rather than limitation of water per se, was :regarded as the 
factor most likely to influence the antibody responseo rlilson and 
iles (1955), reviewing the published reports of the effects of 
nutritional deficiencies on antibody prcduction, concluded that 
positive effects TIB.Y appear only after long periods on a depleted 
dieto 
Despite this lack of effect on the antibody response, however, 
it s shown in Chapter III that restriction of access to water may 
influence the outcome of challenge with influenza. viruses in 
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imnunized mice and care was taken to see that water was available to 
the mice at all times. 
Tba highly significant difference between the neutralizing 
antibody levels of both strains of mice on the 17th and 29th days 
after inooulation with A/Swine vaccine was due to a rise in titre 
during the intervening 12 days . Al though there was a silllilar trend 
with B/Lee vaccine, the difference in the results on the two days was 
not significant. 
Fazekas de St. Groth and Domn.elley (1950a) inoc1..1lated 
W. E .H mice with a range of doses of A/Mel vaccine by the intraperi t-
oneal route, and studied the anti-haemagglutinin response for three 
weeks . Maximum ti tree were always reached by the 13th to 14th days, 
and the antibody level subsequently fell slowly to the 21st day. It 
is possible that the antibody response of mice to influenza virus 
vaccines mey- not follo.v the Sa.JOO cwrse with different strains of 
v:i.rus o 
No significant differences between the antibody responses 
of male and female mice at the 19th dey post-inoculation were found 
with vaccines prepared from three strains of influenza virus. It was 
therefore concluded that both sexes might be used indisc:riminately in 
experimental work on antibody production with these strains, and that 
the outcome of chal].enge tests with these viruses in immunized mice 
would not be influenced by differing antibody responseE in males and 
females. 
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Exvi.ronment was found to be a factor which might influence 
the anti body response of mice to a B/Lee influenza virus vaccine. 
However, the comparison was made between mice held at two widely 
spaced temperatures; fluctuations of this order may be expected to 
occur in the ambient temperatures of so~ animal holding quarters, 
but usually the range of temperatures would be much less, and wruld be 
unlikely to influence appreciably the anti body responses of mice to 
intraperi toneal inooula tion with influenza virus vaccine • 
Sumnary 
1) Restriction of the water supply to mice did not affect the 
antibody response to intraperi toneal inoculation with an A/Swine 
vaccine . 
2) Tm neutralizing antibody response of C5?Bl and W.E.H. mice 
to A/Swine and B/Lee vaccines were essentially similar. 
3) In both lines af mice there were significant increases in 
the neutralizing antibody titres between 17 and 29 days after 
immunization with A/Swine vaccine . 
4) Environn:ental temperature bad small but definite influence 
on the anti - haem.agglutinin antibody response to B/Lee vaccine, but 
fluctuations in temperature usually found in holding quarters for 
experimental animals are unlikely to influence significantly the 
antibody responses of mice to influenza virus vacc ineso 
CHAPTER V 
CHALLENGE T8STS IN IMMUNIZED MICE 
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Tre experimental wo:rk described in earlier chapters clearly 
showed tha.t there were several important factors which had to be 
considered, and their effects minimized or controlled., in the design 
of mouse challenge tests for the study of influenza vaccine immunogen-
icity0 Before attemptil:\g to set up these tests, it was decided to 
continue investigations into the possible influence of sex, age and 
body weight of mice, using challenge of immunized miceo The two 
fol] cming factorial ~xperiments were planned to uncover any effects 
of these variables, and their possible interactionso 
Effect of sex, age and body weight of animals on the 
outcom of challenge in immunized mice o 
In the first experiment, four weeks old W. E.H. mice, 
approxirm tely equal numbers of each sex, were obtained at intervals 
of 3 eeks, until 3 ages bad been collected. When the youngest group 
were 6 weeks old, all mice were weighed, numbered, identified, and 
allocated randomly to containers according to age and sex, using the 
nethcxls outlined in Chapter III. Each cage contained 6 miceo 
A vaccine was prepared with the tn:e A strain "Bel", using 
a single cycle of adsorption to and elution from chicken erythrocytes, 
arrl two cycles of differential centrifugation. The vaccine was not 
inactivated, but O.OaJb ecx:litun azi.de was added as a preservative, and 
0 it was stored at 4 C before usee 
Graded dilutions of this vaccine were prepared, in two-fold 
steps, in calcium IIBgnesium saline, and 0.25 ml . of the dilutions, 
TABLE V - l 
Challenge of Immunized :Mice - A/Bel vaccine 
Arithmetic IIfl.,an M. S. for six W .E . H. mice challenged with 
100 :M. S. 2o5 of A/Bel vims, 21 days after immunizationo 
Dose of Vaccine~ 
Haemagglutinin 
Units 
2048 
1024 
512 
256 
128 
64 
32 
16 
Males 
Age in weeks at 
immunization 
12 9 6 
Oo04 0. 20 OeOO 
0. 20 0ol4 0 o23 
0. 47 Oo42 O. 62 
1 . 55 l o30 Oe98 
2. 17 1. 67 1. 85 
Females 
ge in weeks at 
immunization 
12 9 6 
OoOO OoOO 0. 72 
o. o5 o. oo o.37 
0. 12 0 . 10 o. 75 
Oo 53 l c30 l o43 
1 . 65 2e78 2o53 
Results of Analysis of Covariance - Age and Sex with 
Weight as co- factor 
Source of Variation Significance 
Sex * 
Age 
* 
-
Dose *-Wt 
Age-Sex * 
Age-Dose N. S. 
Sex- Dose N.S ~ 
Weight tt* 
t 4 & • • f •, • • t f ~ ,• t l '• •,. •~ ,' I I' I • o ' I ' • • : • 1 • 
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containi]\g' from 16 to 2048 pattern units of haemagglutinin, were 
inooulated. by the intraperi toneal route into 6 mice of each age-sex 
grrup. Nineteen days after vaccination all mice were bled by the 
retro-orbital technique; the sera were separated and stored at -20°0. 
Duplicate preliminary ti trati ons were performed to 
establish the le el of A/Bel stock challenge virus (see Appendix 1) 
which produced an average M.S·. 2 5 in 12 weeks old ~ . E. H. mice . On 
th 21. st day after immunization of the mice a dose of virus 
calculated to contain a 100-fold concentration of this level (100 
:M.s. 2.5) was used to challerge all mice Infectivi ty ti trations in 
surviving allantois---on--shell, and control ti trati ens in unim:unized 
mice, were performed on the challenge virus before and after the 
animl inooula tiona, and at a time when approximately 50'fo of the 
operation had been completed. There was no significant difference 
in the virus ti tree, by either method, at the three sampling times. 
Specific deaths from influenza were recorded from the 48th hrur post 
inooulation, and all surviving mice were autopsied after 7 dayso 
The arithmetic means of the M.S. for each dose of vaccine in each 
age-sex combination are shmvn in Table V - l o 
Analysis of co-variance, testing for the significance and 
eliminating the interaction effect of pre-immunization weight, was 
caITied out as described in Chapter III. Mice were once more 
allocated to "classes" based on the mean and standard deviation of the 
normal distribution of their body-weiehts. Numbers 1 to 5 were again 
arbitrarily allotted to classes with increasing weight for the 
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purpose of the statistical analysis. Individual M.S. and eight 
ntllllbers are given in Appe:rrlix 2, Table K, and the analysis is 
presented in Table L of the same Appendix. The analysis shows that 
there was a highly significant nega t:ii.ve correlation between the 
outcome of challenge arrl boiy- weight of the mice, and indications 
that age a:rrl sex of the mice might have influenced the resu.lts o 
A further factorial experiment was performed in 
W. E.Il . mice, using an A/Sw'i:ne vaccine inactivated by ultra-violet 
irradiati~n ( see Appendix 1) for the immunization, over a range of 
doses extending from o. a3 to 3000 haemgglutinin units. S:erial . 
10-fold dilutions of vaccine were given by the intra.peritoneal rrute 
to weighed, numbered, identified, and r amomly distributed miceo 
The six dose levels were given to five mice of each sex, at each of 
the ages 6, 9 , 12 and 15 weeks. Blood sampling was performed on the 
19th day post-inooulation. 
The challenge of these mice was carried out 
immediately after the conclusion of the challenge tests with A/Swine 
virus in unvaccinated mice described in Chap.ter III . This challenge 
in unimnunized mice was timed to be a preliminary ti -trati on for each 
age and sex of mice so that levels of virus capable of producing an 
average .s. 2 . 5 could be calcu]a ted, and suitable challenge doses 
given to the imnunized mice. As reported in Chapter III, no 
evidence of a significant age ar sex effect was frond, so all 
imnu.nized mice were challenged with the one dilution of stock virus 
(10-3 ) 0 This as 100-fold more concentrated than the level which 
TABLE V - 2 
Challenge of Immunized Mice - A/Swine Virus 
Ari thmetio mean M.S . for five W. E.H. mice challenged with 100 
M.S. 2 e5 of A/Swine virus 21 days after immunizati ano 
Males Females 
Dose of Vaccine • Age in weeks at 
Haema.gglutinin immunization 
Age in weeks at 
inmunization 
Units 15 12 9 6 15 12 9 6 
3000 
300 
30o0 
0. 3 
OoOO 0. 00 0. 06 Ool2 o. oo 0.00 0.26 o.oo 
0. 04 0.325 0. 25 0. 20 0.10 0.68 Oo04 0.14 
0. 46 0. 92 1.36 1 .78 0086 Oo82 1.42 1.96 
l o80 l o82 l o80 3 .26 2.46 1068 3.50 2 0 80 
2 o20 2 . 06 2066 2e46 2o40 2.30 3o04 2o80 
/J Control mice, not immunized. 
Results of Analysis of Covariance - Age and Sex with 1/eight as 
cofactor 
Source of Variation Significance 
Sex 
Age 
Dose 
Age - Sex 
Age - Dose 
Sex - Dose 
Weight 
• f ' • • '• • ' ;- .• I t • • • .. ' ~ : • : '0 • I • • o I • " 0 : o 
N.S. -
*** 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
*** 
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produced an average M. S. 2. 5 in unimnunized mice Control 
infecti vi ty ti tra tions in unimnunized mice , and in surviving 
allantois-on-shell, were performed on the cha.11 enge virus both 
before and after the operation of intranasal inoculation of the 
innnunized mice. No loss of infecti vity occurred. 
Table V - 2 shows the mean M. S. of ea.ch age - sex 
combination at each dose level o Detailed results of the outcome of 
challenge and the allocations of mice to weight classes are given in 
Table , .Appendix 2. Analysis of covariance was again performed, 
and is shown in Table N. Pre- immunization weight was again a highly 
significant factor affecting the outcome of challenge, smaller mice 
showing a more severe response than larger. Elimination of the 
effect of weight reduced the apparent infl. uence of age and sex of 
mice to insignificant levels o 
Planned challenge tests for 
immunogenic i y: 
The information which had been obtained concerning 
the various factors influencing the rutcome of challenge tests in 
normal and immunized mice, was then used in the planning of 
experiments to measure the imnnmcgenici ty of influenza virus 
vaccines . 
• A/Swine Vaccines , first experiment 
Iale l .H. mice were segregated after weaning at 4 
eeks and ere transferred to a the:rmostatically contTolled 15°c 
1Cl3 
r oom lhen 6 weeks old. constant record of the ambient temperature 
in this r oom sho ed that it ranged between 14. 5 and 15.5°c 0 The 
relative humidity ranged between 50 and 7 v~ corresponding with the 
temperature fluctuations , which were due to the regular but inter-
mittent operation of a cooling plant. Fans were strategically 
pl9.ced to ensure a constant air circulation around and into the 
mouse containers. ~hen the mice reached the age of 9 weecs they 
ere weighed as quickly as pos sible, and the mean and standard 
deviation of the weight distribution calculated. ~e animals with 
eights l ess than one standard deviation from the mean were 
allocated six to a cage , so that each cage had not only 
approximately the same mean weight but also a full range of the 
weights . In this ,ay it as hoped to disclose any subtle effects 
which might be attributable to minor weight variations. 
Two inactivated vaccines were prepared; using 
fornaldehyde (Vaccine B) , and ultraviolet irradiation (V~ccine C) , 
and foll owing the methods given in Appendix l o Two- fold dilutions 
of each vaccine in calcium mgnesium saline were prepared, contain-
ing a range of 320 to 1280 haemagglutinin units per mlo The 
v accines had been titrated at the time of inactivation, three 
months earlier, and were subsequently found to have suff red no 
l oss durir. storage , when 1~- titrated immediately before the 
preparation of the dilutions G Each vaccine was inoculated using 
t he intraperi toneal route , in o. 25 ml o doses so that challenge 
could be performed according to the following plan : -
TABLE V - 3 
Challenge tests in normal mice to establish the M. S ~ 2.5 of 
stock A/Swine viru_!,. 
Average M.S . of 10 mice challenged with each diluti<m. · 
10-2 10-3 10-4 10- 5 10-6 
-
Experiment 1 
(Preliminary 
-
4o55 3o95 2o63 0.97 
Titration) 
-
Experiment 2 5 . 00 4.80 3 . 89 2.45 0068 
¢ 
10-7 
0.45 
¢ Control titration carried out in conjunction with challenge of 
immunized mice. 
,. ,, • f I • ,t , J i t 0 ' , ' •,. I ,' i I' · 1 • • , ' : ' : • , 
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Dose of vaccine for Number of mice to be challenged with 
each vaccineo stock virus diluted to contain 
Haemagglutinin units 
in 0. 25 ml. 1000 ] .s.2 s 316 M.S.2.5 100 M.s.2.s 
80 6 6 6 
160 6 6 
320 6 6 6 
There were insufficient animals within the specified 
weight ranee to allow a complete range of vaccine doses and of 
chall engea and the two grou~ which might have received 160 
haemagglutinjn units of the vaccines and undergone challenge with 
316 M.S . 265 of virus were mi singo After completion of the 
injection schedule, the vaccine dilutions were re-titrated to ensure 
that no loss of haemagglutinin titre had occutted during the mouse 
inoculations o 
All mice were bled by the retro-orbital technique on the 
191h day after immunization and were challenged 2 days later 
using stock A/Swine virus diluted in standard medium. To establish 
the M.S . 2o 5 of the stock A/Swine challenge virus a preliminary 
titration had been perfonned using the mice which were either too 
heavy or too light to be used in the test proper, since it had 
already been established that weight of mice was not a factor 
influencing the outcome of A/Swine infection in unimmnnized miceo 
The results of the preliminary titration and the control titration 
for the experiment can be seen in Table V - 3. On the basis that a 
dilution of 10- 5 contained the average amount of 
TABLE V - 4 
Inmrunogenicity of A/Swine Vaccines 
Average M.S. of six mice immunized with formaldehyde and 
ultra-violet irradiation inactivated vaccines at three dose 
levels. Challenge with graded doses of stock A/Swine virus. 
Dose of Ilaccine Vaccine B Vaccine C 
Haemagglutinin Challenge Dilution Challenge Dilution 
Units 10-20 0 1a2•5 10-3~0 10-2. 0 10-2. 5 10-3.0 
80 2G77 2 . 35 1 . 80 2 o77 2.12 
160 2o93 ,.. 1.40 2.42 -
320 2o48 1 . 00 0. 45 2.m 1 .17 
Results of Analysis of Covariance omitting all mice 
inmunized with 160 haemagglutinin units of vaccine. 
1.62 
1.95 
loa3 
Ch lenge level, Vaccine type, and Dose of vaccine with 
~ight as cofactor 
Source of Variation Significance 
Challenge 
Vaccine 
Dose 
Challenge - Dose 
Challenge - Vaccine 
Dose - Vaccine 
Weight 
* N. S. 
* 
N.S . 
N.So 
N.S . 
N.S. 
•,. " • I J • I • • • ~ • • I • 
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virus which would produce an l .s. 2.5 in mice, the three dilutions 
-3 -2.5 -2 
used to challe e the immunized mice were 10 , 10 and 10 • 
Control infectivity titrations of the virus content of the 10-3 
challenge dilution ere car.ried out in surviving all antois-on-shell 
both prior to and at the con.cl u.sion of the mouse inoculations, and 
there as no loss of infecti vi ty. As indicated above a control 
titration in unimnunized mice was performed after all the immunized 
mice had been challenged. 
Detailed results of the outcome of the challenge are given 
in Table O of Appendix 2, and the arithmetic means for each dose 
level are shown in Table V - 4. It is obvious that, with only six 
mice in each group, the variation in individual response was too 
great to allow meaningful differentiation of the two-fold increments 
of vaccine dose o The results of challenge in the mice inoculated 
with 80 and 320 haeirEgglutinin units were submitted to analysis of 
covariance w:i th pre-iIImunization body-weight ( to the nearest gram) as 
cofactor, and the details of this operation are presented in Table P 
of Append:ix 2 o 
The significant difference which was found between the 
:results obtained at the three challenge levels was to be expected, 
since these ranged from 100 to 1000 M.S. 2.50 However the absence of 
a significant interaction between <hallenge level and vaccine dose 
indicated that, within the range of 100 to 000 M.S. 2o5, variations 
in the actual level of challenge virus would not invalidate the 
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results of immunogenicity assays. 
Al though small variations in body- eight did not affect 
the outcome of challenge significantly, the average .s. for animals 
heavier than the mean weight was lo65 as compared with 1.90 for mice 
hich ere 1 igh ter th the mEBn. It was therefore decided that in 
VllliHJI\) 
future experiments mice whose weights were\ only two-thirds of one 
standard deviation of the mean would be usedo 
A significant difference in the outcome of challenge was 
demonstrated as a result of the response of the mice to vaccine 
doses which contained frur-fold differences in concentration. It is 
clear from Table V - 4 that challenge of the mice had not 
differentiated between two-fold increments in vaccine doseo 
The problem posed by the large individual mouse variation, 
clearly indicated by the residual mean square of 2.84, showed that a 
larger number of mice would be required at each dose level to 
increase the precision of the challenge tests, and a further 
experiment with the same vaccines was carried out using ten mice at 
each dose 1 evel • 
BQ A/Swine Vaccines, 
second experin:ent 
In this experiment, 24 weeks old male W.E.H. mice were 
eighed ani all animals more than two-thirds of one standard 
deviation from the mean were separat ed and reserved for t h e 
preliminary and control titrations in unimmunized miceo The 
remaining ani.Iml s, whose overal 1 weight range was only seven grams , 
TABLE J_-_.§. 
Irmnunos:enici~ of ALSwine Vaccines 
ndi vidu.al M. S. of mice immunized with f ormalc.ehyde and ultra-
violet irradiation inactivated vaccines at three dose levels. 
Chall enge with 100 M. S. 2 .5 of stock A/Swine vims. 
Dose of 
Vaccine B Vaccine C 
HaemaBB:lutinin Units 
10 20 40 10 20 40 
4. 5 3. 0 0.1 4. 5 0.3 Oo3 
o~e lo5 o. 3 208 4.0 4o5 
4$5 2o0 0.1 2. s 4.0 1.5 
o. 5 1 . 5 0. 1 2. 0 4.5 3o0 
Individual o.s 1.5 c.s 4.5 0.3 loO 
M.S. 4. 0 2. 0 0.5 4.5 0.1 1.5 
1 . 0 108 0. 5 4.0 4.5 4.0 
4o 5 1.5 o.3 4. 5 0.3 Oo5 
4 o5 108 2o5 l oO Oo3 Oo5 
2. 8 o.e o. 5 OoO 2.0 o.o 
Means 2. 76 1 . 74 0. 4 3. 00 2 .03 1.68 
Analysis of Variance 
Sums 
of Mean Variance 
Source d. f . Squares Square Ratio Significance 
Dose 2 32. 6083 1603041 7.2754 ~ 
Vaccine 1 4 9881 4. 9881 2.2258 -N~ 
Dose-Vaccine 2 2. 3804 1.19(12 o. 5311 N.S. 
Residual 54 121.0130 2. 2410 
59 160. 9898 
.. ,, • J • I • • t • I ~ ... ' • , , •,. ,' I J' I • , , ~ ' : , 
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were distributed in groups of five to cages so that each cage 
contained a,proxima tely the same mean weight and also the same range 
of weights . Nuimering and identification of mice were again carried 
out , and all cages were transferred to the controlled temperature 
(15°c) room as in the previous exper..L.lllent. When the mice had been 
acclimatized for On3 week, two-fold dilutions of the inactivated 
A/Swine vaccines in calcium ma.gnesi um saline were made so as to 
contain 10, 20 and 40 haemagglutinin units in 0.25 ml. Two cages 
(10 mice) were injected intraperitoneally with 0.25 ml. of each 
dilution of the vaccines, and the :taemagglutinin levels of the 
dilutions were then re-checked to ensure that no loss of titre had 
occun-ed during the vaccination operation. All animals were bled at 
19 days post-inoculation, and two days later were all challenged 
with 100 M. S. 2. 5 of stock A/Swine virus (a 10-3 dilution in calcium 
mgnesium saline). Res,1lts in individual mice and the means for 
each dose level are presented in Table V - 5. Analysis of variance 
of these results is also given and the effect of two-fold increments 
in dose of vaccines was shown to be significant at the 1% level when 
ten mice were immunized with each dooeo The average mouse score 
for animals above the rooan weight was slightly grooter them for 
lighter animals, indicating that if only those animals weighing 
within two-thirds of one standard deviation of the mean were used, 
body- eight could be ignored as a factor influencing the outcome of 
challenge of i unized oE.H. miceo 
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c. /2/Singapare/1/57 .~ vaccines 
nother ch all el\_g'e test was performed using mice of one 
sex which were transferred to a 15°c environment after numbering 
and identification. Cxle week was allowed for acclimatization, and 
then gToups of twelve female VI. E H. mice were inoculated with each 
of three doses of two vaccines prepared from a suspension of A2/ 
Singapore/1/57 virus. For the preparation of the vaccines the 
same euspension of virus was inactivated by means of the careful 
addition of sulphur mustard, as descri. bed in Appendix 1, and there 
was no loss of haemagglutinin titre with either preparatiano They 
were designated Fl and F2. 
The animals used Vlere twelve weeks old and were distrib-
uted to dose levels on a basis of equal body-weight o The two 
vaccines diluted with calcium magnesium saline to contain 100 
haemagglutinin units were injected into mice weighing 30 to 33 g . 
Two other dilutions containing 200 and 400 haemagglutinin units 
were injected into mice weighing 33 or 34 gQ and 34 or 35 g . 
respectivelyo TM baemagglutinin contents of the dilutions of the 
vaccines were checked both prior to and at the conclusion of the 
inoculations to ensure that no loss of titre had occurred. A small 
ample of blood as removed from each mouse on the 19th day after 
inmunizationo 
A prelimi.YJB.ry titration in mice which were heavier than 
35 go established that a dilution of 10- 3 •5 of the stock 2/ 
Singapore/1/571 virus produced one M.S. 2 . 5 in nonml .E.H. mice, 
TABLE V - 6 
Immunogenicity of A2/Singapore/l/57M Vaccines 
Individual M.S. of mice immunized with two sulphur 
mustard inactivated vaccines at three dose levels~ Challenge with 100 
M.3 . 2.5 of stodc A2/Singapore/l/57M vintso 
Dose of Vaccine F-1 Dose of Vaccine F-2 
Haemagglutinin units Haemagglutinin units 
100 200 400 100 200 400 
o.a Oo3 OoO 1 . 0 o.e o.a 
0. 1 0.3 2. 0 lo3 o.e o.5 
4. 0 2 . 5 a. a 0. 8 lc3 Ool 
1.5 2. 5 0. 1 o.5 Ool OoO 
Individual 44>5 o.o o.5 2o0 loO 0.1 
M.S. Col 008 o.s lo3 o.3 o.s 
0.5 l o5 0 8 2. 5 0. 1 Ool 
4.0 1. 8 o.a 2. 8 4.0 o.s 
o.3 0. 1 o.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 
2o5 o.s 1.5 4o5 1Q5 1.0 
2.s 1.0 o. o o.s Oo5 1.0 
1~5 00o l 2. 0 2.3 lo5 le3 
Means 1.ss o.9a o. 82 1 68 1.02 0.54 
Analisis of Variance 
Sums of Mean Variance ~--
Source d. f. S9.uares S9.1:1,!re Ratio Si~ificance 
Dose 2 15. 0169 705084 6 . 72(fl ** Vaccine 1 o. 3472 Oo-3472 0. 3100 N.S. 
Dose-Vaccine 2 o. 31ss 001593 0~1426 N.S . 
Residual 66 73. 7367 1 . 1172 
Totals 71 89.4194 
, , • f. I ·, i. I ~ I • • , , •.. ,' r 1• • • , , • • , , 
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d hall f th . . d . . d t "th lo-
1
•
5 
an c enge o e 1.IDtn't;lllZ e mice was c arn e ou wi a 
dilution on the 21st day after vaccination. A control titration of 
the virus in unimmunized mice (weighing less than 30 g.) was 
carried out at the same ttme and stability of the infectivity of 
the challenge virus was demonstrated by titration tn surviving 
allantois on shell, both before and after the intranasal inocul-
a tion in mice . 
The results of this experiment are presented in Table V-
6 and show tmt the demonstration of significant differences 
be tween two- fold dose increments of A2/Singapore/l/57M vaccine is 
reproducible o 
Discussion 
The finding that pre - immunization body- weight had a 
hi ghly significant influence on the outcome of challenge in mice 
immunized with influenza virus vaccines allows the removal of a 
large srurce of variation from asseys of these vaccines in random 
bred mice. With A/Swine vaccine , significant effects attributable 
to age and sex of the animals were reduced to not significant 
levels when the effect due to weight was eliminated by mecµis of 
analysis of covariance. However, minor differences in pre-
inmunization body- weight were not found to influence the resu.1 ts of 
planned imTIW1ogenicity assays, which were performed under 
carefully controlled enviroruren tal conditions at an ambient 
0 temperature of 15 c. The effect of body- eight on the outcome of 
challenge was only observed with immunized mice and, as was 
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demonstrated in Chapter III, did not occur with challenge of 
nonml mice . Therefore, since the eights of random bred mice are 
normally distributed, it is possible to use the larger number of 
animals hose weights are close to the mean for challenge of 
vaccinated mice whilst heavier and lighter animals may be employed 
in the necessary control virus titrations. 
Further analyses of covariance, which are not detailed 
here, were performed on the results of both A/Bel and A/Swme 
vaccine experiments reported in this chapter, this time using pre-
cha 11 enge body- weight as covariate o Al though the effect of pre-
challenge weight of mice was still highly significant, the 
variance ratio in both cases was somewhat smaller than for pre-
inmnmization body- weighto This would indicate that the weight of 
the mice at the time of inoculation has a fundamental bearing on 
the type or the extent of the imrrn1ne response of mice to influenza 
virus vacc ineso 
Despite careful control of both the environment and the 
eights of the anim:ll s, there was still a large variation in the 
response of the immunized W .E.H. mice to challenge. To overoome 
the effect of this variation it is necessa:cy- to use at least ten 
mice for each vaccine dilution if two-fold differences in 
immunogenicity are to be rooasured to a reasonable level of accu.xacy. 
This difficul ~ may subsequently be overcome if it is f .ound that 
inbred lines of mice or Fl hybrids cen be used for challenge with 
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influenza viruses . Attempts to use C57Bl mice in two immunogenicity 
assays ith 2/Singapore/l/57M vaccines which are not detailed here, 
ere complete failures . However, anoosay with B/Lee vaccines in 
these mice hich will be reported in the next chapter, was quite 
satisfactory . Trese three e:x;periments were carried out in a 15°c 
environment , and the possibility of cross-infection with influenza 
viruses in C57Bl mice at that temperature has already been indicated. 
Sunmar:y 
1) . Factorial expermnts showed that the response to 
challenge in influenza virus vacc in.a ted mice of different ages and 
both sexes was influenced by the pre- immunization body- weie;b.t of 
random bred mice to a highly significant degree . 
2) With A/Swine vaccine , the influence of age and sex on the 
outcome of challenge was found to be due to differences in body 
weight hich accompanied the differences in age and sex. 
3) The influence of body- weight was not apparent ,hen 
animals within t o-thirds of one staniard deviation of the n:ean 
eight ere used in immunogenic ity assays of A/Swine vaccines . 
4) The precision of i unogenicity assays of A/Swine 
influenza virus vaccines in ·.E . H. mice was adequate to demonstrate 
o- fold differences in potency, when ten or more mice were used for 
each dose of vaccine o 
5) Immunogenicity assays of inactivated A2/Singaporefl/57M 
vaccines ere shown to be reprcdmible o 
CHAPTEtt VI 
CORREIATION OF IMMUIDGENICITY WITH OTHER VACCINE CHARACTERIS1rICS 
ll2 
part from their ability to act as immunogens, influenza 
virus vaccines possess other properties which may be titrated by 
eans of in vitro or in vivo testso Demonstration of the existence 
of a close correlation between immunogenic potency, proved by 
challenge experiments, and titre obtained in some simpler test, would 
permit the use of the latter as a 1001hod of assay of vaccine 
immunogenioi tyo Moreower, since challenge tests of mice immuni zed 
with influenza virus vaccines may only validly de onstrate large 
differences in immunogenici ty levels, proof of a correlation between 
ii:mnunogenicity and sone other measureable property of the vaccines 
might permit mo:re accurate assessments of their potency. 
The in vitro tests which have been developed to assay 
various characteristics of influenza virus vaccines include 
haemaeglutinin pattern and photometric titrations, enzyme activity 
and virus-specific comple100nt-fixi.ng antigenicity tests. !A series of 
experiments wen, ca:tried out to examine the possible Ct10rrelat ion 
betwee the :results of these tests and inmunogenici ty 1 evels assessed 
by challenge of imnunized miceo In addition, the antibody absorption 
test of Fazekas de St. Groth and Webster (1961), and a test based on 
..,. 
th micro gel precipitin technique of El-Marsafy and Abdel-Gawad (1961) 
were also included in these canpara tive studies 
In another series of experiloont s, the l:vels of specific 
c anplemen t fixing, ti-haemagglutinin, and infectivity neutralizing 
antibodies produced in izrlividua.1 mice as a result of vaccination, 
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ere compared with the outcome of subsequent challenge in these 
animals. In this wey in vivo assessmmt of antigeniciizy" might be 
shown to possess a correlation with the level of resistance induced 
by immunization. 
• In vitro assa.y of influenza vi:rus va.cci es 
For a study of the relationship bet een characteristics of 
influenza vi~ vaccines which may be measured by in vitro assey, and 
imnunogenio potency demonstrated in mice, it as necessary to prepare 
a nuld>er of· vaccines of different virus strains in which it might be 
possible to demonstrate different levels of illlnunogenicity. Since 
the vaccine preparations which ere to be compared had to possess the 
same virus content, and also the same levels of any other materials 
which might influence the imnune response, it was necessaxy to use the 
same virus suspensions of ea.ch strain, and to use minimal amounts of 
treatment with chemical and physical agents to ensure complete 
inactivation. 
Materials and Methcxis 
Prepare.ti on of vaccines :- Details of the methcxis of preparati a>. of 
the vaccines are given in Appendix 1, and only a brief swmna... and 
discussion of the operations is included in this chapter. Purified 
A/Swine, A/Bel, and B/Lee virus eu.spensions we:re prepared f om the 
a.llan toic fluids of eggs which md been incculated with lcY ID50 of 
0 
these viruses and imubated £or two to three days a.t 35 c. 
Purification and concentration were achieved by one cycle of 
absorption to and elution from human erythrocytes, followed by two 
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cycles of differential centrifugation. Final :re-suspension we.a in 
calcium saline to which o. 00% soo.ium azide bad been added. Th virus 
suspensions, and the prepared vaccines, were al ays stored at 4°c. 
The vaccines and their methods of preparation were as 
f llo s : -
A) Untreated virus suspensions. 
B) Formaldehyde. Formalin (3&fo w/v Formldebyde) was added 
to 0.025% conoentration and the ruspensions were incubated at 37°c 
for eight hours . 
C) U1. tra-violet . Ultra-violet irradiation of the suspens-
ions was carried out for three minutes in a shallow tray at a 
distance of 20 cm. from a 30 watt gennicidal lamp. This provided an 
intensity of irradiation approximately equal to 270 )i watt/cm. 2• 
Mixing without frothing was achieved by gentle rocking at a rate of 
ten movements per minuteo 
D) Heat . Inactivation was achieved by immersion of the 
suspensions in a water bath, but the til:00 temperature levels 
varied with different stre ins of virus. /Swine was heated for 50 
minutes at so0 c, and B/Lee and A/Bel susP=nsions for 60 minutes at 
0 55 - 56 c. s a :result of heating, the A/Bel suspension suffend 
four- fold drop in baema.gglutinin titre, which as restored to the 
original level by exposure of the va.ocine to sonic vibrations for two 
--.. ....... tes at s0c. , using a Mullard Ultrasonic Drill Generator (50 watt, 
peak output at 16 kilocj-10 le / econ • 
E) ercurialQ Metephen ( 4-nitro-~.nhydr hydroxy-mercury-
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orthcresol) as added to 1/5000 concentration, and the va.ccines ere 
all0rted to stand at room temperature for 16 hours. ( Ogasawara et al. 
1961) . 
F) Mustard. Sulphur mustard (bis(2 chloroethyl) sulphide) 
was added with stirring to a concentration of o. Olli! (Fong and Ben:ial, 
1953) . Stirring was continued for one hour at roan temperature, and 
o. 00M imidazole was then added and all Ol'ed to react with any free 
sulphur mustard which remined. in the vaccine (Davis and Ross, 1947). 
Each A/Bel and A/Swine vaccine, except the untreated 
suspensions , was tested for loss of infecti vi ty using inoculation of 
a 10- 2 dilution into the allantoic cavity of fcur chicken embryos 
( eleven days old) which were subsequently incubated at 35°c for 48 
hours o The harvested allantoic fl uid.s, which were all negative for 
haemagglutinin, were inoculated into further eggs which were also 
incubated at 35°c. After 48 hours the allantoic fluids from these 
second passages were all negativeo Tm untreated B/Lee suspension 
was similarly shown to have lost all infectivity as a result of 
storage at 4°c for three months before preparation of the vaccines. 
No infecti vi ty tests were therefore necessai-y for the 0 inactivated" 
preparations of this virus . 
H,yperimnune sera: Hyperinmune rabbit sera were prepared by the 
intramuscular injection of 1qpoo haemagglutinin units of each strain 
of viru which had been emulsified with Freund's incomplete adjuvant 
(Difeo) in a VirTis homogenizer at 25000 r . p.m. for five minutes at 
0 o.c. After a lapse of three months, each rabbit was given a single 
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intravenous injection of 5CXX> haemagglutinin units of the same virus 
strain which it had previously received, and was bled two weeks later. 
Hyper 
of nack er and. 
une mouse anti bodies were prepared using the method 
oz (1961), and employing three overweight male mice 
(50 or more g . ) for each strain of viru.s. Freund's complete 
adjuvant (Difeo) was emulsified · th 10,000 memagglutinin units by 
rapid mixing in a syringe, and the mixture ias inoculated intraperi t-
oneally into mice on three occasions at four day intervals. A 
further dose o.f mixed virus and adjuvant was given by the same route 
five weeks later, and considerable distention of the mice occun-ed 
during the following five days. Asci tes fluid was drained from the 
p€ritoneal cavities on the ?th and 14th days after the last injection 
0 
of vaccine, alla,,ed to clot, and was spun clear and stored at -20 C • 
. ethods of assay: - Details of the methods used for assay of 
certain properties of influenza vinis vaccines have already been 
given in Chapter II ar will be described in Appendix 1. The 
foll owing is a brief summary and discussion of these methods : 
A) Haemagglutinin Pattern Tests : - These were performed 
according to the teclmique of Fazekas de St. Groth and Graham (1955) 
which has been described in Chapter II. 
B) Haemagglutinin Photoxootric Assay : - The modi.ficaticn 
of the CCA test which was described by tiller and Stanley (1944) was 
ed ith a standard A/PRB vaccine supplied by the Division of 
Biologics Staniards, 
in Chapter II. 
ryland, U S.A. This methcx:l was also described 
ll 7 
C) Enzyme Activity Test : - This was based on the rate 
of sialidase activity on sialyl- lactose, and the technique was given 
in Chapter II. The uni ts were again the optical density readings 
obtained with an Aminoff (1959) test, read in a Beckmann Spectro-
photometer, and multiplied by 00. They were distinctive for each 
strain of' virus used in the vaccines. 
D) Complerent Fixation: - The dilution of each vaccine 
which coni>ined with 4 units of the strain specific hyperimmu.ne rabbit 
serum to fix 3HD50 of complenent was estimated using the overnight 
fixation proced .re of Fazekas de St. Groth et al. (1958) which is 
described in Appendix 1 . For each strain, vaccines ere diluted to 
ensure that eqt,al levels of haemagglutinin were present in the 
primary dilutions . 
E) Bel Precipitin • - These assays followed the 
quantitative micro tube gel precipitin technique of El-Marsafy and 
Abdel-Gawad (1961), except that the appropriate rabbit hyperimmune 
antibody was incorporated in the melted agp.r before preparation of a 
2 cm. agar column in the capillary tubes. Vaccine preparations, 
containing 5000 units of haemagglutinin, were tested by injecting 
into one end of the capilla:cy, which was then sealed at both ends, 
and the advance of the lead~ edge of the n:ain precipitin band was 
measured to the nearest 0.1 mn (Augustin et al 1958) by means of a 
microscope fitted with a graduated staee$ 
F) Antibody absorption : - Two methcx:ls, equilibrium 
filtration and equilibrium centrifugation, ere used for the assay 
of the antibody absorbing power of vaccines. Hyperimnune rabbit or 
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mouse ascites were treated with Receptor Destroying Enzyme as 
described in Appendix 1, and diluted to 1/40 with calcium saline. 
Each vaccine was diluted in calcium saline to contain 2000 units of 
haeimgglutinin per ml . and 1 . 2 ml . was mixed with 1 . 2 ml. of 
antiserum, and allo ed to attain equilibrium at room temperature for 
90 minutes. Ul trafil trati on, with 50 Millipore manbranes, was 
carried out using the method and apparatus described by Fazekas de 
t. Groth and lebster (1961). For equilibrium centrifugation the 
mixtures of virus and antiserum were spun at 25,000 r . pom. in micro 
tubes, using the 30 rotor of a Spinco pre IS rative u1 tracentrifuge. 
The micro tubes, of 5 mm. diameter, were fitted into a polystyrene 
holder, and the average acceleration in individual tubes ranged 
fran 37, 000 to 48, 000 g 
The f il tra tes and supernatant fluids were th en titrated 
for an ti-mem&slutinin and for neutralizing antibody in the 
surviving allantois-on-shell system, using the methods described 
in Appendix 1. 
G) Immunogenicity • - Ti-ie inu:1unogenici ties of vaccines 
ere compared using 'three doses (two-fold increments) in mice of a 
single age and se For a particular dose of each vaccine the 
weight variation of mice was limited to three grams. All animals 
ere held in an insulated roam at 15°c, with constant air circulation 
arourrl and into the cages . As mentioned in Chapter lV, the relative 
humidicy varied with the regular but intermittent operation of a 
cooling plant, and ranged from 50Jo to 70% 0 
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TABLE VI - 1 
Comparison of immunogenicity assay of A/Swine vaccines with other IIethods of titration. 
Immuno~enici~ Assaz 
Average M.S. for ten mice imm-
unized with A/Swine vaccines other Methods of Assay 
and challenged with 100 M.S. 
2. 5 of stock A/Swine virus 
Vaccines Dose of vaccine in Hyperimmune Rabbit Gel Precipi tin I Complement Methods of haemagglutinin Antibody Absorption Test. Fixation Test. Test, :Distance Preparation units Anti-haemagglutinin after Reciprocal in mmo Filtration Reciprocal Read at 7 Days Antigen Titres 10 20 40 titre fJ Log.10 Log.10 . 
Untreated 2. 76 1.87 1.07 2. 77 11 . 1 2.95 
Formalde-
hyde 2.76 1 . 73 0.84 2 o83 11. 1 2o80 
Ultra-
violet 3 . 06 2. 03 1. 28 2. 83 11.0 2o71 
Irradiat-
ion 
Heat 2.62 1 . 64 0 . 98 2. 80 11 .0 2o61 
Mercurial 2.81 1 . 72 , lo30 2~83 llo2 2.64 
I 
Sulphur 
1.7~ 
. 
Mustard 2.70 
I r•08 2.77 11.0 2.65 
-
¢ Unabsorbed serum 3.21. Essentially the same results with antibody absorption 
by centrifugation. 
CCA 
units 
1444 
--
1568 
994 
705 
1482 
ilWtd, 
ii! 
:, 
Enzyme 
units 
137 
106 
122 
40 
85 
118 
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Tm vaooine dilutions were pre~red in calcium magnesium 
saline, and were each inooula ted intmperi toneally into ten mice 
after these had been acclimatized at 15°c for one week. After all 
the a male had been inoculated, each dilution of virus vaccine was 
:re-titrated to ensure that no loss of baemagglutinin had occurred 
during the processo Challmge with 100 M.S. 2. 5 of stock virus was 
carried out on the 21st day after inmunization, and times of death 
and extent of pulmonar., lesions at autopsy seven days after challenge 
were used to assess mouse scores as before. 
The infecti vi ties of all challenge suspensions were 
checked before and after the mouse inoculations, using the 
surviving allantois--->on-...ehell system of Fazekas de St. Groth and 
White (1958). No loss of infectivity occurred during the perfomanoe 
of any test. The infectivi ti es of tm stock cbal lenge viruses for 
mouse lungs were demonstrated by titrations in unimmunized mice at 
the coned U3ion of the challenge operations. 
A/Swine vaccines 1 _ Experimental Results 
A/S ine vaccines were prepared as described under Materials 
and ethod.s, and the±r imnnmogenicities were compared using 24 weeks 
old male W E.H. mice. Treatnent with Metephen (Vaccine E) caused a 
3~ drop in pa tte:rn ba.emagglutinin test ti t:re, and all the A/Swine 
vaccines were dil :ted so that the same three dose 1 evels of 
haene.gglutinin of each vaccine (10, 20 and 40 units) were used for 
imnuniz tion of the miceo The average l:!.S. at each dose level which 
resulted from challenge are givai in Table VI - 1, and it is eviden 
CE 
.-1 
TABLE VI ... 2 
Co~parison of immunogenicity assay of A/Bel vaccines with other nethods of titration. 
Immunogenicity Assay Other Methods of Assay 
Average M.S. for ten mice immunized with Hyperimmune Rabbit Complement 
A/Bel vaccines and challenged with 100 Antibody Absorption Gel Precipi tin Fixation 
M.S. 2.5 of stock A/Bel virus Test. Anti- Test. Distar.ce Test. 
Vaccines Dose of vaccine in haemagglutinin after in mm. Read Reciprocal 
Methods of haemagglutinin units Filtration Reciprocal at 5 days Antigen 
Preparation titre ¢ Log.10 titres. 125 250 500 Log.10 
Untreated 2.78 1.34 o.78 2.65 9.7 2.84 
Formalde- I hyde 3.25 1.21 0.71 2.74 9.7 2.80 
Ultra-
violet 2.98 1.59 0.68 2.70 9.7 2.74 
irradiat- , 
iori 
Heat 2o60 1.49 0.76 2.74 9.6 2.85 
Mercurial 2.65 11~22 0.93 2.65 9.7 2.71 
Sulphur ) 
Mustard 3.14 • l.fl 0.78 2.74 9.6 2.80 
/J Unabsorbed serum 3 o 25. Essentially the same results with anti body absorption by 
c en trifuga ti on. 
❖ 
CCA 
units 
2250 
2250 
2250 
-
-
-
:fu'nzyme 
units 
255 
255 
222 
42 
163 
213 
•. , .. 
·., 
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that there were no significant differences in the immunogenicities 
of the ix vaccines. 
Each of the vaccines was also titrated by the other methods 
of assay, and comp3.rative results which corresponded with their 
imnun.ogenicities, were frund for all vaooines except in the CCA and 
Enzyme tests . Inactivation by heat, or trEB- tnsnt with mercurial 
compound, resulted in significantly lower titres wi. th these two 
methods of assay. 
A/Bel vaccines a -
The immunogenici ties of these vaccines were compared using 
12 weeks old female W .H. miceo Heat treatment reduced the 
baene.gglutinin titre of the virus suspension by approximately 7fi'/,, 
but, as reported um.er Mater:ials and Methcxls, the full titre was 
restored by means of sonic vibrationso Tm three levels of 
haeegglutinin teed for inoculation of all vaccines were 125, 250, 
and 500; challenge wi 1h 100 M.S. 2o5 of stock A/Bel virus did not 
differentiate the immunogenicities of any of the prepamtions 0 
The mean responses of the mice to challenge, at each level of 
vaccine, are shown in Table VI - 2 
Titration of tm vaccines by the other methcxls of assay also 
failed to distinguish between any of the preparations, except that 
there was very little enzyns activity left in the vaccine wh· ch had 
been subjected to heat treatment to destroy infectivity 
BjLee va cc ine~ a -
These vaccines were tested for immunogenicity usir\g 24 
TABLE Vl - 3 
Immunogenici ties of B/Lee vaccines 
Average M.S. for ten mice inmrunized with B/Lee 
with 100 M.S. 2.5 of stock B/Lee virus. 
vaccines and challenged 
Vaccines Dose of vaccine 
lllethods of Haem.agglutinin units 
Pre J;B ra ti an 100 200 400 
A Untreated 1.34 
B• Formalde~e 
c. U1 tra-viole t 
Irradjation 3.48 
D. Heat 3.00 2.20 
E. Mercurial 2 . 74 
F. Sulphur 
Mustard 2.35 1.38 
/; Missing block 
Vaccines B. am D 
Results of Analyses of Variance 
Vaccines B. and C 
Source of Variation Significance Srurce of Vari.a tion Significance 
Vaccine 
Dooe 
Vacc ine-Dooe N.S . 
Vaccine 
Dose 
Vaccine-Dose 
• 
N.S. 
T.A:BIE Vl - 4 
Immunogenicities of B/Lee vaccines 
Average M~S . for ten W.E .H. mice immunized with B/ Lee vaccines and chal l -
enged with 100 M. S. s . 5 of stoak: B/Lee virus 
Vaccines Dose of vaccire 
Methods of Ha0IJBgglutinin units 
Preparation 100 200 400 
B. Formldehyde 2. 10 1. 78 1.19 
c. Ultra- violet 
ir.radiation 3 o58 2. 53 2.27 
D. Heat 2. 86 2. 48 2_o01 
D. Mercurial 3o42 2. 50 2. 16 
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eeks old mle C57Bl mice, and the dilutions of four of the vaccines 
had to be adjusted so as to all ow far a drop in pattern haemagglut-
inin titre which occurred ith the vaccines which were inactivated 
by mercurial treatm:mt and by heat. The three levels used were 100, 
200 and 400, and the results of the challenge are presented as the 
means for each dose levPJ. in Table VI - 3o Tm outcome of 
inoculation ith 100 M. S. 2.5 0f ~tock B/Lee virus was frund to vary 
with the type of vaccine preparation used for imnunization of the 
miceo Untreated virus suspension and vaccines inactivated with 
formaldehyde or sulphur mustard were found to be indi stingui aha ble 
by imnunogenicity assay; but ultra-violet irradiation, and treatment 
with heat or a mercurial p:reparation, appeared to have considerably 
reduced tre effectiveness of the virus prep:1rati en as an immunogen. 
Individml data and analyses of variance comparing the fonnalinized 
vaccine with both ultra- violet in-adiated and heat inactivated 
preparations are gi.vEn in Tables Q am R of ppendix 2, and confirm 
the significaroe of the different immunogenicities of these vaccines. 
Tb:3 expe:riIOOnt was :repeated using jmmunization of 12 weeks 
old W .E.H. male mice with f rur of the vaccines, formal inized, ultra-
violet iITad.iated, heat and mercurial treated preparations. The mean 
responses to challenge are shown in Table VI - 4, and al though there 
was not a significant differeroe between the ~sults with heat 
treated and fonnalinized vaooines, the ultra-'Violet irradiated and 
merc1.."Tial treated vaccines we:re again founl to be significantly less 
inmunogenic than the fornalin inactivated preparation. 
TABLE V . - 5 
Titration of B/Lee vaccine a by means of gel precipi tin, complement 
fixation, and antibody absorption tests. 
Vaccines .l preoipitin test Complement fixation 
Methcds of Distance in nm~ Reciprocal Antigen 
Preparation Read at 5 days Titres. Log•lO 
Untreated 10.5 2094-
Formaldehyde 10.3 2.90 
Ultra-violet 
Irradiated 10.3 2.87 
Heat 10o4 2.84 
Mercurial 10.3 2.81 
Sulphur 
Mustard 10.3 2.90 
Antibody Absorption Tests 
Reciprocal titres (lcg. 10) of sera after absorption. 
Vaccines 
Methods of 
Pre pira ti on 
Untreated 
Formldehyde 
Ultra-violet 
irradiation 
Heat 
Mercurial 
Sulphur 
Mustard 
Control serum 
Not absorbed 
Mouse Hyperinmune 
a...c:cit.es "· ti-haem-
aggl utinin after 
filtration 
3.40 
3.22 
3o40 
3 .40 
3.40 
Rabbit HyPerimmune Serum 
Anti-haemagglutinin Neutraliz-
after ~tion 9f_ 
F·lt t· C t .f infect1v1ty 1 ra ion en ri ug- after 
ation Filtration 
2. 41 
3.25 
3.25 2.92 2.so 
3.25 
2o92 - 2.47 
3.25 2.80 2.50 
3.28 2.83 
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Since the vaccines ere all inoculated at the same levels 
of pattern ha.emagglutinin uni t8, it is obvious that there was no 
con-elation between this propercy- and immunogenicity. In the case 
of these B/Lee vaccines the relative CCA titres sho ed close coITes-
pondence with ihe pattern haemaggl utinin results, and al thrugh the 
heat and mercurial treated vaccines had lost almost all enzyme 
activity, the u1 tra- violet irradiated preparation was still fully 
active. The results of the gel precipitin, complement fixation, and 
anti boey absorption tests performed on all the vaccines are presented 
in Table Vi - 5, and it is apparent that none of these methcrls of 
assay gave results which corresponded with the imnunogenici ty levels 
found in the cha.11 enge tests in miceo 
The results of the investigations of the correlation of in 
-
vitro methods of titration with immunogenici ty diff ered with the 
virus strains being tested. Tmrefore, before equating the 
immunogenic potency of an influenza vi:ru.s vaccine with its enzyme 
activity, gel precipitin or antibody absorbing capacity, complement 
fiJdng antigenicity, or its haemagglutinin content, whether this is 
measured by ~ttern or photoiootric test, it will be necessary to 
e:(Brately demonstrate correlation :in the case of each particular 
strain of virus . 
13. In vivo assay of influenza virus vaccineso 
The abili · of influenza virus vaccines to act as antigens 
in mice has been studied using the serum sanples which were 
collected on the 19th day after immunization as ref erred to in earlier 
12~ 
chapters of this thesis. In that way it has been possible to 
examine the correlation which exists between serum an ti body levels 
measured in different systems, and the subsequent outcome of 
challenge in mice. 
porrelation between serum antibody level and the outcome 
of challenge -
Three two-fold dilutions of ) .• /Swine vaccine, inactivated 
by o. 0287fa formldehyde, were pre~red in calcium magnesium saline, 
and each was inoculated into twelve male W.E.H. mice. The mice were 
twelve eeks old and weighed between 34 and 36 grams; they had b en 
acclimfltized to, and throughout the experixlent were held in, a 15°c 
environment. On the 19th day after vaccination all animsls were 
bled by the retro-orbital route, approximately O 5 ml. being 
obtained. Sera were later separated and tested for anti-haemagg-
lutinin, complement-fixing, and neutralization of in.fectivity 
ccmtent. On the 21st pee inoculation day all mice were challenged 
with 100 M.S. 2. 5 of stock /Swire virus, and the outcom of 
infection was follared for 7 days, at which time all survivors were 
autopsied. Mouse scares were estioated as usual, and were compared 
with the results obtained with the other tests. 
ti-baelll8€Elutinin was tested by the methcxl of Fazekas de 
St Groth andGraham (1955 ), complenent-fixi.ng antibody was assessed 
by means of the Oi'emi8ht nethcxi of Fazekas de st. Groth et alo 
(1958), and the surviving allantois on shell technique of Fazekas de 
St. Groth and White (l!;l58) was used to estimate tl:e infectivity 
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n utra.lizing antibody content. All three methcxis a:re described in 
Appendix 1 . 
As might be expected., only limited correlation was found 
for any methcd of assay and the outcome of infection. Scatter 
diagrams have been prepared showing the correlations between anti-
ha.emagglutinin and neutralizing antibcxiies, and are shown in 
Figure VI - lo The product-moment correla. tion coefficient for 
neutralizing antibody was -0. 68, iniicating that 46% of the variation 
ih the outcone of challenge could be accrunted for by a linear 
correlation with this measurement of serum antibcrly For anti-
haema.gglutinin the coefficient was -Oo52, which indicates a 27% 
ooITela tion. While t they represent mcrl.era.te degrees of correlation, 
-noither of these levels is sufficiently good to pellJl.it substitution 
of anti- ha.emagglutinin or infectivity neutralizing antibody 
ti:tmtions for imnunogenicity assays. Estimations of the antibody 
responses of mice to suitable doses of vaccine, using ei them method 
of titration, could provide only a crude estimate of vaccine 
inmruncgenicity . 
Tv1en-cy--four of the aera ere also titrated for complement-
fixing antibody, but there was no iIXlication of any correlation 
between the results of these ti trations d the outcone of challenge, 
am the col'.Telation coefficient was only -0.21. This met~od was 
therefore regarded as of no value for the stimation of immun~enici ty. 
Similar results were found with the anti b<Xl.y respo es of mice to an 
A2/Singapore/l/57 vaooine tne lack of good con-elation between 
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antibody titrations end the outcome of challenge limit the value 
of such assay systems as in:licators of inmunogenicity 0 
Effect of the anamnestic response on the outcome of challenge 
Fifty male W.E H. mice, twelve weeks old, ere each 
inoculated with 50 haeimgglutinin units of fonnaldehyde inactivated 
B/Lee vaccine. The animals weighed between 30 and 36 grams, and 
were acclimatized at 10 °c for one week before vaccination, and were 
subsequently hel,.d at that t anperature during the course of the 
experiment On the 19th post-inoculation dey, approximately o. 5ml. 
af blood as taken from each mouse by the retro-orbital rcute, and 
two days later all animals were challenged with 100 M.S. 2.5 of 
stock B/Lee challenge virus . Five days after o:twllenge approximately 
' 
0. 25 ml . of blood was obtained by the retro-orbital technique, and 
the experimental influenza in t~ mice was followed to the end of 
even days after challenge, when all survivors were autopsied, and 
mouse scores estimated. 
Sera from the two bleedi~ were separated and tested for 
anti- haemaggl.utinin content by the methcxl of Fazekas de St. Groth and 
Graham ( 19ffi) . Scatter diagrams are shown in Figure V1 - 2, and the 
product- mOIIJ3nt correlation coefficients for the preliminary and post-
challe e sere. are -0.59 and -0.37 respectively. Thus, whilst a 
moderate con-elation m~ been shown once more between the pre-
challenge level of anti emagglutinin in serum and the outcome of 
infection, the level of anti body five days after challenge has only a 
slight relationship with the ultimate fate of the mice 
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Discussion 
The effect of some inacti. vating prooedures on several 
proP3rties of influenza virus vacc in.es varies w.i. th different strains 
of virus. In the wo:rk reported here, ultra-violet iITadiation or 
tree.tment witil a merou.rial compound of a B/Lee vaccine, which bad 
ceased to be infectious for chicken e:nbryos as a result of standing 
0 
for three months at 4 c, produced a muked loss of im:nunogenicity. 
A 1 owering of im:nuncgenic potency was also seen with heat treatment 
of this vaccine, al thrugh the reduction was not quite so large. 
These treatments ha no effect on the imnunogenici ties of A/Swwe 
and A/Bel aus~nsions, al thrugh their infectivi ties for chicken 
embryos were completely removed Haemgglutinin titres, precipitin 
a.ni complement fixing antigen, as well as antibody absorbing 
capacity, were not affected by any of the inactivation procedures0 
Hea. t treatment, of course, destroyed meet of the enzyme activity of 
the virus suspensions, a:r.d addition of the mrcurial compound also 
had that effect on A/Swine and B/: e vaccines, b ut not on A/Bel. 
Henle and Henle (1947) founi that ultra-violet in-adiation of an 
A/PR8 suspension led to a rapid loss of immunogenic potency far mice, 
and that this was not 4ccompanied by a corresponding drop in 
he.emgglutinin titre. In their mnds, a B/Lee virus suspension 
lost imnun enicity at the same rate as it lost haemagglutinin 
titre. McLean (1961) ha.a reported on the variable :reaction of 
diff e:rent Al strains to inactivating agents, a phenomenon which 
caused considerable difficulty in the preparation of vaccines of 
thooe strains. 
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The experiments reported here indicate that there is no 
justification for equati}ls imnunogenicity with the results obtained 
by testing far several properties of influenza virus vaccines, 
unless a good correlation has been shown between that property and 
immunogenici ty af a J;Brticular strain of virus. Of the tests for 
antigenicity, the methcxl of measuri~ infectivity neutralizing 
antibody using the survivi~ allantois on shell technique was found 
to give the closest c elation with immunogenicity. This iS in 
keeping with the findings of Webster (1962) who studied the 
different antibody :responses of rabbits to influenza. vin1s vaccines, 
and showed that this neutralizi:[\g antibody test me"' sured 
predominantly the best quality antibody present in any serum. In 
this respect it was superior to both the anti-haema.gglutinin and 
comple100t1t fixation tests, al though the level of correlation was 
not really satisfactory . From the practical aspect of vaccine 
preparation, where imnmogenicities may not need to be k own with 
ore than reasonable accuracy, a suitable infectivity neutralizing 
antibody titration might suffice. 
The demonstrati«m that the boosted level of antibody which 
follows infection of immunized mice did not show as good correlation 
with the ou tooxoo of challenge as the pre-challenge level a indicates I 
that the l:vel or antibcxly in the respiratory tract at the time of 
infection is the most important factor in the preventive activity of 
an ti body aga inst influenza viJruS es . In some cases good secondary 
responses in the mice did not sa. ve them from severe pulmonary 
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consolidation and death This is in keeping with the earlier won: 
an. Fazekas de st. Groth and Donnelley (1950b) in which th~ showed 
a correlation between antibody levels in too bronchi and the outcome 
of oha.11 er.ge in mice. T:00 antibody levels in the bronchi of the 
mice were als o :related, to some extent, with levels of antibody in 
the oor.responding sera. 
Sumnacy 
1) The immune response of mice to inoculat · on with influenza 
vil!US vaccines which had been subjected to different chemical and 
physical treatnents has been assessed by means of intranasal 
challenge. / 
2) Tba imrrn.mogeni ity levels produced by the vaccines were 
compared with the results of ti trati ons of various in vitro tests 
performed on the cc ines. 
3) Enzyne and CCA titres showed very little correlation 
with the imnunogelicity of vaccines prepared from all virus strains, 
but pattern haemagglutinin titre, complEJnent fixing antigenicity, 
gel precipi tin functicn, and an ti bcdy absorption results by several 
techniques, also failed to corresponi with a n:arked loss of 
imnunogenicity hich occurred with sane treatiwnts of a B/Lee 
suspension. 
4) The infectivi ty neutral izi.ng antibody levels of pre-
challenge sera shORed better correlation with the immune status of 
vaccinated mice than did the anti-haemagglutin levels. Measurement 
of the virus complement fixing anti bcdy level was not significantly 
correlated with the outcoioo of challenge 
5) The boosted antibody response in immunized animals which 
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folio ed infection did not ppear to influence the cutcone of 
challenge in vaccinated mice 
CHAP.rER Vll 
• GENERAL SUN!rlf.ARY AND CONCLUSIOO 
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The inmruncgenicity of influenze. virus vaccines has been 
investigated, using intranasal challenge of imr.runized mice to assess 
the levels of resistance induced by vaccir.ation. The need for 
adequate preliminary biolcgical studies before attempting to set up 
assay sys tP.IDS of this -cy-pe was demonstrated by the discovery of a 
number of factors which may have a marked influence on either the 
r sponse to vaccination or the outcoioo of infection with influenza 
viruses o 
As well as ensurir\g the basic requirements of adequate 
food and watd, and access to a normal atmospheie, it was found that 
a sta. ble enviromoon t md to be provided for mice which were to be 
used in intranasal challenge experiments with influenza virus. 
Reactione to infection we:re increasingly severe in an inverse 
relationship to the ambient temperature of the environment. 
Accordingly, challenge tests were carried out at relatively low 
environmental temperatures which allared naximum sensitivity to 
virus infection but we:re sti 11 compatible with the heal th and 
general well- being of the animals as indicated by continued gain in 
body- weight . It was essential, however, to accltmatize the mice for 
some days before challenge, because the severity of the response was 
increased if the animals were transfeJ:Ted to a cold environment after 
infection. 
The an ti body responses to vaccination and re actions to 
infection, of both an inbred and a random bred line of mice were 
s tudied. Al though the antibody responses were essentially similar, 
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the ~rticular inbred line hich was chosen for testing was found to 
experience cross-infections with influenza virus when kept in small 
groups uni.er cool environnental coniitions 
Only sexually mature mice were used, and the age of the 
oldest animals used was six months. 1i ithin these limits, no 
significant differences could be found in the responses to infection 
of mice of different ages . For a wide va:riety of virus strains the 
rutcoioo of challenge was essentially similar in both sexes, b:lt male 
mice were frund to be muoh mo:re susceptible to B/Lee virus infection 
than females . Dif.ferentia tion in response according to sex of the 
mice was not, however, common to type B viruses, and was not confined 
to one strain of mice. 
The body- weight of mice did not affect the results of 
challenge in nonml mimaJ s, but the pre - immunization weights 
influenced the rutcone of infection in vaccinated animals to a very 
high level of significance. The effect of body- weight was 
demonstrated using the full distribution of weights which co-exist 
with a mnge of ages and both sexes, of a random bred strain of mice, 
a.ni was not apparent when anim.ls of one age and sex were selected 
to be wi. thin two-thirds of one standard deviation from the mean 
weight . 
The anti body responses of mice to influenza virus vaccines 
ere not affected by a short period of partial dehydration al thrugh 
this treatment led to an increased mortality when the immunized mice 
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ere challenged. The anti-haema€g'lutinin antibody response was 
greater in mice held in a warm as compared with a cold environment, 
but too difference was not eo great tm t any problem would arise if 
vaccinated mice were exp oo ed to temperatures which varied with in the 
range norne.lly experienced in animal holding roans. 
Despite the rec~nition and control of many factors other 
than dose whioh influence the outcome of challenge in iIDlllllllized mice, 
it as nee ssary to use at least ten animals for each dose to ensure 
response whic differed significantly with doubling concentrations of 
vaccine. 'Iba slope of the vaccine dose-response curve was not 
affected by small differences in the levels of virus used for challenge, 
providing tmt the dooe of challenge virus was at least 100-fold 
greater than the amrunt which would produce a median level of lung 
damage in unimmunized miceo 
The ilzmunogenici ties of suspensions of two type A virus 
strains ere not affected by several different chemical and physical 
methods of inactivating infecti vi ty. Two of these treatments did, 
however, affect the CCA titre ani the enzyioo activity of the 
suspensions , indicating that these methods of titration were 
unsatisfaoto-iy for use as direct measures of vaccine immunog·enicityo 
The immunogenicity of a type B/Lee virus suspension was seriously 
affected by ultra- violet i:aadiation or addition of a mercurial 
compound, with sorre indication that heat treatment had also lowered its 
potency. The loss of imuru.ncgenici ty, in each case, was not 
1~ 
paralleled by a corresponding drop in haemagglutinin ar gel 
precipitin titre, and complement fixing antigenicity and the 
ability to bind an ti body were also unaffecte~ There is therefore no 
certainty that measuxenent of a:rzy- of these properties will provide a 
valid assessnent of the immunogenicities of influenza virus vaccines. 
The virus specific complement fixing antibody levels 
produced in mice in response to vaccination were also found to have 
little bearing on the outcome of subsequent intranasal challenge. 
There was a mcxlerate co:ITelation between the an ti-haemggl utinin 
and infectivity naturalizing antibody levels in serum and the results 
of infection, and the latter nsthod of titration showed the closest 
con-espondence with the state of immunity produced in mice. 
The anamnestic response of anti-haemagglutinin antibody 
following challmge of imntmized mice appeared to have little effect 
on too rut come of infection. This was in keeping with the finding of 
Baron et al . (1963) that inhibition of the antibody forming mechanism 
did not increase the mortalities and lung lesions which followed 
intranasal inf tion in mice in comparison with untreated controls. 
The fallacy of generalization with regard to the biological 
properties of influenza viruses has been demonstrated throughout 
this thesis . The profound influem e which Kalter (1949) found of 
age of Swiss mice on the results of infection with PR8 virus was not 
seen in the case of A/Swire and B/Lee challenge in a random bred line, 
and differentiation of the severity of the response to challenge with 
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sex has only been shown with B/Lee virus. Addition of a me:ncurial 
compound to a concentration which destroyed most of the enzyme 
activity of /Swine am B/Lee virus es hai very little effect on thi 
property in an A2/Singapore/l/57M suspension (Table II - 3)., and 
l 
various methcxls ~f inactivating infectivity had different effects on 
the imnnmogenicities of different virus suspensions (Chapter Vl). 
An unexpected finding was tba t the rate of virus 
mul tiplica ti on and the final titre of virus in the lungs of mice 
infected with large doses of A/Swine virus were not significantly 
different in three envirorurents which had a profound influence on 
the mortalities and extent of lung consolid.at ion in mice. The 
attainment of maximal detectable levels of virus in the lungs 
coincided with a hypothennic reaction in the animals, which varied 
with the environm3nt, and was prognostic of the ultimate severity of 
infecticn in the animals. There was also no detectable difference 
in the virus growth in male and female mice inoculated intranasally 
with B/Lee virus al though the strain produced widely differing 
effects in the two sexes. It is obvious that the outcome of 
influenza virus infection in mice may be influenced as much by the 
response of the host as by the extent of virus proliferation. 
The recent demonstration that haemagglutinin sub-units, 
split off fran the intact virus by treaunent with ether (Davenport, 
1961) are effective as immunogens an:l al so non-toxic in humans 
( ebster, 1963) indicates that these may replace intact virus 
suspensi ans in future vaccines. There are no reasons why the 
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imrmm.ogenicities of these more refined procb.cts cannot be assessed 
by the method hich has been used in the work reported in this thesis 
Shruld the oanbination of the haemagglutinin units with an inert 
mineral carrier in an adjuvant vaccine prove to be a more effective 
and safe inmunogen, it will merely be necessary to change 1he route 
of injection for vaccination of the test mice. Friedewald (1944) 
ms shown that following sub-cutaneous inoculation of adjuvant 
vaccines in mice the imnunity status of the animals could be 
assessed by intranasal cba.llengeo 
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APPENDIX 1 
Materials ani Methods 
l 
This includes naterials and methods which have not been 
described in the text. 
Diluents: 
Saline 
NaCl 8.5 g. 
De-ionised and distilled water to mke 1000.0 ml . 
Sterilized by autoclaving at 10 lb. pressure for 30 minutes. 
NaCl 
CaC12o6H20 
Calcium Saline 
Phenol Red ( Clark and Lubs Indicator) 
Tris (tris- hydroxymethyl aminometha.ne) 
II Cl (cone. ) 
De- ionised ard distilled water to make 
a.o g. 
s.o g. 
25 0 g. 
20. 0 ml. 
1000.0 ml. 
Adjusted to pH 7 .2 with N/1 HCl. Sterilized by autoclaving at 
10 lb . pressure for 30 minuteso 
NaCl 
c1 2. 6H20 
Co.Cl2. sH20 
¾B03 
Na2B407. lOH20 
Calcium Magnesium Saline 
(Fazekas de St. Groth et alo 1958) 
De- ionised and d.istilled water to make 
Ool68 g 
0.056 g 
lo2CG g. 
o.052 go 
1000.0 ml. 
Sterilized by autoclaving at 10 lb pressure for 30 minutes 
2 
Standard ed.i um 
(Fazekas de St. Groth and White, 1958) 
NaCl a.o g. 
KCl 0.60 g. 
Glucose 0.30 g. 
Ca.Cl2. 6H20 lo60 go 
Chloramphenic ol 0.10 g. 
Gelatin /; 2.00 g. 
P~nol Red loOO mg. 
De-ionised and distilled water to make 1000. 0 mlo 
.djusted to pH 7.0 with N/1 NaOH, and sterilized by 
autoclaving at 10 lb. pressure for 30 minutes. 
Citrate Saline (for Bleeding) 
NaCl 
Na Citmte 
De-ionised and distilled water to make 
Erythrocytes : 
Human Erythrocytes 
50. 0 g. 
1000. 0 ml. 
Human red cells were obtained from the N.S.W. Red Bross 
Blood Transfusion Service. They were washed and centrifuged three 
ti..nEs in saline, and after the final centrifugation the packed 
0 
cells were stored at 4 C before use. 
Fowl Erythrocytes 
Fowls were bled from the wing vein into citrate saline. 
The red cell ru.spensi en was centrifuged an::l washed three times in 
3 
saline, and after the final centrifugation a 5'fa suspension in 
1. d and stored at 4°c. sa ine was preJ:l3. re Suf fie ien t cells were 
removed and used as required, and for haem.agglutinin md anti-
haemaggl uti nin tit rations fresh suspensions were prepired every 48 
hours. 
Sheep Erythrocytes 
Sheep ere bled from the jugular vein into citrate saline. The 
red cell suspension was centrifuged and washed three times in 
saline, and after the final oentrifuga tion an fffl, suspension in 
calcium magnesium saline was prepared and stored at 4°c. 
Sera : 
Mouse Sera 
1.!ouse blood samples were obtained using the retro-orbital 
techniqte of Halpern and Pacaud (1951), using a pasteur pipette 
with a bevelled tip . The small quantities of blood which were 
taken were allowed to clot on the side of 3.xl./2° glass tubes, and 
these were then stoppered and placed upright in racks at 4 °c. After 
72 hours in the cold, sera were pipetted off from the small 
quantities of red cells which settled to the bottom of the tube. 
In this way it was possible to avoid haemolysis, whilst collecting 
1:he naximum possible amount of serum. All mouse sera were stored 
at -20°c in small tubes closed with strips of Parafilm plastic 
compoun 
Hyperimmune Sera and Ascites Antibody 
The description of the preparation of hyperinmru.ne rabbit 
4 
antisera , and hyperi.mmune mouse ascites antibcdy are given in 
Chapter Vl. 
Other Reagents 1 
Receptor Destroying Enzyme 
This reagent was supplied by Dr. G. L Ad.a of the 
Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, . el brurne. m titrated by 
the methcxl of Buniet and Stone (1947) the Receptor Destroying 
Enzyma had a titre of 1 0, 000 uni ts per ml. 5G7fa analytical reagent 
glycerol as added and the Receptor Destroying Enzyroo was stored at 
0 
-20 C. when not in use . 
Haemolysin 
Rabbit Haemolysin was supplied by the Commonwealth Serum 
Laboratories, Parkville, Victoria, and contained 5~ analytical 
reagent glycerol A dilution of 1/800 in calcium mgnesium saline 
was used to sensitize an e ual volume of 8'fa sheep erythrocytes. 
The 1xtu:re wc1s incubated for 15 minutes at roan temperature and 
the 4% suspension of senatized cells was stored at 4°c when not in 
use. 
Complement 
Lyophilised Guinea Pig CompleJOOnt was supplied by the 
Co onweal th Serum Laboratories, Parlcville, Victoria, and was 
reconstituted with distilled atero An equal volume of a solution 
of 1~0 saiium acetate and 4%boric acid in distilled water was 
added ( Tackie an<:;_ tJCCartneJ, 1956) . The complement was held at 
0 4 C, and as di.lut8d in calcium magnesium saline for the preparation 
5 
of 3 HD50 uni ts, as requiredo 
Exper irre ntal Animl ls : 
Chicken Embryoo 
Fertile eggs which bad been incubated for nine days were 
obtained from local suppliers, and were incubated at 38°C for a 
flll."ther pericxi of 48 hours before use . 
Mice 
NJ..ce were bred in the Australian National University 
animal breeding establishment, and were of two strains . Th inbred 
C57Bl line originated from the Division of .Aninal Genetics 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Sydney, 
N s. I . The random bred , .E . H. line originated from the Valter and 
Eljza Hall Institute, Melbourne o 
feiePing of Mice 
Mice were weighed on a Mettler K7T balance, and the pin 
of the balance was covered by a sheet of aluminium foil. Mice 
t ransfe rred from cages to the covered pan remained stationary 
during the pericxi in l«hich the balance came to equilibrium, 
allCN1ing observation of the weight, to the nearest Ool g. if 
require 
Viruses J 
Stock Challenge iruses 
The foll owing egg and mouse adapted influenza viIZUs strains 
were used: 
/swine 
A/PR8 
B/Lee 
A/Bel 
Shope, R. D. (1935) 
Francis, T. Jr. (1934) 
Francis, T. Jr. (1940) 
Burnet, Fo M. and Bull, D.R. (1943) 
A2/Singapore/l/57M Egg adapted strain supplied by the W.H.0. 
Inf uenza Centre, Mill Hill, London; and adapted to 
growth in the mcuse 1 ung at the Commonweal th Serum 
Laboratories, Parkville, Victoria. 
B/Taso/27/53M Strain ad.a pte d to eggs antl to growth in the 
mouse lung at ihe Commonweal th Serum Laboratories, 
Pa:rkvi lle, Victoria. 
Stock challenge virus suspensi Ollf? of each of these 
viruses were prepared by inoculating chicken embryos which had been 
incubated for eleven days by the allantoic route, using 103ID50 of 
virus per egg. After 36 hoors incubation at 35°c, the allantoic 
fluids were harvested rapidly, without damaging blood vessels, and 
2~ analytical reagent glycerol was added. The viruses were 
ampouled and then frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -6o0c in 
a mechanical refrigerator. 
Preparation of Yaccines 
0 Untreated virus s 1.spensions : - These were prepared by 
inooulating chicken enbryos, previously incubated for eleven days, 
3 by tm allantoic route, m. th 10 I])50 of each virus strain. In the 
case of B/Lee the e s were incubated at 35°C for three days, and · 
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all other cases for two days, before harvesting the allantoic 
fluid . One cycle of absorption to huimn erythrocytes was carried 
oot at 4°c, usi~ a volume of cells equal to 2% of the total volume 
of the allanto:ic fluid . After settling overnight, the cells were 
completely sedimented by centrifugation, and the supernatant fluid 
was discarded. Elution was carried out in sterile calcium 
magnesium saline at 37°c for three hours, and the cells were then 
spun down and discarded and the supernatant retained. Two further 
purifications were achieved by two cycles of differential centri-
fugation using the 21 rotor in a Spine o, Mcrlel L preparative 
ultracentrifuge at an average acceleration of 60,000 g. to deposit 
the virus . After the final ultracentrifugation the virus was re-
suspended in calcium saline to which 0. OS1fa sodium azide was added, 
and the vaccine was stored at 4°c. 
B. Formaldemde: - Formalin (36% w./v. Fo:rmldehyde) was 
added to o. 025"/o to the virus suspension prepared as in A. After 
iroubation for eight hrurs at 37°c, the vaccine was tested for 
absence of inf ectivi-cy- as described in Chapter Vl, and was stored 
0 
at 4 c. 
C Ultra- violet ir.radiation a - Virus su.s pensiamprepared as 
in • re ir.radiate d in 2Q:nl. volumes in an open shall ow dish, at a 
distance of 18cmo from a Phillips Germicidal Lamp (30 watts). The 
intensity of irradiation was approximately 270 µ.watt/cm~ at this 
distance, arrl more than 9ff% of the rutput of the lamp as at 2537 R. 
Gentle rook· of the di.sh, with 10 movements per minute, kept the 
8 
suspensions agitated without causing the formation of foo.m. The 
vac~ine was st<ored at 4°c, after testing for the absence of 
infectivity. 
D. Heat • - After prepare tion as in A. A/Swine virus 
suspension was inmersed in a water bath at 5o0c for 50 minutes . 
Similarly prepared B/Lee, A/Bel, and A2/Singapore/l/57M suspensions 
were held in a water bath at 55 - 56°c for 60 minutes. Absence of 
infectivity was demonstrated, and the vaccines were stored at 4°Co 
E. Mercurial Compound - Metephen ( 4 - ni tro - anhydro -
hydroxy - mercury - orthocresol ) was added to a concentration of 
1/5000 to suspensions of virus, preptred as in A. am was allowed to 
react at room temperature for 16 hours before transfer to 4°c. The 
compoum was supplied as a solution in dilute ethanol, and the 
final comcentra tion of Cz850H was 2%• The suspensions were tested 
for absence of infecti vi ty. 
F. Sulphur Mustard - Virus sus~ns ions, pre:i;e.red as in A. 
were agitated with a magnetic stiner, in 2 • volumes Thm 0.025 nil.. 
of sulphur mustard - bis (2 Chloroethyl) Sulphide - was added, 
giving a final concent:ra tion of O. 01 • Stirring was continued at 
room temperature for one hour, and 0.027 g. of imidazole was added 
ard al}.cwed to react with any free sulphux mustard which remained 
After eight hairs stirring at room temperature the vaccines were 
tested for absence of infectivi ty and stored at 4°Co 
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Intranasal Challeng& of Mice 
Intranasal inooulation 
A mixture of two parts anaesthetic ether (containing 
o. ace% w./v. hydroquinone) with one JE rt chloroform was absorbed in 
a cotton wool pad and placed at the bottom of a clear cylindrical 
glass jar, 12 cm. in diameter and 26 cm. in height. A 12 cm. 
diameter sheet of aluminium foil was cut and placed on top of the 
anaesthetic JBd, and a further pad of cotton wool surrounded by 
cotton-gauze was placed on top of the foil . Mice were introduced 
singly into the jar, at intervals of20 or more seconds, and 
previously prepared volumes of 0. 05ml . of challenge virus suspension 
were applied to the nares when the animls had reached the correct 
degree of anaesthesia. On a practical basis this was five seconds 
after the mice became completely unconscious . Approximately 120 
mice ere inooulated in any one hour. 
Assessment of Outcome 
All mice which subsequently died, up to the 7th day after 
inooulation, were autopsied and specific deaths from influenza virus 
infection were re carded. The cri terian for specific influenzal 
dee. th was the presence of at least 7fl'/o lung consolidation, indicated 
by plum coloured areas which macroscopically resembled normal liver. 
All mice which survived for seven days were sacrificed by exposure to 
excess chlorofarm and the extent of lung consolidation was recorded. 
Far concurrent experi.IOOnts which were not described in this thesis, 
it as aometiroos convenient to autopsy the mice by removal of the 
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ventral chest all, but in most cases the post-mortem examination 
followed the dissection of the dorsal part of the chest wallo 
For semi-quantal assay, specific deaths and degrees of 
pulmonary consolidation were allotted numerical values which were 
as follows a -
Dea th on the 3rd ar 4th pest-inoculation day 
Dea th on the 5th or 6th post-inoculation day 
Death on the 7th post-inoculation day 
Consolidation at tine of sacrifice 
75 - 10~ 3.o-4.0 
50 - 7 fi'/o 2.0-3. 0 
25 - 50'fa 1.0-2.0 
0 - 25% o. 0-1. 0 
Between the ranges shown it was possible to recognize 
approximately ~ differemes in extent of lung lesions. No mouse 
d.ied of specific influenza virus infection before the third day 
after inoculation. 
The numerical values were desigri..ated Mouse Scores~ which 
title was abbreviated to M.S . for convenience. 
Meth eds of titration of serum antibody 
Neutralization Tests 
Neutralization tests were carried out according to the 
allantoi s-on-ahell procedure of Fazekas de St. Groth et al (1958) o 
Non-inactivated sera were diluted in standard medium in 3 x 1/2" 
glass tubes distributed in racks bich were then placed in an ice-
11 
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water bath at O c. Dilutions for final tit:rations were invariably 
3.16 - fold in 1. 08ml. vol11IlleS of medium, al thweh in some c es 
preliru.nary titrations were carried cut in 10-.fold dilutions in 
0.9ml • volumeso Stock challenge viruses were diluted in standard 
medj11ID so tmt 103 to 104 rn50 were contained in o. 05 ml which was 
then added to es ch tube of chilled serum dilution. The mixtures of 
virus an serum were held in the ice-water bath for 30 minutes, and 
then o.os ml. of each mixture was added to eight replicate 
depressions in a plastic tray which contained a 6 nm~ piece of 
allantois-on-shell in Oo35 ml 9 of standard medium. The viral 
infecti vity was established by controls hioh were carried out at 
the beginning and end of the experiment. Tle plastic trays were 
incubated for 72 ha1rs at 35 - 36°c, with constant shaking . The 
pieces of allantois-on-shell were then removed, and 0.25 ml . of :r,/4 
fowl erythrocytes. added and the trays shaken briefly. After 
standing far 45 minutes the presence or otherwise of vim.a in each 
of the depre sions was demonstrated by the appearance or absence of 
hae.magglutination. Eni - points were calculated by a modification of 
the methal of Reed am Muench (Fazekas de St. Groth, 1955), and 
since all compu-ative tests were perforned at the saim time with the 
same dose of virus, the results of the ti trations given in the text 
of each experiment are merely these end-pQints . 
Anti - haemagglutinin Tests 
These tests also foll ed the procedure of Fazekas de St 
Groth et al (1958) using plastic trays containing 0.25 ml . of calcium 
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ma esium saline in each depression for clilution of the serao 
Sera were primarily diluted to 1/10 in calcium saline and 100 units 
of Receptor Destroyif\g" Enzyme added and incubated at 37°c. The 
following pH 9 . 0 buffer (Aronsson and Gr8nwall, ... 957) :.as then 
added in one-tenth volume and the serum was heated at 62o5°C for 
20 minutes: -
Tris - ( tris-tzydro~ thyl sminom.ethane) 
¾B03 
Disodium ethylene-di ino-tetraacetate 
NaN3 
De-ionised and d.ietilled water to make 
80.0 g. 
a.o g. 
600 g. 
o.e g. 
1000.0 ml. 
After removal cf non-specific inhibitors, the sere were suitably 
diluted in the plastic trays, using a Takitsy loop, and 4.0 
ham:agglutinating doses of the homologous virus were added to each 
depression in a volume of o. 025 ml The trays were shaken, and 
the virus and serum allowed to react for 30 minutes. Indicator fowl 
erythrocytes were added as 0. 025 ml o cf a ff% suspension, and as 
reported in Chapter V these had been taken from birds mich were 
proven to insensitive to Francis inhibitor in a 1/50 dilution of 
rabbi or mo"\;.Se serum which had been boiled for 10 - 15 minuteso 
After brief shaking, the trays were allowed to stand for 
35 minutes and the pattern of settled cells as read to judge t he 
degree of haeIIBgglutination inhibition. 
Complement Fixation Tests 
m overn · ht procedure of ~azekas de Sto Groth et al. 
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(1958) was used to detect the levels of complement fixing antibody 
in sera which md previously been inactivated at 62 5°c in a water 
bath, for 20 minutes . Calcium magnesium saline was dispensed in 
00 25 ml amoo.nts in the depressions of plastic trays, and dilutions 
• J 
of sera were prepared using a Taka tsy loop. 1. standard drop 
(0. 025 ml . ) containing eight units of antigen and 3HD50 of complement 
0 
as added to each dili...ition, and the trays were held at 4 C for 18 
hours . A standard drop (0.025 ml o) containing 4% sensitized sheep 
cells was ad ed, and the traj-s were gently shaken for two hours 
0 
usi~ a mechanical shaker in a 36 C hot roClll. After the cells had 
been allowed to settle for a further two hours, the degree of 
haemolysis was read using the pattern of the unlysed cells, and 50'fa 
ha emolys is was taken as the end- point. 
Assay- af Vaccines 
Enzyrre activity tests, and haemaggluti.l'lin pattern and 
photometric tests have be en described in Chapter II o Gel precipi tin 
tests end antibod;y absorption tests have been described in Chapter 
Vl . 
Complement Fixation Antigenicity 
The overnight fixation methoi of Fazekas de St., Groth 
et al (1958) which is described above, was used to measure t he 
specific viral complen:ent fixing antigenicity of the vaccines 
Dilutions of antigen ere prepared in O 25 ml volumes of calcium 
IIBgneaium saline in the depressions of the plastic trays, using a 
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Taka:'tsy loop . In this case, a stand.a.rd drop (0 025 mlo) containing 
4 illlits of strain specific hyperimf!iune rabbit antU3erum and 3IID50 of 
compleDEnt was added to each dilution. The nethod then followed the 
proce ure used for the estimation of complement fixing antibcrly, 
and again the em- point chosen was 5~ haemolysi s . 
APPENDIX 2 
This appendix gives the individual results and details 
of most of the statistical analyses of the experiments reported 
in Chapters II to Vl . The following abbreviations, hich accord 
ith common statistical practice will be used throo.ghout this 
Appendix . -
d. f . Degree of Freedom 
S. S . Sums of Squares 
.s. ?r1ean Square 
V. R. Variance Ratio 
Sig. Significance 
SSR Residual Sums of Squares 
SP Sums of Prod.uc ts 
SPR Residual Sums af Products 
x Has been used for body- eight in all analyses 
of covariance . 
y Has been used for the particular source of 
variation being investigated. 
Age of 
mice 
-
16 
weeks 
19 
weeks 
TABLE A 
Individual M.S. of female C57Bl and W . E. H. mice challenged 
with stock A/Swine virus 
C57Bl W.E. H. 
Challenge Dose Challenge Dose 
10-2 10-3 10-4 10 .. 5 10-6 10-7 102 10- 3 10-4 10-5 10-6 10-7 
3.0 4.0 2o0 o.e o. o 4. 0 3.0 ~8 0o2 0o5 4.0 0.8 o.5 1 . 0 o. o 1 . 0 2. 2 lo0 1.5 Oo3 
4.0 1. 0 o.5 0.5 o. o 3o0 3. 5 OoO o.3 0.2 
4. 0 0.5 o.5 1 . 0 Oo3 0. 5 2.e 008 1 . 5 0.2 
4.0 0o3 1.0 o. 8 o. 5 3o0 1.a lo5 lo5 1.0 
4 . 5 4o0 3.5 1.0 o.o 0o0 4 o0 3.0 2o5 008 1 .5 0o0 4.0 4o0 208 o.o 008 0. 0 3. 5 3. 0 l o0 2. 0 0.3 008 4.0 3. 0 2.0 l oO 1 . 0 o.o 4. 5 2. 0 2 . 0 l oO 1.0 o.o 
4.0 2o0 2o5 0. 1 0. 2 008 3 . 0 1.5 208 008 0o0 0.1 4.0 1~5 1 . 8 0.3 2 o0 0. 4 4o5 2 . 5 2 . 0 1 .5 1.3 2.0 
TABLE B 
Analises of variam e: 1) Dose, age and strain of mouse in 5 
higher dilutions of both age groups; 
2) Dose and stmin for 19 weeks old miceo 
Analzs.!,_s ,u 
Source d . f . s .s. M.S . V. R. s~. 
=em 4 83. 7194 20. 9298 36. 1 295 *** 1 0. 0016 0. 0016 o. oaaa N.S . Strain(~) 1 0. 0256 000256 0. 0442 N.S. D-A 4 l . 6l14 0. 4027 006953 N.S. D-S 4 6. 9574 1. 7393 3 . 0004 
* A-S 1 0. 0036 Oo0036 0. 0002 N.S . D-A- S 4 6. 1694 1 . 5423 2. 6624 N.S. Residual 80 4603440 005793 
Totals 99 14408324 
.Anall_SiS (2} 
Source d. f . s.s. M. S. V.R. Sig• r ])ose(D) 5 92 . 2728 18. 4546 40. 2587 
*** Strain(S) 1 0. 0041 o. 0041 000089 N.S. D-S 5 2. 8449 005690 1 . 2212 NoS• Residual 48 22. 0040 0. 4584 
Totals 59 117. 1258 
-
-----
TABLE C 
Weight class and M.S. of individual mice challenged with 
A/Swine virus. First figure in each row is weight class 
of mouse 
Dilution 
of 
challenge 
virus 
10"'4 
10-5 
1cr6 
10-1 
Ms.le 
Age in weeks 
19 I 16 I 13 
. 4 1 . 0 3 1 . 5 3 3. 5 
4 2o5 5 3 . 5 3 4 . 0 
4 4. 5 5 o.s 3 1.5 
s 1.0 4 3.o 4 a.a 
5 2 . 0 5 1. 5 4 3.5 
5 1.5 3 1.0 5 o. s 
5 3.0 4 loO 4 l oO 
4 2.0 3 1.3 1 2. 0 
5 0.3 4 1.4 3 2.2 
-5 o.o 3 2.2 2 2.5 
5 2.0 5 4 o0 5 2 o5 
5 0.3 4 o. 3 4 2.0 
5 o.5 3 o.s 1 loO 
5 2. 0 4 o.o 2 008 
3 0.1 5 1.5 3 o.o 
4 o.s 4 2. 2 5 0. 2 
5 1.0 5 o. o 4 lo2 
4 lo0 3 o.o 2 o. s 
5 o.3 4 008 2 o.3 
3 1 . 5 4 1 . 5 3 o. 6 
-
5 008 4 o. o 3 008 4 0.3 4 0.1 3 o.o 
3 Ool 5 o.a 3 o.o 4 o.o 3 o.o 4 0ol 
5 1.5 3 o. o 4 0. 2 
-
I 
. 
Female 
Age in weeks 
10 19 16 13 10 I 4 3.0 3 3.0 2 4.o 1~3.0 1 3o5 
3 3 . 0 2 3 . 0 3 1.0 1 4.0 1 3.0 
2 2. 8 3 2. 0 3 3.0 3 4.0 2 3.0 
2 1.0 3 1.5 2 o.5 3 3.2 2 2o5 
3 2. 5 2 2.5 3 3.0 11.0 1 2.0 
5 l oO 2 2.5 2 3. 0 2 2.5 3 2.5 
1 1 . 0 2 l oO l 2.2 2 2o7 4 3.8 
3 2. a 2 2.0 3 3o5 11.s 11.s 
3 l oO 3 2.a 2 208 2 1.3 2 2.5 
1 2. 8 2 2o0 3 108 3 2o0 2 4.0 
2 3 . 5 2 o.s 2 o.s 2 o~a 2 Oo5 
2 1. s 3 2 . 0 3 loO 3 0 1 2.0 
1 0.2 2 1 . 0 3 o.o 2 1 .0 2 1.0 3 o. o 3 o.a 1 008 2 1.5 2 Oo3 
1 o.a 2 1 . 5 2 lo5 2 o.o 1 loO 
4 008 3 1. 5 2 0. 2 1 Oo3 1 o.o 3 o.o 3 o. 3 2 l o5 2 o.5 1 1.0 
2 o. s 4 1 . 0 2 Oo3 3 o.a L0.3 3 o. 4 4 0o0 5 l o5 3 roO 1-1.0 
4 Oo8 2 1.3 11.5 3 l iO ~ loO 
2 0. 3 2 o. o 2 0. 5 3 0.1 2 Ool 
3 008 3 8 2 Oo3 2 006 1 o.3 
3 0. 5 3 o. o 3 Oo2 2 0.2 1 o.3 
3 o. o 4 o. 7 2 Oo2 3 o.o 3 o.a 
-3 0.3 2 2.0 3 1.0 1 0.3 2 o.o 
virus in a f t i 1 ac or a exner ime t n • 
SSy + 
SSy SSRy Estimated Variance Si~f-(B)-(c: Variance Ratio ic ce 
203545 2. 8250 2.8250 3e9577 
* 
-
I 0.2654 006831 002277 0. 3190 N.S. 
, 
122. 8050 12301099 31.0066 4304800 
*** 
o. 3421 o. 4640 0.1547 0.2167 N.S . 
4. 1023 402278 Oe3523 00490 N.S. 
701398 701434 107858 2.502 
* 
4.1977 401854 o.3488 00489 N.S. 
114. 1120 11304870 0.113a 
(c) 
25503188 
Analysis for weight. 
Weight 1 0.6250 o.s2so 008756 N.S. 
Residual 159 113.4870 o.7138 
- ~-11401120 
TABLED 
I 
Analysis of Covariance, Weig·ht and M.S . after challenge with A/Swine 
SSx SPxy + 
(A.)2 
(Al2 
Source d.f. ssx . . + . SPxy . SPRxy . .SSx...SSRx 
SSRx • (A) 
- (13) 
Sex(S) l 91.1250 216.7250 -14 6475 5.7875 33.49516 0.1545 
A.ge(A) 3 52.6150 178 2150 • 2.7815 6.0785 36.94816 0.2073 
Dose(D) 4 1.5300 127. 1300 2.2850 $.5750 
~ - s 3 6.5350 132.1350 -- o.7065 8.1535 
A. - D 12 5. 7100 131 3100 • 0.1610 8.0990 
S - D 4 1.1500 126 7500 + o.01so 8.8750 78.7656 0 6214 
S-A-D 12 10,0900 86.4714 o.6373 
Residual 160 125.6000 + 8.8600 78 4996 0e6250 
rotal 199 294.3550 
-11 8675 
N.S Not significant 
Levels of significance are denoted ace ording to usual practice a -
*5% level, ** 1% level, and ~r.#~•,, 0.1% level, using the Tables of 
Fisher am Yates (1948) • 
-
- --~ 
TABLE E 
Ind~vidual M. S. of mice held in 2 diffe:rent environments and 
chall eng·ed with B /Lee and :A/Swine virus es ~ 
Environmental Tenperature 
Dose of 22 - 23°c 30°c 
challenge 
10- 2 10- 3 10-4 10- 5 10-6 10- 2 10- 3 10- 4 10-5 10-6 virus -
Strai n 
2. 0 1 . 5 0. 1 0. 3 0. 5 l o5 0. 5 0.1 o.o o.o 
3. 0 1 . 0 0. 5 0. 1 0.1 1 . 0 c.2 0. 5 o.o o.o 
1 . 5 1 . 5 o.s 0. 3 0. 5 0. 8 0. 5 0.3 0o0 o.o 
1 . 5 1 . 0 0.1 lo 5 o.o 0. 5 0. 3 0 o0 Ool 0. 3 
2.0 1.8 1 . 0 0.3 0. 1 l oO 0. 5 0. 3 o.o 0.1 
B/Lee 3 . 0 2. 5 0ol 2. D 0. 3 0. 1 0. 5 0. 5 o.o o.o 
1 . 5 2. 0 2. 5 o.a o.o 4 o5 0. 5 0. 3 Oo 0 o.o 
2. 5 2 . 5 o.e 1 . 5 0~5 1. 0 0.3 o.o o.o o.o 
2. 5 1.5 0.5 0. 1 o.o 2o5 0. 5 0. 1 0. 1 o.o 
1 . 5 2 . 5 0.3 o.o o.o l .'5 008 0. 3 091 o.o 
5.0 4. 5 3 . 0 2o0 0. 3 4. 0 1 Q8 2. 5 1 . 0 0o0 
5. 0 2.5 2. 8 2 . 0 0. 3 5. 0 o.s 2. 5 1 . 5 0. 3 
5 0 3. 5 2o5 1 . 5 l o3 5. 0 4. 5 2. 5 0. 5 0. 3 
0., 5 3 . 8 2 . 5 2. 5 1 . 0 5. 0 4. 5 2 . 5 2. 0 0o0 
4. 0 3. 3 2. 0 1. 0 2. D 2. 0 4o5 2 . 0 2o5 0.3 A/Swine 5.0 l o5 2 o5 1. 0 1. 5 4o5 1 . 5 2. 5 1 . 0 l oO 
5. 0 3 . 0 2. 0 1 . 5 o. o 4. 0 3. 0 4. 0 0. 1 o.o 
5. 0 5. 0 2. 5 1 . 0 l oO 4. 0 4. 5 3. 0 1 . 5 0. 5 
5. 0 4. 5 4. 0 2. 0 2.0 5o0 2. 0 1 . 5 1 . 3 2.0 
5.0 4. 5 2 o0 2o5 1 . 5 5. 0 1 . 0 0. 3 o.-o 1.0 
- ~-
TABLE F 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE 
Analysis of variam e of data from experiments with A/Swine and 
B/Lee in mice held at 22 - 23°c. and 300C • ( 4Qjb and 36;~ 
Relative Humidities) 
Source d • .r • . ss }.f3 V.R. SIGNIFICANCE 
Strain(S) l 143.6513 14.-3.6513 219.4825 
*** 
Dose (D) 4 17302541 43. 3135 66.1780 
*** 
Temp. (T) l 15oCYl01 15.0701 2300254 *tt 
S - D 4 25. 2649 6. 3161 9.6502 ~* 
T-D 4 3. 7471 o. 9368 1 .4313 N.s. 
S - T l 0.4704 0. 4704 Oo'll87 N.S. 
S-D-T 4 104759 o. 3689 o.5636 N.S. 
Residual 11804650 0. 6545 
-lS9 481 03988 - -Tot,::; ls 
- ~-
For interpretation of significance levels see Table D. 
\ 
~ULE G 
Neu traJ. iz ing antibodl resEonses e2f_Eressed in log.10 units of 
BLLee -W.E. H. and C57J l. mice to vacc ine at 17 and 29 dal:! 
post-inoculation 
Strain Dose of Vaccine • log . 10 of mouse Haemagglutinin units 
l oO 1 . 5 2 . 0 2o5 3. 0 
2. 0 2. 2 2 .4 2.9 3.0 
2. 1 2 .3 2. 6 3 . 0 3. 0 
17 - day 2. 1 2. 3 2. 8 3o0 3. 0 
2. 3 2.5 2. a 3. 0 3. 1 C57Bl 2. 4 2. 5 2. 8 3. 0 3 . 3 
2. 0 2. 2 2 .2 2. 9 3ol 
2. 0 2. 4 2. 4 2. 9 3. 1 
29 - day 2.4 2 . 4 2. 5 3. 1 3o4 
2. 4 2. 5 2 . 5 3. 2 3. 4 
2. 4 206 2. a 3 . 3 3o4 
2. 0 2 . 0 2. 3 2. a 2. 9 
2. 0 2. 4 2. 3 2. 9 2o9 
17 - day 2. 3 2o4 2.4 3. 1 3. 4 
2. 3 2. 4 2.5 3. 3 3o4 
W. E.H. 2. 5 2 . 4 2. s 3. 3 3. 4 2. 0 2. 2 2 o0 2. 9 3. 0 
2o4 2. 4 2. 4 3. 0 3o0 
29 - day 2 . 4 2. 5 2. 5 3. 1 3. 1 
2. 5 2 6 2 o5 3. 3 3. 5 
2. 6 2 . 6 2. a 3o 4 3. 5 
BILee vacc~e 5 doses 
Apalysis of Variance 
-om-"~ c:t . ro i:j • .::5 HS. V. R.,. 
Strain~S) l 0 0490 0. 0490 0. 0591 N. S . 
Time T~ l 008410 0. 8410 100144 N.S. 
Dose (D 4 14108300 3504575 4207663-
*** -S-T l o. 0490 0. 0490 6. 0591 N. S o S-D 4 1 . 5660 003915 0o472~ N.S. 
T-D 4 1. 7940 o. 4485 0.5409 N.S. 
Residual 84 69. 6460 o. a291 
Totals 99 21507750 
TABLE H 
Response of C57Bl and W.E.H. mice to .A/Swine vaccine 
Neutralizing antibody reciprocal titres of individual mice, 
expressed as logarithms to base lOc;, 
Day 17 Day 29 
Strain Vaccine doses logolO Vaccine dcses log•lO 
of mouse Haem~~lutinin Haema~lutinin 
OoO o.5 1 . 0 1 5 2 o0 o.o 0. 5 loO 1.5 
1.00 1 . 20 1 . 24 l o34 1 .55 1.00 1.16 1.89 1.s1 
1 . 00 1 . 24 lo30 1 . 60 2 o05 1. 00 lo52 lo89 1.97 
loOO 1 .30 lo46 1 . 66 2. 00 1 . 00 1.56 2006 2.04 
loOO 1.39 1 . 53 l o69 2 . 35 1 .04 la58 2.oa 2 o10 
C57Bl l oOO l o43 1. 74 l o76 2.38 1.13 1.74 2.15 2.20 
1.00 1 . 45 l o77 1.77 2.41 lo22 1.79 2.15 2.24 
1.07 lo49 l o79 1. 99 2. 42 1.67 l o85 2.18 2.39 
1.22 lo53 l 85 2. 02 2.48 1 . 88 2 006 2.19 2.39 
1.27 lo79 2. 00 2.09 2o57 1.97 2. 12 2o39 2.41 
lo59 1.90 2.06 2. 36 2. 59 2. 00 2. 15 2. 42 2. 45 
l oOO 1.00 1. 34 1.46 1.78 1 . 00 1.04 1.92 1 . 76 
1.00 l ct09 lo43 1 76 2. 24 l o09 1. 19 1.94 2.09 
1.00 l ol3 l o49 lo79 2. 24 l o34 1 .60 1 .94 2.,r2 
- ~ loOO 1.13 1.49 1.ss 2o30 1.34 l o65 2o02 2.15 
W.E~H .. loOO l o16 1.55 1.97 2 o30 1. 46 1.65 2. 00 2.20 
1.00 1.28 lo55 l o99 2. 39 1. 48 1.73 2.06 2. 20 
1.16 1.43 1. 73 2. 06 2.40 1.49 l o76 2. 06 2.20 
1.24 lo49 2 o09 2. 12 2.40 1 . 52 1.79 2ol2 2.2? 
lo44 1.ss 2. 22 2.33 2. 45 1.76 1 . 97 2. 15 2o29 
1.59 lo94 2o42 2 o34 21'54 1. 89 2. 12 2.49 2.69 
2.0 
2.24 
2o31 
2o31 
2.40 
2.45 
2.45 
2o48 
2.49 
2o55 
2.66 
2o44 
2.44 
2.45 
2.46 
2.52 
2.55 
2.55 
2.59 
2.75 
2.76 
TABLE I 
Analysis of Variance of the Data. shown in Table H 
Source d.f. s.s. M.$. • V.R. 
Stra.in (s) l 000049 0. 0049 0.069 N.S . 
Tixe (T) l 403542 403542 61. ~268 
*** 
Dose (D) 4 30. 3024 7. 5756 106.6986 
*** 
S - T l 0. 0078 0. 007a 0.1099 N.S. 
T - D 4 0. 2101 0. 0527 o.7423 N.S. 
S - D 4 0. 2254 0. 0563 o. 7930 N.S. 
S-T--D 4 0. 1043 000261 o.3676 N.S. 
Residual 180 12 . 7711 0. 0710 
- -Total 199 47 . 9808 
- ~-
Analys is of varia:ooe 
Source d. f . M.S. V . R. Si gnif-• i cance Dose(D) 1 3. 3702 3. 3702 5. 1399 * 
,• 
Sex (S) 1 0. 0708 o. (1708 0. 1000 N.S. 
' D-S l 0. 0040 0. 0040 0. 0010 N. S. ' I I 
Residual 76 4. 9835 o. 6557 
t 79 a . 4285 
I 
' j 
' 
- _ _,,,.. 
T..tu31E J 
Anti-haem.agglutinin responses of m.le and female 057 Bl mice 
log. 10 reciprocal titres of sera from individual animals injected 
with A2/Singapore/l/57M vaccine. 
l 
Sex Ma.le Female 
I 
Dooe of 400 Haemagglutinin 800 Haemagglutinin 400 Haema.gglutinin 800 Haem-
Vaccine Units Units Units agglutinin 
Units 
1 . 96 1. 60 2o22 1.55 
2.08 2.00 2.30 1.78 
2.00 2.20 2. 15 1.81 
2.20 1. 99 2. 45 2 . 05 
1 .96 2.02 2.62 lo77 
1. 60 1 . 60 2. 07 2.00 
; 
1.84 l o93 2. 00 2.15 
1.69 1 . 30 2. 56 2. 56 ! 
1, Titres 1 . 96 2. 02 2. 49 2.22 
1 . 60 1 . 90 2. 30 2.22 
2.05 1 . 84 2.38 2 o64 
l o93 2. 04 2 .15 2. 71 
1 . 90 1 . 90 2. 22 2o53 
1066 2.D2 2. 30 2.38 
1 . 90 2. 0'2 2. ffl 2.19 
la.90 1. 30 2. 19 l o63 
l 91 1. 30 2 .38 2. 52 
1.84 1 . 69 2.45 2e> 38 
1 45 1.75 2. 15 2.38 
1.60 1. 66 2.15 2o56 
--
TABLE K 
~gat cla.ss and M. s. or individual imnunized mi.ce challenged with 
A/Bel vi::rus.~ F:i.:r_sj; f'iRU.re in each :row is weight class of mouse~ 
Dose 0£ I Ma.le I Female llaccine., A~ in weeks Age in weeks Ha.emagglutinin Units 1.2 9 6 12 9 6 4 o. o 5 o. o 2 o. o 3 o. o 4 o. o 2 0 . 3 4 o. o 4 o.6 3 o. o 4 o. o 3 o. o 2 0 . 3 2048 3 o. o 3 0.1 3 o. o 3 o. o 3 o. o l. o. 7 4 o. o 5 o. o 3 o.o 4 o. o 3 o.o 1 3.0 
4 0 .2 4 o. o 3 o.o 4 o. o 3 o. o 1 o.o 5 o. o 3 0 . 5 2 o. o 3 o. o 4 o. o 2 o. o 
5 0. 2 5 o.e 2 o. o 4 o. o 3 o. o 1 o. o 
5 o. 5 5 o.o 2 0 . 3 3 o. o 3 o. o 1 o. s 1 024 3 o. o 5 o. o 2 o. o 4 o. o 2 o.o 1 o. a 
3 o. o 5 o.o 3 0.1 4 o. o 3 o. o l o. o 
5 o.s 3 o. o 2 0. 3 4 o. o 3 o. o l o. o 
4 o!o 3 o. o 2 0.1 2 0.3 5 o. o 1 o.8 
5 o.o 5 1 . 2 2 o. o 3 o. o 2 o.o 1 o.o 
5 o. o 5 o. o 3 o. o 4 0. 3 1 o. o 1 2. 0 512 5 0. 1 5 1. 1 5 0. 3 4 0. 4 5 o. o 2 o. 5 
5 0. 7 5 o.o 3 0.2 5 o.o 2 o.o 1 o.o 
5 1.0 5 o.o 2 3.2 4 o.o 2 o.6 1 o.e 
5 1.0 4 0.2 3 o.o 3 o.o 2 o.o 1 1.2 
4 o. o 5 3 . 0 3 4 . 0 3 1 . 4 3 4 . 0 2 1.~ 
4 o. o 5 2. 4 1 0. 2 3 0. 2 3 0 . 5 1 3.1 
256 3 3. 7 3 0. 2 2 0. 2 4 0. 2 3 o. s 1 o. s 
3 4 o0 5 o. o 2 1.0 4 lo4 4 o. o 2 0. 3 
4 o.a 5 2.2 3 o.o 4 OoO 4 1 . 0 1 0. 7 
5 008 5 o!o 4 o.s 3 _9_. 0 __ 2 J. . 5 l 2. 6 
3 2 . 0 4 3 . 0 3 108 3 0o9 4 0. 4 1 1. 0 
128 4 1 . 6 4 3o2 1 4o0 4 0. 1 2 4 o0 1 2 . 3 
4 o. o 4 o.a 2 2 . 0 4 0. 5 2 4 o0 1 OoO 
4 2. 0 5 o. s 1 2 o4 4 0o0 3 1.4 1 008 
5 o. 8 5 o. o . _l __ 304 _ 4 0oQ._ ~ Q._o l o. o 
3 o.a 5 o.o 2 0. 1 3 3!1 3 _b2 l o.e 
4 l o4 4 1 . 1 3 0.5 2 l oO 2 4 . 0 1 o. 
5 0o0 5 2. 0 3 1 . 3 3 Oo5 2 o.3 1 2 o0 
64 4 l o4 4 4. 0 3 l oO 3 Oo5 3 3o5 1 o.a 
4 l oO 6 0. 3 1 2o5 2 4o0 3 006 1 o. s 
5 OoO 5 1 . a 5 1. 0 4 2 . 0 3 o.a 1 Oo5 
3 2o3 4 2 . 4 3 1. 4 4 0o5 3 OoO 1 2. 6 
3 0o7 3 4. 0 4 4 o0 2 3 . 0 2 4.0 1 2 . a 
5 Ool 5 OoO 3 2. a 2 1 . 6 3 4o 0 2 3 o? 
3' o.o 4 1. 5 2 0. 1 2 1 . 7 5 4. 0 2 o. o 32 
' j o. 6 3 2o7 3 1. 5 3 0o5 2 4 . 0 1 4 . 0 4b0 3 0o7 2 3 . 2 4 2o3 3 Oo3 1 1. 5 
5 _Oo3 4 Oo3 2 2. 4 3 008 1 0. 4 2 2. 2 
5 0 . 4 4 o. 5 2 3 .2 2 3 08 2 3 . 4 1 2. 2 
3 Oo3 4 008 3 1. 5 3 l o2 2 1 .0 1 3. 5 
16 ., ' 3 4. 0 5 0o? 2 2.. 2 3 l oO 2 4.0 1 3o5 4 4 o0 3 4. 0 2 3. 5 2 108 2 4. 0 1 3 . 0 
4 0. 3 4 4. 0 2 006 1 2.1 3 4.0 1 o.e 
4 4o0 4 OoO 3 0. 3 2 4o 0 3 4.0 1 o. s 
TABLE L 
Analysis of _covariance. Effect of .Age and Sex of mice on 9h
allenge with A/Bel 
virus in inmunized mice Bcxly-weight class as covariate 
ource d.f. s.s.x 
l 108.7812 
e(A) 2 201. 2153 
7 13.1354 
- s 2 4.9375 
14 13. 5625 
•D 7 10 1910 
14 6.1737 
240 129 8333 
287 · 487.8299 
Source 
Weight 
Residual 
Totals 
S.P.xy+ s.s .x + 
s.s.R.x-(A) S.P.xy S.P.R.:xy-(B) 
238. 6145 
-
8.5427 -55.4760 
331. 0486 ... 21 .6441 -68.5774 
142.9687 - 37.3726 -84.3059 
134.7708 
-
2 8261 -49.7594 
143 3958 + 1.6330 -45.3000 
140. 0243 
-
2.0351 -48.9684 
136 0070 
-
2.6128 -49.5461 
- 46.9333 
-120.3337 
Anal4,s is for Weight 
d.f. s.s. M.S. 
- V-:R. 
1 16. 9659 16.9659 14.3559 
239 282. 4524 1.1818 
240 299 4183 
3(177 • 58658 
4702.85979 
7107.48477 
2475.99789 
2052.11718 
2397.90420 
2454.816CG 
2202.73465 
Sig. 
tt* 
L ... _ 
--------- - - ------------- ---------
h. 
~ 
,. 
.. 
'-a\ 2 
-.;;.I,_ • (c) A 
12 . 8977 
1402059 
49. 7136 
18.3719 
14. 3100 
1701249 
18 0492 
1609659 
.. 
s.s.y 
o. 6709 
604293 
165. 2908 
9. 0252 
10. 6907 
1100905 
9.7693 
299. 4183 
51203850 
S.S . y+s . S . R. y 
- C - D 
4. 7391 
901893 
132. 5431 
7. 6192 
13. 3458 
10. 9315 
806860 
282. 4524-(D) 
Estimated 
Variance V.R. Significance 
407391 4.01 
* 
405947 3. 888 
* 
1809347 16 . 029 ~* 
3. 8096 3. 2224 
* 
0. 9533 0.8066 N. S. 
105616 10321 N.S. 
o. 6204 00505 N. S • 
l ol818(with 239 d;fo ) 
- -~ 
TABTiE M 
Weight class and M.S. of im:nunized mice challenged with 
A/Swine virus . First figure in each row is weight class 
of mouse rs 
Dos- of 
Vaccine 
3000 
300 
30 
3 
0.3 
0.03 
Male Female 
Afte in weeks AP:e in weeks 
15 -I 12 I 9 I 6 15 I 12 I 9 I 6 
5 O. 0 4 O. 0 1 Oo3 1 Oo O 1 O. 0 1 Oo O 1 O. 0 1 O. 0 5 0. 0 3 0. 0 3 0 . 0 1 0. 3 2 0. 0 1 0 . 0 1 1 . 3 1 0o0 
3 o. 0 4 o. 0 1 o. 0 1 O. 0 2 0. 0 2 Co O 2 O. 0 1 o. 0 
3 o. 0 2 Oo O 2 o. 0 1 o. 0 3 o. 0 l Oo O 1 O. 0 1 O. 0 
5 O. O 3 o. o l OoO l Oo3 2 0. 0 l 0e0 2 O. O 1 0. 3 
4 O. 0 5 O. 0 3 Oo O 1 O. 0 3 O. 0 2 O. 0 1 O. 0 1 Oo 0 
4 0. 1 2 o. O 2 o. O 1 o. O l o. 5 1 o. 0 2 0.1 1 O 1 
4 0. 1 4 0 3 1 Oo 5 1 o. 7 2 o. 0 1 o. 0 2 o. 0 l o. 0 
4 0o 0 4 0o 3 3 0o5 1 0o 0 3 o. 0 1 3 . 0 1 o. 0 l 0~3 
__ 5_0_. __ 0 __ 1_1 .... o_0_2_0_,;;o __ 3_~1_0_o __ 3 _ _ 2_0 __ . _0_,_2 Oo4 1 0.1_ .. l 0o3 5 0 0 2 0. 5 2 Oo3 1 4o0 3 0. 5 2 o.o 1 0. 3 l 2. 0 
4 o. 5 4 1 • 0 4 1 . 0 1 Oo 7 2 2 o O l l • 0 2 1 . 0 1 4 o 0 
4 o. o 3 2.3 1 l a5 1 1 08 3 1 . 0 2 1. s 1 0,8 1 l o5 
4 o.a 4 Oe5 1 1 . 0 l 008 l 0. 5 1 Oo3 l 2 . 0 l Oo3 3 1 . 0 2 Oo3 1 3 . 0 1 106 3 0. 3 2 1 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 2. 0 5 1 . 8 3 3 . 0 3 1 . 0 1 4. 0 ~ 3.0 2 3 . 0 2 3. 5 1 4.0 
5 00 7 5 Oo 8 3 1. 0 1 2~8 2 2 • 0 1 1 . 0 2 3 . 0 l 1 • 0 3 l e5 2 1 0 5 2 1 . 5 1 2.2 2 3. 8 1 l e3 2 4 . 0 1 4o0 
4 2 0 0 ~ l oO 1 4. 0 1 208 4 3 o0 2 0.1 1 3 e2 1 4 o5 
3 3.0 1 2.8 2 1 . 5 1 4. 5 2 Oo5 1 3o0 2 3. 8 1 Oe5 
5 o.3 3 1 . 5 1 3. 0 2 3 . 3 3 3. 0 3 3 . 3 1 2o0 1 4o0 
2 4. 0 3 2.0 1 2o3 1 3. 5 1 4o0 3 4. 5 1 4 o0 1 l.O 
4 O. 5 5 2 • 5 4 0. 2 1 1 • 0 2 3o O 1 3 • 0 1 2 •5 1 3 • 5 5 lo7 3 008 2 1 . 5 1 3. 0 1 3.5 1 4 . 0 2 2 . 0 1 4 . 0 
4 2.0 3 1 08 2 3o0 l 308 4 2e 0 1 4 . 0 1 3. 0 1 2o0 
43. 0 32o0 11. 0 12. 0 32. 5 22. 5 11. s 13. 0 
4 3.0 2 1 . 8 2 3 o5 l 1 . 4 2 3 . 5 1 4. 0 2 3 . 3 1 l o5 
5 1.0 4 Oo5 3 2.3 l 3. 5 2 o.7 2 3 . 0 2 4. 5 1-:-305 
4 2 . 5 4 2.0 2 3. 5 1 2o 5 2 3 . 8 1 4 . 0 l 3 ~0 1 3. 0 
~-3 2 0 0 2 3.8 1 2.6 1 2 . 5 2 4. 5 3 2. 0 2 3e5 1 l o5 
TABLE N 
Analysis af covariance s Effect of Age an:l Sex of mice on challenge with ALSwine I 
virus in imnunized mice. Body-weieht class as covariate~ 
s.s .x + S.P.xy + (B)2 Source d f s.s.x s.s .Rx-(A) S. P.xy S.P.R.xy-{B} 
Sex (s) 1 59.0042 175. 4042 -22'.9075 -56.5676 3199.88206 
Age (A) 3 149.5459 265 9459 -31.4184 -65 0784 4235.19815 
Dose (D) 5 o.7209 117. 1209 + 9.0758 -24.5842 604.38289 
- s 3 33 5791 149.9791 - e.6358 -42.2958 1788.93470 
A-D 15 2. 5291 118. 9291 + 1.4609 -32.1991 1036.78204 
S - D 5 1. 0200 117. 4200 + 0 5350 -33.1250 1097.26562 
S-.A.-D 15 1. 6959 ll8.0959 + 1.7483 -31.9117 1018 3566 
Residual 192 116. 4000 -33.6400 1132 9956 I 
, 
Total 239 364. 4959 -83 8017 
: 
Anal~is fQr Wei~t 
Source def e s.s. M.S . V.R. Sig• -- -
Weight l 9.7336 9. 7336 12.892 *** 
- ~---
Residual 191 144 2144 o. 7550 
Totals 192 153. 9480 
" 
• I 
2 
.00.: - (c) SSy s.s . y..SSRy Estimated V.R. Significance 
-C - D Variance 
18. 2429 808935 o. 3842 o. 3a42 o. 509 N. So 
15. 9250 6a-8603 o. 6689 002230 00295 N. S . 
5ol6CX3 283 . 3563 287. 9296 5705859 7602727 *** 
11. 927e 307908 105966 005322 0. 105 N.S. 
e . 7176 16.1247 17. 1407 101427 1. 514 N.S. 
903447 7,.8905 802794 1. 6559 20193 N. S . 
a.6231 1101352 12. 2457 o. a164 1. 001 N.S . 
9.7336 15309480 144. 2144-lD} o. 7550twith 191 a..r.} 
491.9993 
- ~-
TABLE C 
Results of chall e with three levels of A Swine virus in mice 
immunized with three doses of A Swine vaccine 
Individual M.S . ard b ody--wei91 ts ( Less 30 grams) • Mean 
weight of mice 34. 4 . grams , 
Vaccine Dose 
Haema.gglutinin 
Units 
80 
160 
320 
Vaccine B 
Mice challenged with 
1000 316 100 
M. S. 2. 5 M.S.2 . 5 M. S. 2. 5 
2 . 5- 10 1 . 0 - 7 o.a .. 7 
o. s- 5 2 . 3 - 6 2 . 0 - 6 
-
3 . 0- 4 o.o - 4 o.o - 5 
o. s -3 5 . 0 - 3 2 o0 - 4 
4 . 5 - 1 4 . 5 - 2 1 . 5 - 3 
5 o0 -1 1 . 3 - 1 4 . 5 - 2 
i . 5 -9 0. 3 - 7 
4 . 5 - 5 2 . 0 - 6 
1 . 3 -4 1 . 5 - 5 
4 o5 - 3 1.s -4 
5. 0 - 2 l o5 - 3 
008 - 1 1 . 3 - 2 
1 . 3 - 9 0. 3 
- 7 1 . 5 - 7 
4 . 0 - 5 0. 1 - 6 0. 1 - 6 
0. 3 - 4 4 . 0 - 4 0. 5 - 5 
0. 3 - 3 o. 5 - 3 o. o - 4 
4 . 5 - 2 1 . 0 -2 0. 3 -3 
4 . 5 -1 0. 1 - 2 0. 3 - 2 
Vaccine C 
Mice ch allenged with 
1000 316 100 
M. S. 2 . 5 M. S .2.5 M. S .2o5 
4 . 5 - 8 0, 8 -6 1 .0 -7 
4 . 5 - 5 0.1 -6 2.a -6 
0. 5 - 4 o. s ... 5 1.3 -5 
5. 0 - 3 4 . 0 -4 o.s 
-4 
008 - 2 2 . 5 - 4 o.3 -3 
1 . 3 - 1 4 o5 -3 3 . 5 -2 
2 . 5 - 8 2.8 - 7 
-
1 . 0 - 5 o. s -6 
• 
4 . 5 - 4 2 . 3 -5 
l oO - 3 1.5 -4 
4 . 5 - 2 0. 3 - 3 
1 . 0 - 1 4 , 0 -2 
0. 5 - 8 0 . 1 - 7 l oO -6 
5 . 0 - 6 3 . 3 - 6 4,0 -6 
1 . 0 - 4 Oo3 -4 l oO - 5 
Ool - 3 1 . 0 - 3 OoO - 4 
o. s - 2 2 . 0 - - 2 -:0. 2 - 3 
5o0 - 1 o. 3 .:.1 ~--o. o -3 
TABLE P 
Analysis of Variance of data in Table o. Rows of individual M.S. and bcxiy-weigh.t 
corresponding to 80 and 320 units of haema.gglutinin 
SSx -+6SRx SPxy-f6PRJcy- (B)2!! C • 
Source d.f. ssx • (A) SPJcy • (B) (B)2 
Chall enge ( C) 2 3.8611 309.6944 - 7.9223 -42.5056 1806.72603 5.8339 
Dose {D) 1 0.1250 305.9583 + 1.3041 -33.2792 11(17.5052 3.6198 
Vaccine (v) l 0 1250 305. 9583 - 0.0209 -34.6042 1197.45006 3.9138 
C - D 2 o.5834 306.4167 + o.7501 -33.8332 1144.68542 3.7357 
C - V 2 0 5834 306. 4167 + 0.0584 -34.5249 1191.96872 3.8900 
D-V 1 o.3472 306.1805 I - 0.3124 -34.8957 1217.70988 3.9771 
c-n-v 2 1.1944 307.0277 - o.3918 -34.9751 1223.25762 3.9842 
Residual 60 305 8333 -34.5833 1196.00464 3.9106 
Totals 71 312.6528 -41.1181 
SSx+sSRx 
C SSx 
- C - 1) 
Estimted V.R. S ignif i c ance 
Variance 
20. 8870 18. 9637 9. 4819 3 . 3338 * 
13. 6068 13. 8976 13. 8976 4 8863 
* 
0 0035 0. 0003 0. 0003 0. 0001 N. S. 
1. 3853 1 5602 o. 1s01 0. 2743 N.S. 
o. 2e13 0. 3019 0. 1510 0. 0531 N. S. 
0 5036 o._4371 o. 4371 0. 1537 N.S. 
1 . 1007 1 0271 o. s13s o. 1sos N.S. 
174 5617 170, 6511 2e8442(with 59 d. f . ) (D) 
212. 3299 
Analysis for Weight 
-~ 
.,_ 
Sourcte f . s .s. M. S. V .R_. Sig. 
- ~--Weight 1 3 . 9100 3 . 9106 1 . 352 N.S. 
... 
Residual 59 170.6511 2. 8924 
., 
Totals 60 174. 5617 
'TABLES 
Individual data from mice inmunized with BLLee vaccines and 
chall enB:ed with 1 00 M. S . 2o5 
Vaccilles• 
Level of Ultra- violet 
Haemagglutinin Formaldehyde irradiation Heat 
2. 0 o.a 3 . 0 
2. 0 3 . 0 2.5 
0.5 4 . 0 4 . 0 
3 o0 2. 5 2. 0 400 2. 0 4. 0 2o5 
1 . 0 2. 5 4 . 0 
0. 3 3. 5 0. 5 
0. 3 1 . 3 Oo5 
0. 3 o.a 1 . 0 
0. 1 3. 0 2. 0 
4 . 5 3 . 5 2o0 
4o0 4.5 4. 0 
1. 5 4 o5 2. 5 
0. 5 4. 5 3 . 5 200 0. 3 4 c0 4. 0 
008 4 e 0 3. 0 
0.3 2 o5 Oo3 
2 ~ 3o3 1 . 0 
Oo3 2~0 3o0 
l o5 2. 0 2o3 
4.5 3. 5 4 . 0 
3o3 4.5 3. 5 
0.3 4 . 5 5. 0 
3 . 0 4o5 1.5 -
100 0. 1 3. 0 2 . 5 - ~--
3 o0 4 . 0 1@5 
3 o0 2. 5 2 . 0 
2. 5 3 . 3 4o() 
3. 5 3o0 3 . 5 
l oO 3 o3 2. 5 
--
-, . t, 
~ .: ' .. 
.t J J . . i ~ . ... ,. ~ .. -, ' 1 
\ ·• • •,,, l->t • l 1 i.. ·., • • _ 
t -: .,·,..f-; ... , t.,.i, ~ .. ·.'·• .-', ·i l', .t ,· l t • _.' .•• • . 
TABIE R 
Analyses of variance of results with Vaccines B and C 
and Vaccines B and D• 
Vaccines B and D 
Variance 
Source d. f . s.s. M.S . Ratio Significance 
Vaccine(V) l 11 0081 11 00001 60767 * 
Dose (D) 2 10. 8523 5 . 4261 3 0356 * 
V-D 2 o. 6044 0o30'22 0. 186 N .s . 
Residual 54 87. 8410 1 06267 
Totals 59 110. 3058 
Vaccines Band C 
Variance 
Source r . s.s. M. S. Ratio Significance 
Vaccine(V) 1 3208550 3208550 22. 9418 
*** 
Dose (D) 2 13. 8810 6 . 9405 4 08464 * 
V - D 2 1 . 1940 005970 004169 x.s. 
Residual 54 77 . 3360 1 . 4321 
-
Totals 59 12502660 
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